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Storm Leaves 15
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
. The .center , of the first major
storm of the new year moved out
of the United States and into Canada today, leaving in its wake a
great , mass of snow that caused
many deaths and. widespread destruction.
Temperatures moderated from
the sub-zero and zero readings
early in the weekend to the teens
and 20s. In Minnesota temperatures still hovered around zero in
a new snowfall.
Of the dead attributed to the
weather , Wisconsin had 15 of
which 12 died because of over-

Reinstra said there would be
"no visitors " at the jail until the
case was completed ,
Ther sheriff indentified the three
prisoners , involved as Thomas
Greer, 23, of Tomah, held on the
. murder charge ; Vernon Marx of
Sparta , being held for return, to
the State Reformatory hear Green
Bay, and James Rosenstreetef ,
also of Tomah , a parole violator
awaiting trial on charges of obtaining beer . for . minors.
Greer, a former cook in a Tomah' restaurant , is charged with
the murder of Mrs. pelores Parkison, 36, his former employer. She
was found shot to death in a wooded area near Tomah last Oct. 30.
Reinstra said Greer was the
"ringleader of the plot ," and hadadrnitted participating in the plan.
The sheriff said the trio had sawed moving parts off the door leading from their second-floor cellblock' and rejoining the part? with
chewing gun to escape detection.
Greer declared he intended to
leave the jail for only a few hours
nnd then return , the sheriff said.
Reinstra added that Marx denied
any part in the break but was
Implicated by the other two.
Reinstra said the two also implicated Robert Heide , 19, now
held in the reformatory, and John
Novak , 19. of South Milwaukee ,
who was released from the jail
Dec. 20 after serving 150 days
for traffic violations.
Reinstra said the money to buy
the tools was given to Novak by
Greer.
South Milwaukee police said Novak declined to make any statement.
Reinstra said he. would ask attempted jail-break w a r r a n t s
against the three.

Twin Cities
Has 2 Fires
Over Weekend

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Weekend fires in Minnesota routed occupants cf a 42-apartment
building in St. Paul arid destroyed
a large Minneapol is building which
contained baled paper and corrugated paper boxes,
Mo one was injured in the 'blaze
nt. the four-story St . Paul apartment buildin g Sunday. Flames
were confined mostly to the second
floor apartment of George Ilaknln ,
where the-blaze began , and to the
apartment, one- floor above.
The two-j fory Minneapolis warehouse and office quarters in a onestory section were a total loss after the Saturday fire. The bu ilding
was sold to Ihe state of Minnesota
last .summer to make way for
freeway const ruction.
Firemen said David Rohcle , a
workman , told them the hlnzc
started when n spark from an
acetylene torch set. off haled paper
owned by Consolidated Paper Co.
The workmen were moving machinery and paper lo a new location of the com puny.
Unmngo was estimated at upwards of $75,000.

Kennedy, Clay
In Agreement
On Berlin Crisis

REMOV E INJURED . . . Rescue workers remove one of in- lisiprt near Woerdeh, Netherlands/ today. The trains collided in
;
ju red passengers from one of the trains involved in two-train col- . • -- .dense fog. (AP Photofax)

Mail Train

Derailed !
^
Clerks Hurt
CHICAGO W—Two mail clerks
remained hospitalized today, : suffering from injur ies sustained Saturday- night when a mail train derailed on Chicago's Northwest Side.
Thirteen other mail clerks were
treated for shock or for -minor
injuries and released,
_ Authorities-said. Harry--Hammerling, 40, of Milwaukee, and Joseph
Bozich , 46 , of Greendale , Wis.,
were in good condition.
A five-car section of the Chicago ,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacifi c
Railroad train derailed and rolled
into a shallow .ditch when a wheel
broke on a Railway Express car ,
officials said. The train was en
route from Chicago to St, Paul.
Thirteen other mail clerks were
treated for shock and minor injuries and released . Among them were
Seth Tetra. 34, Portage ; Kenneth
Kraemcr , 41 , Kenosha; Rolf Hclgeson. 31, la Crosse, and Cliffor d
Hannuh . 44 , Sparta.

New Test in Berlii

Bus Load of Soviet A rmy
Off icers Held at Border

By GEORGE BOULTWOOD
BERLIN (AP)—American military policemen held up a busload
of Soviet army officers for 75
minutes Sunday at the West Berlin border in a tense test of
screening. ' :
Clearance for the bus was given
only after the Russians gave assurances that the! Soviet commandant and his top political adviser, who are taboo in the U.S.
sector, were not aboard .
Col. Andrei Solovyev, the Soviet
commandant , and his chief aide,
Lt. Col. Georgi Alekseev . are
banned in retaliation for allowing
the East Germans to harass U.S.
officials crossing into East Berlin.
Halting of the bus, carrying IS
officers , marked the third time
in a week that Soviet military
personnel have run into U.S. roadblocks.
The bus remained ia West Berlin less than half an hour and
then went back east ¦with no indication of the purpose of the trip.

Joseph Kennedy
Leaves Hospita l
wicsr

PALM

BK.Acn . Fla. m

—Joseph P. Kennedy, father of the
President , was discharged from
.St. Mary 's Hospital today,
Kennedy, former ambassador to
England , entered the hospital
Dec. 19 after suffering a stroke,
It could not bo learned where
the elder Kennedy WIUJ taken.

Sukarno Escapes in
Indonesia Explosion

By PETER ARNETT
.MAKASSAR . Indonesia 'APIPresident Sukarno escaped unharmed from a bomb explosion
Sunday night while winding up a
four-day barnstorming tour to
wmir"u|V'''"suppofT"' m ihe T'iMelies
for his plans to seize West New
Guinea from the Diilch.
The bomb killed thr ee persons
and injured 25 others in a crowd
watching the president arrive for
a speech . It c-Nploded a few hundred yards behind his motorc ade.
Visibly shaken , he addressed a
.student rally shortly afterward ,
This mornin g he inspected a military base outside this Mouth
Celebes city,
There were no indication! of
any arrests but military precautions ami security were strengthened in Makassar , the proliohle
jumping-off point for any invasion
of Dutch New Guinea.
Until recently, the Makassar
area also was n confer of rebels
opposing Sukarno 's government.
The president attacked Dutch
Foreign Minister .1. M. A. II , Luns
for his statement in a magazine
interview
recently
that
West
New Guinea 's Papuan population
should not come: under Indonesian
because they
domination
are
racially different from the Indonesians.

¦
• . ' ' ¦ .'

Many Others
Among M
Aboard Hurt

¦

One of the trains was an express en route from the northern
Dutch town of Leeuwarden to
Rotterdam. The other was a commuter train headed in the opposite direction from Rotterdam to
Amsterdam.
The express was due to reach
a switching point at 9:19 a.m. and
the commuter train at 9:21. It
was in this three-minute interval
that they hit. Visibility was about
20 yards,

Bomb Kills Three

"We have also reviewed the
general problem of effective handling of possible crisis situations
and wc have reached full agreement on the policy t o 'b e followed
during " these months.
"This meeting is one more way
in which Mr. Rusk , General Clay
mnd i-can—keep -in the ""closest
touch and we continue to be fortunate in having him as the senior
American in Berlin. "
Salinger was asked if the statement meant Clay was fully satisfied with tho situat ion regarding
authority for the U.S. military
commander. Salinger replied that
Clay had rend the President' s
statement and approved it.
Later, Kenned y and John A.
McCone , director of tlie Central
Intelligence Agency, conferred for
an hour and a half. No statement
was issued. '

¦

Priests, nuns, firemen, police,
soldiers and uninjured passengers
.i
helped in rescue work.
Metal workers- used acetylene
torches to cut into the . tangkd
masses of coaches, which were
reported to have carried ahout
500 passengers. ¦
Fifty doctors toiled over the
casualties:
Watch dogs were used to guard
piles of luggage. ; <"'.

Sp arta Jml
Break Foiled

The snow tapered off north of
Milwaukee, with Mequbii , only a
few miles away, measuring 10
inches. Between 1 and 3 inches
were recorded at Wausau and Park
Falls and three inches , at Green
Bay. La Crosse and Eau Claire
registered only .flurries.,. .
Colder weather moved into the
state in the wake of the storm
which left southern section s with
more snow cover than , the northern areas. Wausau and Superior
reported only 11 inches on the
ground Sunday.
An enviable contrast to the winter over most of the country was
Southern California 's heat wave.
Thousand s swarmed to resorts
and beaches as temperatures
soared. In the South Bay area of
By BARRY SCHWEIB
Los
Angeles, 15- swimmer^ -were
)
WASHINGTON (AP — Presirescued by lifeguards.
dent Kennedy says he and Gen.
'V .
The unofficial reading Sunday at
Lucius 1). Clay are in full agreePalm Springs and Oasis- was 93.
ment on how to handle effectively In the San Fernando Valley it
was
any possibl e future crisis in Ber- 96.
¦
'
lin. .
Los Angeles , had a record 86
The President's statement was degrees—the warmest Jan. 7 in
issued Sunday after he and Clay, 59 years.
Warm weather and rain sent
who is Kennedy's personal representative in West Berlin , had rivers over their banks in western
talked for an hour at the White Washington state. Heavy, wet
snow . fell over northeastern WashHouse.
ington , causing some damage to
Clay came to Washington for property and utility lines.
t alks with the Pr esident and-^Sec- BietweT3r^^Tid"Trtirehes~of~fl"ew
retary of State Dean Rusk amid snow fell over parts of Montana ,
reports he believed the U.S. com- Wyoming and Colorado , but temmander in West Berlin , Maj. Gen. peratures ranged mostly in the
Albert Watson II , should have 20s. Snowslides caused some trougreater authority to handle unex- ble in the Colorado mountains and
pected emergencies.
in Utah.
Clay met with Rusk Saturday.
Icy roads remained a problem
Both men denied any policy dif- in Indiana , Illinois and Iowa. The
ferences between them over Ber- three states lay in the path of a
lin:
weekend storm that dumped up
The statement read to report- to 14 inches of snow. . Some secers by White House press secre- tions had drifts up to three feet .
tary Pierre Salinger after SunIn the east , tornado-like winds ,
day 's Kennedy-Clay meeting ap- heavy rain and sleet caused wfde
parently sought to dispel any idea damage and several deaths, Powof a deep rift within , the admin- er failures and telephone service
istration over the handling of any cuts were reported in several
[ areas in New York state.
future emergencies in Berlin.
The statement by the chief executive said:
"General Clay and I have had
a most useful and satisfactory review of the curren t situation in
Berlin and Germany. I have been
very glad to get his report of the
continuing staunchness of the people of West Berlin and we have
talked at length about the ways
and means of sustaining and
strengthening the life of their
great city in the future as in the
past.

.

WOERDEN . Netherlands (AP)
—Two passenger trains collided
in dense fog near here today and
Netherlands . Railways announced
that 79 persons were killed. It w _ »
the worst train disaster in this
country 's history.
The Dutch news agency reported earlier that 50 person s had
been injured , A farmer 's wife
living near the disaster scene said
ambulances had . streamed away
carrying at least 200 injured lo
nearby hospitals .

The State Traffic Patrol said
exertion. New -England had six
that primary roads were icy in
dead. •
spots while drifts " piled by 25 mile
The storm struck tha Milwau- an hour northwest winds continkee area at 12:05 a.m.;- ' Saturday ued to make some secondary
and blew itself out at 3:05 p.m. roads hazardous.
Sunday. The heavy snow was
Twelve of the dead were victims
south of a line . from G reen Bay
to the southwest corner of the of overexertion.
state, with the deepest accumula- Three died in auto crashes on
icy roads.
tions in the southeast corner.
Racine and Kenosha were hit : Among those who died after
by between .. 16' , and 18 niches of shoveling were William Wright ,
new snow. The fall in Milwaukee 41, of Beloit , and Bernard Brady,
was fixed at 14.1 inches. Thirteen 55, of Chicago, who were visitin g
inches fell in 24 hours, the heavi- in Milwaukee..
est fall iii .two years'.and the sec- 'Another of the victims was;
ond heaviest for a 24-hour period Stephen J. Jelinek , 44, a copy
editor for the Milwaukee Journal
in 25 years.
who collapsed outside his home.
Herbert . Miller , '69, a school
principal , collapsed after entering
his home.
The death, toll compares , with 16
counted in unofficial tabulations in
storms in December , 1959 and
March , 1961. There was no breakdown on causes.

¦ Three Monroe County Jail prisoners , one
SPARTA, Wis, (#) —
of them a ishort-order cook accused of first degree murder in the
death of his woman employer, failed in an attempt to saw their Way
out of the lockup, Sheriff Dewey Reinstra said Sunday.
. . ' . ..
'- .' . B einstra said that during a routine check Saturday night he no
tlced a fire escape door had been tampered with. A search disclosed three hacksaw blades arid
a chisel hidden in an air vent.
The sheriff said the tools apparently had been handed in several
weeks ago ' through a rear window
by two former inmates, one of
whom was arrested Sunday night
in South Milwaukee. The other is
confined in the State Reformatory.

¦¦ ¦
. .• ¦ ' . , - . ! : ¦ .

"Luno is always full of lies. He
knows nothing about nations or
scientific theories about nations ,"
said Sukarno , who was trained as
an archil eel .
"The Papyan people of West
Irian-'tWetf-'Ncw- G-itmen') are -part'
of the Indonesian race, A desire
by peopl e lo live together creates
a nation, Indonesia is of many
peoples nn d the West Irian peop le
aro part of it ," Sukarno said .
Sukarno attacked Luns ' statements that Ihe Papuans are so
uncivilized they jiced Dutch .support and trai ning, and that the
Netherlands had put more into its
colonies than it had token from
thorn.

crowd Indonesia will invade the
territory unless the Dutch han d
it over and" "we don 't care about
world opinion. "

However , he said his policy has
ibo—support—ot—lho—CommuniUr
Asian and African world. "Two
billion people support us ," he said.
"How many people support Holland'."'
At one point , Sukarno said he
had learned the Dutch plan to
send the 15,892-toh aircraft carrier
Karel Doorman to New Guinea
waters . She can handle 3."> warplanes.
Nine forei gn ambassadors , including U.S. Ambassador Howard
P. Jones , were in Sukarno 's party,
"What have the Dutch done in The president turned lo them and
New Guinea and what have th e said : "I want you to tell your
Dutch Riven us?" he demanded. " governments we are not afraid of
Our— progress--is-not- because of tho Karol Doorman. What can she
their doing. The Dutch were here do to stop us? If , du ring one dark
3,r)0 years and left virtually noth- night , thousands of tiny fishing
craft full of Indonesian fighters
ing here, "
Reinforcements poured into Ihe creep across Ihe waters to West
.South Cejjcbe.s as Sukarno toured Irian (West New Guinea ) , what
the area. A source close to the can the Karel Doorman do to slop
president said guerrilla "volun- them? "
AL the Hague , the Dutch navy
teers " aro expected lo begin hitand-run attacks soon in West New said the carrier and two dest royhas ers will leave Friday for a showGuinea , which
Indonesia
claimed over since the nation the-flag trip ¦ in (lie Netherlands
gained independence frim the West Indies , Caribbean and South
American waters . There was no
Nether lands in l!M».
In a speech at the fishing vil- mention of any trip to New
lage of Bonthian, Sukarno told a Guinea.

The unusually large number of
officers aboard led to speculation
the Russians might have been
seeking- only to confuse or embarrass the Americans at Check
point Charlie on Friedrichstrasse.

A U. S, combat company stationed in Berlin returned across
the East German autobahn without hindrance alter several days"
of training in West Germany.
West Berlin Mayor Willy Brandt
contended in a radio broadcast
that the wall dividing Berlin "is
beginning to work against those
who built it" because of the adverse impression it makes on foreign visitors:

Molotov
Back at
Old Post

Most of the victims were reported in the crowded train from
Leeuwarden. The express is
usually crowded on Monday mornings by people returning to ;work
in the metropolitan area from
weekends in the northern residential provinces.
It was unlikely that many foreigners were involved.
The Dutch radio canceled all
light programs and it played serious music, interrupted at times
by news bulletins on the crash.
Nine coaches were derailed—six
from the express and three from
the commuter train. One mowed
down a transformer station as it
rolled down an embankment.
The fog was so heavy that persons living near the scene wera.
pnrvlpd when they heard the coliisiohv
"We could see nothing in tho
dense fog," said the farmer 's
wife, Mrs. Van Qssterom, "We
-thought at first a plane had
crashed , but later we heard iron
grating and realized that - two
trains had crashed. Almost immediately afterward, crying people came stumbling toward our
farm."

By PRESTON GROVER
MOSCOW (AP) - Ex-Foreign
Minister V. M. ' Molotov, denounced as a Stalinist by the
latest Communist party congress,
is returning to his atoms for peace
post in Vienna , the Foreign Office
announced today.
The announcement startled the
Neues Deutschtand, the Eatt diplomatic colony in the Soviet
German Communist party organ , capital and led to speculation that
in an editorial today advised Gen. Stalin 's old lieutenant may have
Lucius Clay, President Kennedy ' s won his battle against expulsion
personal representative in Berlin , from the party.
to go back to private business.
A Foreign Office spokesman
The paper accused Clay of in- said he know nothing of the status
citing the U.S. commandant in of the party trial.
West Berlin , Maj. Gen . Alhert
"Molotov has never been reWatson II , "to commit stupidities moved (rom his post on the atom"
in
the
past
few
again and again
ic energy agency and has now
WINNER, S.D. (AP)-A swirl months.
returned to it." he said .
ing snowstorm that brewed a temIt remained to be seen , the paporary feed crisis for Don flight 's
per said , whether Clay returned
cattle drive turned out to have
"cooled down " from his talks in
its helpful side.
Washington with the President
"It'll cover all the winter wheat
and Secretary of State Dean
wc have to travel across ," Hight
Rusk.
said-as he readied his 1,800 Here¦i
fords for the final 17 miles of a
65-mile walk to a cattle auction
Man Crushed to
house at Winner.
Death by Own Car
Might 's trucks from his Westover ranch got stalled in the snow
FARIBAULT , Minn. (AP ) -A
for a time but he was able to buy
former Rice County commissioner
hay from a randier and the
Irvin Ackman was crushed lo
trucks pulled in Sunday with a
deat h by his car as he changed
ISTANBUL . Turkey <AP ) - A concentrated protein feed for the
license plates Saturday.
Belgian Sabcna jet airliner , car- animals.
Sheriff ' Charles A. Carver said rying 27 persons from Tehran to
Ackman had left, t h e car in Istanbul , landed at a Soviet airMuch of tho remaining distance
"drive " gear with its engine run- field today after radioing "We is in more settled country than
ning as he instil lied plates. The are being pursued by Russian the cuttle range where the ani..i?£Pi)J^£fi].! y -!U!__LJ°i!;. planes J.!
_....-... _ _ ...
mals. _r_<.E.d...lMQLe„h_ad.ia_.„AQ
IDi^JUJ}!
ward 'ahd "Ackman was-crushed beSahenn authorities in Istanbul market.
tween the front bumper and a nnd in Brussels , the l ine ' s headThey are hoofms across numergarage wall.
quarters , said the plane was ous farms and Mi ght had to agree
forced by Soviet jets to put down to keep them along fence- lines
at the city of Yerevan , near tho to avoid plowin g throug h mora
Soviet-Turkish frontie r.
wheal than is necessary.
Publici ty about Right ' s unusual
However , the line 's manager in
FEDERAL FORECAST
enterprise
in modem-day cattle
Tehran
,
Walter Devros. said n
"Winona and Vicinit y —• Mostly
r ivaled a circus atmoscloudy, windy and colder wilh radio compass had failed and tho operations
occasional snow fhirries and pilot , Cnidr. Freddy Moineaii , re- phere Sunday. Hundreds of motorHome blowing and driftin g snow quested pcrmis.Mon to make tho ists drove nut to watch the herd
cross U.S. Hi ghway llin northwest
tonight and Tuesday. Low to- landing.
By Devros ' account , the Soviet o( Winner.
night 5 below , high Tuesday 10
above.
craft merely escorted the liner to
At timet , the herd Jias stretched
LOCAL WEATHER
Yerevan. He said plans are for nut a mile and a hall. The •10-ycarOfficial observations for the it lo proceed ...to...Istanbul , 850. «ld rancher lots the cows set their
24- hours ending at 12 in. Sunday: miles west of Yerevan , ;is soon as awn pace.
Maximum , 22; minimum, 11; repairs are completed.
Right expects hi have the cattle
n(xi n , 10; precipitation , trace
The plane carried 19 panongen in pens at the sales ring Tuesday
Official observations for the 24
night , He 'll separate the cows and
and eight crew members .
hours ending at 12 m. today.
Devros sflid all were reported steers , the steers to go by tho
Maximum , 14; minimum, —1;
jiound and the cows by the head
safe.
noon , 4; precipitation , truce.
Among the passengers AWIS one when th* auctioneer ' s cry rings
AIRPORT WEATHER
American , identified only as a cut Thursday.
( Nor)h Central Observation*)
His main worry now . llight says,
Max. temp, 2D at 4 p.m.. Sun- Mr . llciwen , (lying to Europe
is shrinkage. Me expects to save
day, min. -2 at. 10 a , in. today , from tlie Far East ,
Snbciia authorities In Brussels $'J,000 by trail-driving the beef as
norm . 5, scattered layer of clouds
at 2, Ml) feet , visibility 12 miles , said Hie Russians had buzzed the against the normal method of
wind 14 in.p .h. from northwest airliner and that at least two trucking them. and. expects to
fighters were involved.
pocke t around $360,000 at the sale.
humidity 52 percent.

South Dakota
Cattle Drive
On Last Lap

Belgian Jet
Forced Down
By Russians

WEATHER

Tax Booklets
Wisconsin
For
f
Wild dle-o R oad
P.rf arQ&tf keilyi, Being Prepared

OUT-OFJOWN COLLEGES

Thre e Back From Bowl

FHE WORLD TODAY
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Americans Set
To Rush Aid
To Dominicans

Armed Forces

__

Carniva l Roya lt y
Dinner Saturda y

Clean- ^Utef
Action!;^2jr Mobiiheat

Buffalo County Court
Reporter Reappointed

Jud ge's Attempt
To Save Heart
Victim Fails
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Cement Products Go.
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Catholic Center
Work Completed
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Modern Chiropracti c
and Electroth erapy
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W i s.-Twenty-five
I ARCADIA ,
i boys and 15 parents attended a
meeting at Arcadia High School
Sunday aftr-rnoo n when Duane Pifer, Whitehall , district Scout cxecitivc , outlined the Boy Scout program . .N'o action was taken to
1 start ft new program hero , but it
J wi/l be discussed at the f.ions Ciub
m e e t i n g T u e s d a y evening. T h e
pro gr am v, as dbcontinued here a
¦few years ago.

WILEY JOINS FIRM
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TO ENGINEERS' MEET

(lALKSVII.I.K . Wis-I.. J o h n
Srliilling, president rif .Schilling
I
Kleclrii' <-«» .- v -.<J ;il«'i,ville , —I'wumHy
I attended the w i n t e r meeting of
I the American Society of Agricultural Mug hirers at Cliiaij;o.
¦
j E L G I N STORE HOURS
KJ.GI.N . M i n n - K l g i n .stores will
not be oix'ii Friday evenings or any
evenings d i n i n g the, b:ilancn of the
wlnler, Shopping hours will be n
/i.rn. t« :>:M \i m. \ton<l.iy through
|Sntui'dny.
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Advfrtlj cmrnt

PEOPLE

50 to 80

, . . let us tell you how you can
still apply for a $1,000 life Insurance policy (issued up to age 80) .
You may carry t h e policy the rest
of your life to hel p case tho burden of final expenses on your fam_
ilyNo one will call on you. 'You
handle the entire transaction hy
mnil with OLD AMKHICAN , Ihe
ratnparty which helped pioneer Insurance for senior Americans.
Ti'nr out this ad and mnil it todny with your n nnic , address nnd
year of birth to Old American Insurance Co., -JiMH) Oak , Dept.
I, 1221) . Kansn * City 12, Mo. No
ohligntion !
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WINONA HOTEL - TUESDAY, JAN. 9
Houri: 1:10-3:00 p.m
or wr|1«:

SONOTONE OF ROCHESTER
R. G. Arnoh-tlt, Ms' ,

«och«it»r , Minn.
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HEARING CENTER

109 A r-.rit St. SW
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E T T R I C K , Wis. (Special) —
Ix'onard P. Shee-by is chairm an
of the March of Dimes drive in
Kit rick for the N ational Foundation.
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CHAIRMAN AT ETTRICK
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70V, Weil' Third Srreet

C-ALKSV'H.I.K, Wis -A Calcsvil/e man iia.s tieen admit ted an a
general partner in the fi r m of Robert W. Haird & to , I n c . , and is
associated w i t h the Oshkosh , Wis.,
' office. lie is Guilford M. Wiley
': Jr ., wlio.se mother lives here. His
j wife Is the former Helen Lois
j Nash of Arcadia. Wiley is a 1!M 1
i graduate ol I.;i Crosse ]|if.;h School
: and was in World W a r II He received his ba chelor of business administration degree from the UnJ
I ivcrslty of Wisconsin in l'JW.

ST. C H ARLES, Minn .—Recognition will be given for area residents achievements at an awards
banquet given by St. Charles ^rea
Jaycees Jan. 25.
Awards will be given to the outstanding boss, young man and
young farmer of the year. Bert
Jones , Minneapolis , state president
of the Junior Chamber of Commerce , will be speaker.
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St Charles Jaycees
To Honor Three at
Banquet Ja nuary 25
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GO SHOPPING ON
A DAY LIKE THIS?"
It's enfiy—by phone 3 You can always enjoy a pleasant
shopping trip—when you let your phone do your running
around town. You get your shopping done quickly, easily . „.
with no worries about parking, or baby sitters , or crowds..
Whenever it's difficult to get away from home lo shopjust reach for tho Yellow Pages, and see how much you can
accomplish in a short time!

Northwestern Belt® in Minnesota

Monday, January I, 1M2
WINONA DAILY NEWS 3

31 Cases Listed
For District
Court Juries

SAC FLIGHT PATH ... The free world's, first
supersonic bomber, the B-58 Hustler, soon will begin flying training missions over towns and cities
within a 40-mile corridor .from Minneapolis to
Milwaukee, passing portions of this area. Their
approximate path is shown by the black line on
¦
• ' .'¦.
the map.
The flights will be made by crews of the
Strategic Air Command's 43rd Bomb Wing at
Carswell, AFB, Tex., and 305th Bomb Wing at

Bunker Hill AFB, Ind, The missions will provide
operation- training under allrweathe'r conditions.
They may be made at any time during the day
or night ;
No weapon s are carried by the SAC bombers
during these training missions. The bomber will
surpass the speed of sound , possibly causing sonic
booms at altitudes between 35,000 and 50,000
feet. Flights at lower altitudes will be flown
at subsonic speeds^

ArcadiaWoman You Can Prep are
Sues for Taxes

For Cold Week

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special )-A
case has heen filed in Circuit Court Slapped by a new cold wave but
here by Miss Kate Zeller, Arcadia, spared the experience of battling
asking j udgment against the city through wind-swept snowdrifts, Wiof Arcadia for alleged overpay- nona
today was promised mostly
ment of i960 taxes.
weather, winds and coldMiss Zeller by her attorneys, cloudy
er
with
snow flurries
Fugina , Kostner & Ward , Arcadia , and someoccasional
and drifting
blowing,
is asking $832.95 which she alleges snow tonight and Tuesday.
is overpayment, plus interest at 5
percent from Jan. 9, 1961, plus
costs and disbursements of the action. . .
The 1960 assessment on Lot 1
was $31,000, and Miss Zeller alleges the market value is $25,000.
The 1960 assessment of Lots 5 and Want to know what to do so
6 was $51,330, and she alleges the your tree won't get sick and die?
Come to the City Hall courtroom
market value is not more than
$30,000..These lots are in Block 11 at -7 p.m. today for a movie and
of the original plat and include the talk on the Dutch elm disease.
building known as the Old Arm- Present will be Donald M. Coe, director of the state division of plant
ory.
On Jan. 9; 1961, Miss Zeller paid industry, who says that this disease
$2,539.90 in taxes on these lots and is halfway across Wisconsin in epthe mercantile properties , but paid idemic proportion s and has been
them in protest , claiming they found in two Minnesota locations.
were unjust and discriminatory. Members of the City Council and
On Jan . 17, 1961, by her attor- Park-Recreation Board will be
neys, she filed a claim for the present .
amount for which she is now suing.
The complaint says the City
Council discussed her claim at
meetings last February and March
9 but filed it without taking ac'.
tion.
Miss Zeller is retired and a resident of St. Joseph's Hospital. The LANESBORO, Minn. (SpeciaD case is scheduled for the spring It. 6, Benson lias been elected
term of Circuit Court opening the president of Heimbygda Lodge 376 ,
Sons of Norway.
first Monday in March .
Others elected: Orris Hanson ,
vice president; Clarence Larson ,
councilor; Mrs. Eleanor Storhoff ,
secretary; Gord on- Larson, financial secretary ; Mrs. Adoiph Wangen, assistant financial secretary ;
Nels E. Moen, treasurer; , Mrs.
Olaf Northouse . social director;
George McGuire , civil defense Mrs. Arnold Holthe .; marshal ; Mrs.
director , has reminded Winona resi- Robert Eithun , assistant marshal ;
dents in charge of large buildings Miss tena Larson , outer guard ;
that there will be a meeting Wed- Mrs. Herbert Wlste , inner guard ;
nesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Roger Miss Ida Gilbertson , pianist ; Mrs.
Bacon Science Center, College of Howard Shattuck , assistant pianSaint Teresa , concerning the num- ist; Olaf Evenson , director , and
ber of refugees these buildings Mrs. B. M. Bearson , historian.
could house in case of disaster.
Those asked to attend incl ude
businessmen , apartment owners,
school principals and church pastors. Engineers will conduct the
survey.

Report on Elm
Disease Tonight

Lanesboro Sons
Elect Officers

Full Attendance
Urged at Session
On CD Housing

Houston Co. Gives
$821 in Campaign
To Aid Reta rded
LA CRESCENT , Minn. (Special )
—A total of $821.88 has been contributed to date in the Houston
County Friendship campaign for
retarded children , according to
Mrs. T. L. O'Brien , La Crescent ,
campaign treasurer.
The village of Houston has not
completed its drive , said Mrs,
O'Brien. The other villages in the
county
reported as follows ;
Brownsville , $i;;i.fi0 '. H o k a h ,
JU0 .55; Caledonia $3,ri!>.8.r> , and La
Crescent , $307.88.
Mrs. Robert Kies, La Crescent ,
was chairman for this first drive
for retarded children in ....Houston
County. Chairman in the villages
wee: Mrs. Winsto n Reider , La
( descent; Mrs. A. D. Davidson ,
Caledonia; Mrs. Everett Trnft ,
Prownsville; Mrs. Victor Langon ,
Hokah , and Mrs. Henry McCunc ,
Houston.

. ,
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5 Minnesofans
Die in Weekend
Road Accidents

After this morning's low of, -1,
the area was cautioned to prepare
for 5 below tonight and a high of
10 above Tuesday. Occasional ,
cloudiness and continued cold is
the outlook for Wednesday.
In the five-day forecast , Winona
and vicinity were advised to. expect average temperatures 12 to
18 below seasonal normals of 6-10
above and maximums of 20-25.
Little or no precipitation is in:
sight.
Snow flurries Sunday mad e
many area road s slippery hut
main highways in most cases were
in good winter driving condition.
Today's Winona temperatures
compare- with a high of 35 a year
ago today and a low 5. Saturday's
high here was 22 and Sunday after :
noon the temperature rose to 14.
Sunday morning the low was 11
and this morning -1. By noon the
mercury had risen to 4 above.
All-time high for Winona Jan. 8
was 49 in 1880 and the low -25
in 1875 and 1881. Mean for the past
24 hours was 8. Normal for this
day is 16.
Most of the state was cold this
morning with Alexandria reporting the low of -7. It was -6 at International Falls and Bemidji. Rochester posted a low of -4 and La
Crosse had -5.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Five Minnesotans died in weekend traffic accidents, two in separate Twin City mishaps and three
in a collision near Lemars, Iowa.
Victims of the Iowa accident , on
icy Highway 33 eight miles north
of Lemars, were Mrs. James
Gay, 32, Worthington; Sheryl
Broste , 9, Worthingt on, and Nancy
Ness, 12, Canby.
The car . driven by the Broste
girl's father , Burton Broste, 36,
and one driven by James Ortmann, 29, of Merrill, Iowa, collided. Broste's wife suffered critical head injuries. She and her
husband were hospitalized at
Orange City, as were Ortmann and
his wife, Gretchen , 28. .

PART-TIME
MILK SANITARIAN
Must be familiar with Oracle A
standards. State ago and qualifications. Mall applications to—

Dr. Warren W. Haesley

City Health Officer
4rh and Lafayette
WINONA , MINN.

How Do You Get Your Husband to
Hel p- With the Pishes?

Mrs. Ray E. Mueller, St. C h a r l e s ,
'.. ¦¦ Minn. : :.

"I don't even ask
: him. If it's needed
he helps me."

"I never ask him
because I have 5
girls — 3 at home.
They do ' the dishes
most of the time. "

Unemployment
Payments Up
25% in State

Mrs. Malvin Tulius,
673 E. Sanborn St.:

¦

"I never ask him
"I don't. I've got
¦' ¦ ¦ to help. I have girls
J children to help/' y to do it."

Mrs: Richard Zenk,

219 W. 2nd St.:

"T don't. My girl»
do .the dishes. "
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The number of weeks for which
benefits were paid totaled 1,576 ,389 last year , compared with 1,277,092 in 1960. The average weekly , amount paid , to eligible claimants, persons whose employment
had qualified them for insurance
benefits in time of layoff or job
loss, was $29.17 last year, up . 92
cents from ¦ the previous year 's
average . . ' ¦

Benefits paid out under the Minnesota law are financed by a tax
on employers' payrolls. The Employment Security Department
also administers two insurance
programs , for federal employes
and ex-servicemen , for which.it is
reimbursed by the federal govern ment , Starkey said over $3.5 million was paid out through these
two programs in Minnesota last
year. . '

WABASHA, Minn. (Special)—
Wabasha County District Court
will reconvene here Tuesday at
10 a.m. to hear a jury case.
Previous to drawing a jury .
Steven B. Gray, 22, Rochester,
will be arraigned -on a second degree larceny charge.
Gray has been in county jail
since Jan. 17 vhen he was bound
over to District Court after waiving preliminary hearing on a
charge of taking a boat and motor from a bathhouse on Lake
Zumbro July 1, I960, property
of Gerald Goodvin , Ryan 's Bay,
Mazeppa Township,
The boat was abandoned the
same day at Boyd' s Resort a halfmile from Ryan 's Bay.
He left ' Rochester July 4 ,
^ " apprehended at
1960, and was
Kansas City , Mo. , for car theft .
Officers from here went to Jefferson City, Mo., to get him
at the end of his sentence there.
Scheduled for jury trial is the
action brou ght by Alvin E.
Benike, Rochester , against Wabasha Sand & Crave! Co. and Portable Concrete Inc.
Judge Arnold Hatfield will
preside.

Dropping 400s
Would Save Road
SI Million,Claim

ST. PAUL (AP) - The Chicago
and North Western Railway would
save more than a million dollars
annually if the road's '.'400" trains
from Minnesota to Chicago were
eliminated a company official testified today at an Interstate Commerce Commission hearing.
The hearing is the first in a
series of four on the road's application to abandon four streamliners—the. .400 and 401 between the
Twin Cities and Chicago and Nos,
518 and 519 between Mankato and
Chicago.
The road in. its applicati on for
discontinuance claims the trai ns
are operating at a loss of more
than $6,400 a day.
Larry S. Prove, vice president
and comptroller , presented North
Western schedules regarding losses. The railroad maintain s that
the net loss per day in operation'
of the Twin Cities 400 before, interest and return on investment had
grown from $2 ,314 in 1959 to $3,009
in i960 , and $3 ,339 per day during
the first five months of 1961.
Average daily loss on the Rochester 400 , the road contends , increased from $2 ,435 in 1959 to $3,037 in 1960 and $3, 127 in the first
five months , of 1961, with the 1901
loss amount ing to $1 ,111,452 ,
Provo said no dividends on common stock were paid by the railway in a 10-year period between
1951 and i960yan d that in only
three years— 1952, 1953 and 1954,
were dividends paid on preferred
stock.
Elimination of the four trains

Austin Boys
Admit 18 Acts
Of Vandalism
AUSTIN , Minn. (AP) - Three
boys, who earlier admitted 10
thef ts, hare told authorities their
10-month crime spree included fl
larcenies, lft, acts' of vandalism , 9
more thefts and 4 burglaries.
The boys — two 14 and the other
11— . were petitioned to juv enile
court when their cases first came
to the attention of police three
weeks ago. Their latest admissions
are expected to bring them into
court again .
¦juvenile
'. The extent of their spree became knows when one of the 14year-olds voluntarily appeared at
the police station last week ,

Badger Legislature
Back in Session

MADISON , Wis. IB—Wisconsin s
1961 Legislature convened today
for what lawmakers hope will be
the end of a marathon session that
began Jan. a , 1961.
Leaders expect 'that disposition
of left-over business can be accomplished in about two weeks.
Democratic Gov. Gaylord Nelson
is expected to address the session
of the Republican controlled Senate and Assembly this week and
outline measures he considers to
be of prime importance.
There are 163 holdover bills and
resolutions but most of these are
expected to be defeated with little
or no consideration .
The time consuming session
reached its high point shortly be.
fore Christmas when a tax revision bill finally was passed . Errors have since been discovered in
the far-reaching law and these will
have to be corrected , particularly
in providing the $55 million pledged for real property tax relief.
So far , the tedious session has
run for 268 days and is expected
to go down as the longest, in the
state 's history. The record for the
longest session—270, days—was set
by the 1939 Legislature.

Senators Offer
Point Plan
for America

WASHINGTON — Two top-ranking Republican members of tha
Joint Economic Committee of tha
Congress urged the Kennedy administ ration today to "broaden its
vision" and seek removal of major harriers to free world unity
in the cold war instead of "myopic concentration oh the limited
field of tariffs on industrial goods."
Sen. Prescott Bush , Conu ,, ranking minority member of the full
committee , and Rep. Thomas B<
Curtis , Mo., rankin g minority
member of its subcommittee on
f oreign economic policy, issued a.
joint statement of their preliminary views on issues raised by
the administration 's statements
that broader executive power over
tariffs is needed in order to negotiat e with the European Common
Market.
DECLARING THAT "no clear
or convinc ing case for urgency"
in granting to the President proposed new broad tariff-cutting
power in order to deal with the
Common Market was made in tho
subcommittee 's hearings l a s t
month , Bush and Curtis listed the
following among problems for
which solutions "deserve higher
and more urgent priorities ":
1. The need for vigorous action by the United States toward formation of a new
alliance of free nations outside
the framework of the United
Nations ,
2. The need for a more
equitable sharing of the burdens of the common defens*
against communist imperialism.
3. The present, lack of a unified free nations policy respecting trade with the Soviet
Union , Communist China and
the communist satellite nations.
4. The jxir.sistent and dangerous deficit in the U.S. balance
of payments.
5. Rigid protectionism by
the United States nnd Western
Europe in agriculture and energy resource's.
li. The need for Western Europe to accept a greater share
of the increasing industrial
output of Japan and . other
lowest-way e countries .
7. The need for the United
Slates and Western Kuropo |o
agree ' on the provision - cf adequate markets for the products of the developing nation *
of hat in America and Africa ,
ft. The need for improvement
in t'lie competitive position of
.._,iUuericaii.„iu.di.is.ti.v ..„j.i,i..._.xolld.
market s .
¦
Company- coinin g for dinner *
Serve hot cniis nmme as n first
cour se adding a tablespoon of dry
slier rv lo each cup.

daily would give the company a
net minimum annual savings of
$1,137,713, he said , adding that if
only the Twin Cities to Chicago
trains we re abandoned , the net
minimum annual savings would be
$575,205.
The hearing, being conducted
before John Bradford . Washington ,
ICC Examiner , is expected ]to continue through Tuesday. Other
hearings will he held at Eau Former Dakota Bank
Claire , Wednesday;
Rochester ,
Friday; nnri Madison , Wis. , Mon- To Become Ga rage
Something — p e r h a p s the day .
DAKOTA , Minn . — The f ormer
fabled Winona County cougar —bank building, which has stood
injured two sheep Saturday
empty here many years, has been
night on the farm of Mr. and
sold. The brick structure was purMrs. Paul llrogan, south of St.
chased by Carleton Pnpenfuss from
Charles,
Mr . and Mrs . Donald Moldenhau Mrs. Rrogan reported to the
er , Austin , Minn. , and will be conthat
something
sheriff' s office
verted into a residential garage.
had been chasing her sheep. Two
¦
of the sheep were torn and bleedELK
CREEK
CREAMERY
ing, though apparentl y not seriFT. LKWIS , Wash. W—A spokesously injured.
man for Wisconsin 's 32nd Divisio n
INDEPENDEN CE . Wis. - Melsays there i.s no "critical" hous- vin Bloom , employed at Elk Creek
ing Jihuptagc ,—uvea lhouflh._lhe, Cxcauie.r;y.,,i.5.-.ycars_.))as ...r.f:s.jgne (i
liadger .State colony was swelled and accepted a position as sales
by almost 1, 100 persons nfler the representa tive for JJniry Supplies ,
end of holiday leaves.
Minneapolis. Bloom was manager,
Nearly U .OOO men of the divi : Burton Thompson , formerly emsion went home during the holi- ployed at Preston Cooperative
days, and brought 1,400 depend- Creamery , Blair , replaces Bloom,
eii.s—about 160 of them hr'ides—
when they returned to duty Thursday.
A spokesman for the division
said the men were instructed not
lo bring dependents unless they
had located housing. Many did not
follow the warning and had to
lace their families in molds while
p
i The wind hurle d a tree , into lookin g lor other quarters.
which didn 't happen.
¦
Bernard K. VVagnild , Christ- Brown 's fa ce, bre aking J I I H glassmas . tree collection chairman , es and cutting ' his nose. Uo did A REETON DESK MAN?
said 20 Jaycees worked the long- not need medical attention.
Motorists lined both sid es of
HRAI -FORD , Pa. Wi-Boothlnck
est hours In .such a collection.
Tfrey worked from 1-fi p.m., I Til 01 for n half-mile to watch Freddie Allen has one customer
6:30 P.M.
using B trucks donated by local j the fire which lasted 15 minutes. who insists on having the soles
Wagnild
said.
terri
fic"
"It
was
of
his
slides
shlned.
firms. Each truck made about
Dinner $1 .50
two runs. Contributions were
made by sonic residents whose
trees were made by some res Itrees were collected from boulevards.
8 P.M- Sharp In Itio Clubhous*
The only accident al the lionH
All Chest contributors
fire site occurred before the fire
i
.
JOHN F. BORZYSKOWSKI , Grand Knight I
1351)
„
while
Charles
G.
Brown
Jr
[
'
[W. Slh St., was unloading trees. (

Yugoslav Ship
Sinks in English
Channel 28 Lost

Two Sheep Hurt
Near St. Charles

160 New Brides
Return With
Gl Husbands

j Bi g Job for Jaycee;

2,000 Yule Trees
Go Up in Smoke

For once Winona firemen
George Hocppner and Mai Becker
were able Sunday night to enjoy
watchin g a fire like everyone
else.
The occasion va.i the Jaycees'
animal Christmas tree collection
and bonfire east of the junction
of Trunk Highways 61 and 43. A
record 2,000 trees were burned
after being doused with dicscl
oil, The trees were piled about
.'{ft (cat high and the f lames leapcd 75 feet high.
The two firemen and their
tank truck were available in ca>e
tlie flumes got wit of control ,

Mn. R o y Jontsaard, Winona Rt. 1:

CANTON , Minm-Olaf Lysgaard ,, Lysgaard was last seen at 12:30 ¦ BESIDES Mrs. Haagenson, hr It :
ST. PAUL. (AP) — Minnesotans
76,
Amherst , died of exposure this ! a.m; in Canton. Authorities sur- i survived by three other daughreceived nearly $46 million in unemployment bene fits last year , an morning after being found uncon- mise that 'soon afterward he at- j tors: Mrs. Alfred Bakku m , Housincrease of 25 per cent over 1960. scious on. Fillmore County Road 231 tempted - .to ' walk the to miles to; ton ; Mrs. Arden < Irene) VigeJand ,
] his daughter ' s home ", in Amherst Mabel , and Mrs. George (DoroFrank T. Starkey, commissioner about three miles north of here and became exhausted in the bit- j; thy) Inglett , Spring. Grove; o n e
A motorist , Wesley Stark , rural
of unemployment security, said
ter cold. He was wearing winter |brother , Hans, Spring ^ Grove , 16
the numbe r of unemployed work- Canton , saw him lying on the side clothing. .
grandchildren and two great-grandof
the
road
about
7:30
a.m.
and
¦
ers receiving one dr more weeks
He' . ¦was born in Norway, Feb. : children of benefits under the insurance notified Fillmore County Sheriff .1, 1885,
Mr. and-Mrs./ 'die Funeral services will be at 1
program was 98,424 last year, Neil S. Haugerud . Haugerud im- Lysgaard.sonHeof married
Clara Pe- p.m. Wednesday at Mabel Trinitymediately
dispatched
an
ambucompared with 89,954 in 1960.
,
and they Garness Lutheran Church, the Rev.1909,
terson
March
25
.
! lance to the scene but Lysgaard
C. James N'arveson officiating.
farmed
in
the
rural
Lanesboro
Of those drawing benefits in : died shortly after being placed in
area approximately 50 years. She Burial will be in the church cem1961, there were 31,82a who ex- Uhe vehicle, . . .
died in ifl47' and he had since etery . Friends may call at tha
hausted thei rbenefi f rights on current claims. This represented a 47 j DR. J. P. Nehrmg, Fillmore been living at the home of his Mengis Funeral Home, Mabel,
time of servper cent increase over the 21,626 j County coroner. s«''id death w a s daughter, Mrs. Giffon Haagenson, from Tuesday' ¦ Until
y ,
ice.
.. .yv
Amherst.
exhausting benefits in 1960.
J caused by exposure.

Wabasha Jury
Pell said Broste was driving his
daughter ' and the .Ness girl to a
school for retarded children at Returns Tuesday
Beatrice, Neb., when the car

Former Chatfield
Man Being Held
On Check Charge

Testimony Taken
In Suit Over
Death in Sandpit

Mrs. Willard Angst,

620 W. Sarnia St.; .

I owa Highway Patrolman Lyle

skidded into the path of the Ortmann car. The two girls had been
home for the Christmas holiday.
Albert Chester , 64, of Golden
Valley, a Minneapolis suburb , died
Saturday of injuries suffered in
an automobile collision Friday.
CHATFIELD , Minn .-A former ! Mrs. Frederick A. Lanctot , 79,
Chatfield man being held by Wash- Minneapolis , was struck by a car
ington County authorities at Brain- and killed as she crossed a street
erd for passing worthless checks Saturday night. It was the first
has not lived in this area for 10 traffic fatality in almost 4'i years
years , Sheriff Neil Haugerud , in suburban Edina.
Preston , said this morning.
Mrs. Lanctot and her daughter
But Charles C. Haven. 32, who had just gotten off a bus when
has admitted writing a check for the elderly woman was struck.
$1 ,800 for a new car at Forest Police said the car made skid
Lake , was in trouble in Fillmore marks for 91 feet before the point
County at one time for bogus of impact.
checks. Sheriff Haugerud said a The two Twin City deaths raised
warrant is on file against him for Minnesot a's 1962 traffic toll to 11.
a $20 worthless check, but wheth - the same as through this date last
er the charge is pressed will de- year.
pend on charges against him in
other counties , he said.
Polic e said Ifnven had check
blanks from half a dozen banks ,
including one at Forest Lake and
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special) - Grand Rapids.
An adverse examination was held
in Trempealeau County Court here
Friday in a $12,000 suit brought La Crescent Taxpayers
by Mrs. Dorothy Sobotta , Arca- LA CRESCENT , Minn. -Charlcs
dia , against Howard Reedy , Ar- P. Stone , general counsel for Mincadia , for the death of her son nesota Taxpayers Association , will
DOVER , England (AP)-A midDuane , 11, who was smothered in talk on "A Replacement Sales Tax
a sandpit on the William Finner for Minnesota " at a meeting of night collision in the foggy Engfarm last JuW 21.
the La Crescent Taxpayers Asso- lish Channel sent the Yugoslav
freighter Sabac to the bottom toThe case will be tried in Cir- ciation Jan . 17 nt 8 p.m.
day and 2)1 Yugoslav seamen were
cuit Court here in March. Finner ,
[eared lost .
impleaded defendant , is represent- LA CRESCENT COUNCIL
ed by Frank.Morrow * Eau Claire , LA CRESCENT . Minn. ' (Spe - Five survivor s and 17 bodies
Thomas Skemp, La Crosse, is cial)—La Crescent Village Coun- were recovered from the channel
attorney for Mrs. Sobotta and Fu- cil will meet at 7 p.m. today . The nnd the other 11 crewmen of the
gina , Kostner St Ward , Arcadia , now mayor , William Mishlcr , and 2 ,(111-ton Yugoslav vessel were
new council member , Clarence missing. The ship and the 6,223represent Reedy.
Iteedy, according to testimony Vetsch , will assume duties. . Mish- ton British steamer Dorington
Friday, was paying Finner five lcr defeated incumbent , Russcty Court collided and the Sabac was
cents a yard for sand out of the Senn , and Vetseh defeated Antony sliced in two. It sank in six
minutes.
pit. James Scliock and Steve John- Tschumper Dec. fi.
son testified Hint they were playing "TarznK"'"" wi'di""Sonblta" when
ho let go or fell from the root
on which he was swinging nnd
was buried Ln tho sand.
Testimony also was given by
Mrs. Sobotta and William Finner
nnd son Clarence,

WANTED

City Building

Designation of cases tp be heard
by a ju ry during the January term
of District Court here was at a
call of the court calendar marking' the opening of the winter term
today.
Judge Leo P. Murphy, Winona,
presided at this morning's session
at which 31 cases were listed for
jury trial.
Members of the jury panel will
report for duty next Monday when
the first of'the cases to be heard
by Judge Murphy will be called
for . trial.
Two cases were stricken from
the calendar this mopping and
there-were indications that at least
two others may be continued over
the term. .'
Those stricken were actions
brought by Mrs. Vivian Schafer
against Norman C. Schafer—a suit
for divorce—and an appeal in
highway land condemnation proceedings involving property owned
by Margaret Leach in the D'r'esbach area.
.
Clerk of Court Joseph C. Page
said that there would be no criminal matters foi hearing this afternoon. Arraignments previously
had been scheduled for today.
Judge Murphy will hear motions
and preside at pre-trial conferences during the remainder of the
week. ¦ '

SOUND OFF:

Annual Meeting

i

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS —J
# - Reg. Meeting Tiwsday, Jan. 9
I

Winona Community Chest
Monday, Jan. 15
YMCA

invited ,
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By Jimmy Hatlo

Earl Henpecked?
His WfcOb/ecf s

ALGIERS (AP) - A show-ofstrength strike called by the right1st underground army of French
settlers- fighting Algerian independence crippled Algiers and
Oran today.
Crowds streamed into the
streets of Algeria's two largest
cities in response to a call from
the Secret Army for a two-hour
general strike.

By EARL WILSON

NEW YORK — One of my contemporaries, Hy Gardner , recently
referred to me as "henpecked Earl Wilson . . . "
Well did. that wise plenty here.at Hillbilly Hall! 'I didn 't want
to mention it straight out to the barefoot baroness,, my B. W., but I
slipped the clipping in my apron pocket. And when I was serving
her breakfast in bed, I slid the clipping on the tray.
"What does he mean my .this?" the B. W. roared, "Vou demand
one!"
a retraction and punch nim in;the .' nose . if.he "doesn 't give you--¦—
-—
-:"S-sure. " i trembled. "He ought —.- -T——-•—— '''
language,
bis
vatch
to
of '62, lias ' added a Bardot and a
' "Yes!"¦ . .thundered the R . W. wig routine to her act (at the
"WTio's be calling •hens '? He Waldorf Empire- Iloom ) . But I still
migh t have said ' chickenpecked.' break up when she '^E doing La
And that reminds me,. you seem Dietrich and gets her gam and.
to be back on that kick of writing foot, caught in the chair . , . Carabout young dames in their 20s. ol Lawrence , and romantic Robert
How about some older girls like Goulet cheered from the ringside
Joan Crawford and Beltc Davis?" . . . Joe Kipness shuttered his
;'y-yes, darling '," I : murmured. . Lanai at an enormous loss after
iV
And don 't you worry about all a brave try . ¦ . . F. Sinatra ' took
the buttons being off m>\ j acket the Romanoffs , Axetrods , ef. al.,
and overcoat. I'll get one of the out in his own plan e over Palm
hatcheck girls . ' . Springs and Las Vegas and cele(You see. these one-button jack- brated New Year 's Eve in the
ets are nothing new to me; I've air! . : . . Mrs! Josh Logan was
been wearing one button . for bitten by a dog while at a Gatskills resort hut' s O.K, . . They 're
YEARS!)
"Where 's that sewing kit I gave experimenting with the lighting at
youi so you can take care of it Toots Shor's and when they turnyourself when you lose your but- ed them off entirely, Aflred Hitchcock , "Sonny " Werblin , Joe Crotons?" demanded the B , W.
."I'm a-a-afraid I lost the thinv j iin, and Warren Giles said pracbl«," I confessed. I was in for a tically in concert; "Toots, you nevlot of trouble.when my Gorgeous er looked better."
Anna Maria Alberghetti , on her
Mother-in :Law appeared .
night off .fro m "Carnival ," drove
"VOU NEED a new tuxedo to- to Phila —to see the road comI ordered you one," she announc- pany open. ( First time she'd seen
ed. "What do you do with your it) .' ..\ Dick Gregory 's Christmas
handkerchiefs—throw them away? , gift to his wife;' A plush, expenIt's strange bow all your stilts look sive Chicago apartment . . . Tlie
alike. Hugh O'Brian 's suits don 't ANTA , theater, will install a secall look alike. Here, drink y ou r ond box office for its new hit,
oiange juic e while/ it' s cold and "Man for All Seasons" . .... Tlie
your coffee while it's hot!"
bouncy Mora dancer at the Cafe
Trundling off to my office, I Sahbra was NBC boss David Sarencountered my secretary, Mary noff . . . Doris Day and Marty
Dickson , Ayho wasybusy changing Melcher are buying Lana Turner 's
what 1 call my decor.
Malibu Beach home.
"By the way, Mary," I said ,
RICKY NELSON'S dating former
"you know you moved the furniture around in here and I don't football great Tommy Harmon's
want to be nosey, but where the dtr., Chris . . . A local cafe owner shrugged off the slack busih- is my desk?" . . .
"Whyr-she was terribly sur- ness the day after New Year 's
prised— "I moved you in this inn- Eve: "They say it's always like
er office because you are The this just before ; Christmas" .
Betsy Von Funitenberg (of "Mary,
Boss!"
"Who? Me?" I exclaimed. "Lit- Mary ") is teaching her youngsters to swim this winter; ."So I
tle me is the boss?"
won 't have to bother with it this
'
"
OH, WELL , I think m«st man summer " . , . Frankie Avaldn will
¦re henpecked and I suspect they be featured in the film , "Survilike it. The biggest ones I know . val ," about an atom bomb attack
Toots Shor included, get bossed . . . Recent bride Joyce Mathew s
around by their wives something (Mrs. Billy Rose) just ordered six
:
scandalously, and so far it's only wigs.
made them successful ... . and , EARL'S PEARLS; By this time
naturally, not too egotistical.
next week, that waterproof , shockCarol Channing, first smash hit proof , anti-magnetic , absolutely unbreakable : watch you! selected so
carefully
for your son—will be
WINONA DAILY NEWS lost,—George
.
Lawless.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: A felMONPAy, JANUARY 8. 1\9U
low reported to Rob't Weede that
voiuFm'toITuo.*6
Publlihed a»[ly except Saturday and holi- his wife had ju st whispered the
days by Republican and Herald Publl»hlng five sweetest words in the world:
Company, 601 Franklin 51.. Winona, Minn. "I failed my- driving test."
~
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
WISH I'D SAID THAT: The way
Single Copy — 10c Dally, lie iunday
Marlon Brando and his ex-wife
Delivered by terrier — Per weak SO emits
26 wtikt .tt2. Ti , . - 52 w«£ks_S35.M are fighting, it's hard to believe
By mall strictly In advanct; paoer (lop- they 're not still married.
ped on expiration date.
Taffy Tuttlc told Hugh Allen
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted. Winona,
that manufacturers could end a
Wabaihs. Buflaib. Jackton, Pecln and
Trempealeau counties :
lot of rushing around to exchange
1 year .. -. . 117.00 3 monlni . ' .. 13.59 .
counters , if they 'd just , stop mak> monttu... . USl 1 month . . .. *l .JJ
~'~~~ ing clothes in wrong sizes. That' s
All oilier mairtubiCripiioniT:
'
,
1 yter . . lis.oo 3 monlhi- .. .M.Ts earl , brother.
' ¦

The Secret Army pegged the

By JOE HALL

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Democratic and Republican congressional leaders went to the White
Hotise today for a briefing by
President Kennedy on his 1932
legislative proposals , y
The usual bipartisan meeting,
the first in a busy week of affairs
marking the opening if the second session of the 8th Congress ,
is to be f ollowed Tuesday by a
get-together of the President with
his own .party 's leaders .
Kennedy was expected fo bcar
down heavily today on his . plans
for a balanced budget , .increased
defense spending and ; his recommendations for a broad new foreign "trade program.
The all-Democratic
meeting
Tuesday is likely to be devoted
to the more controversial items
which the administrat ion hopes to
develop as major political issues
in this,
congressional election
¦
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COMING SOON

,

"FLOWER DRUM SONCV 1

A
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ENDS
TOMORROW

DRAMA , ADVENTURE and BREATH-TAKING SPECTACLE!
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Members of the e>file government indciated they have gone as
far as they will toward a compromise, One leader told newsmen:
"Our aims have not changed. We
are not waiting . for a messenger
from France, we are waiting for
concrete moves."
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
High nationalist ". sources said
DEAR ABBY: The woman who signed herself "Very Very earlier
there are "definite chances
"Hurt" because her husband sent her a birthday card with the
message, "Happy Birthday to a Swell Fella on HIS Birthday/' of peace" but one minister cauto expect a
shouldn 't have felt hurt. My most cherished possession as a tioned reporters not
" .- . .
cease-fire
soon.
.
y
birthday card I received frorr. my 8-year-old son. He erased his
Leaders of the seven-year reown name from a birthday card he had received months before,
and he wrote my name on it. Then he wrapped up his "life-" bellion 'gathered in the palmshatfed Mirarmar Hotel 12 miles
savings . . i iwo aimes ana a nicKen ana gave it
north of. Casablanca. under a
to me with a note. "From your children ," meanheavy guard of friendly Morocing himsolf ; his 3-year:old brother and an. 8can troops.
month-old sifter. I could never spend that 25
cents.
CATHERINE'
Concern was evident among the
rebel chiefs over the fresh wave
"
:
DEAR ABBY: Tell "VERY , VERY HURT" of bloody terrorism s^veeping
their homeland. They blamed it
¦ to develop a sense of humor. It's no crime to
grab the wrong card when you are in a hurry.
on diehard European settlers op'
r.On my wedding anniversary I received a card
posed to France making any
which said , "There never was a better brother.
peace that would give Algeria in"Get well fast. '' My husband and I still laugh
dependence.
over it.
SENSE OF HUMOR

•:; DEAR ABBY: I know that it is. possible to .
Abiy
send the wrong card on an occasion that requires a greeting.
When our firs t baby was born I received a lovely baby gift, and
with it was one of those printed store-bough t cards with the following message: "Sorry to hear about your ACCIDENT!"
Best wishes,
'
"
year.
Adelle
These include the bitterly disDEAR ABBY: The woman who signed herself "VERY VERY
puted health care program financed under the Social Security HURT" because her husband sent her a birthday card whidi read:
System, and a variety of edtica^ . "Happy Birthday to a Swell Fella on HIS Birthday " should not
lion measures left oyer from the take it so seriously. On Mother's Day I received a car d from
1961 legislative wars.
my daughter. It said , "For One Who Has Been LIKE a Mother
it and I wasn't even slightly
Democratic : congressional lead- to Me." We all got a big kick out
¦'¦"of
-"¦ VERY VERY. THAiNKFUL
ers have made it clear (hey hurt. . .y
expect a big furor over the reCONFIDENTIAL TO "LOST IN TEXAS": Do hot confide in
ciprocal trade bill. They predict family
or friends. See a physician !
a satisfactory measure will be
passed.

^^

^^

Mansfield of Montana said the
college ({rant hill and the department of urban affairs legislation
were likel y to he among the first
scheduled (or floor debate.
The House must choose a new
speaker and ma j ority loader.
Iteps. -John W. MeCormnck , 1>Mass., and Carl Albert , D-Okla ,,
appeared to have , these sewed up.
¦

Job Absenteeism
Flayed in Cuba
KKV WKST , Fla . (AP)-Ciibn 's
economic chief Ernesto Guevara
says Job absenteeism must he
wiped out and produc tion increased in every industry .
Guevara warned workers they
will have lo have an air-tight excuse to st ny nwny from their jobs .
His speech, broadcast from Havana , was monitored nt Key West. I

California Engineer
Killed in Viet Nam

SAIGON , South Viet Nam (AP)
—Clyde Y. Summers, ' an engineer
from El Monte, Calif., working
here on a U.S. aid project * died
Sunday : of bullet ; wounds received
in a Communist rebel ambush 12
miles northeast of Saigon . He was
the second American killed by the
rebels in two weeks.
Summers, 43, a native of
Abilene , Tex., was construction
superintendent with a U.S. company building a new runway at
a Saigon airport. His Vietnamese
widow is expecting a baby,
'
.
¦

'

¦

¦

¦

¦

4-Day Strike Closes
Israeli Post Office
JERUSALEM -(AP) -All Israel i
post offices closed for a four-hour
warning strike today in support
of a demand for a salary Increase.
The engineer 's union also decided to call a general strike of
all engineers in public services
beginning Thursday. The engineers are demanding increases
similar to those awarded s:ateemployed physicians last year.
, The council of second ary schoolteachers is to meet Wednesday to
consider a proposal to strike.
¦

New School Named
For Robert Frost
LAWRENCE , Mass. (AP ) - A
new $800,000 elementary school
bears the name of Robert Frost
nnd tho unofficial poet laureate
of the United States says the
miming i.s "one of the greatest
honors of my life. "
Frost , IW, joined Sunday in dedicatory exercises in the city
where he spent much of his youth
and where he later taught school.
U P was vnlcdj ctorinn of the Lnw"i;eiii'"(V""Tni,'li School"'Ki'aduntlng
class of l!i!)2.
Arivprtlx'ment

DO

FALSE TEETH
Rock ,Slide or Slip?

rAfn't'lETH, tm improved powder tor
be niirlnklrd on upper or lower plntee,
holds Inl.se teeth more (Irmly In place.
Do not nitric , nllp or rock. No gummy,
jjonrv , limitv tuntn or frflln K. FABTiwril In ulkiilliin (lion-nclil 1 , Dona
not, nour. CluTkn ''plnle oilor" (denturn lircuth) . Out FAHTErrH at any
UtiiK ,'otinior.

Ailvrrti semfnt

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
ALSO

-..(UONOR* ROSSI.OfiAGO• (VQ Mrtt'CIUUA RUBINI
PllRRf CR1SS0V ¦EDWARD HI110N• KR0N0S«o (MSSlM0StRATQ.
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call for the strike to support a
protest by hospital personnel who
object to increased police control
over their" activities. French officials have charged some hospital
staffs with being accomplices of
the Underground.
A number of
right-wing ¦ extremists taken to
hospitals for treatment after being arrested have escaped,
-r; -Rebel ' , government leaders met
in neighbring Morocco for talks
on the prospects for making peace
with French President Charles de
Gaulle;

Congressmen DEAR ABBY:
At White House Time to Pevelofi
Sense of Humor
For Briefing

over what they expect to be the
biggest problems of the 1962 session—the health care bill and the
grade and high school , grant
measure.
A check indicates the votes are
not available to get the health
care legislation out of the House
Ways and Means Committe e, its
nirst congressional hurdle.
The President's $2.55 billion
public school grant bill passed the
Senate handily last year but stum¦
t menfhe . . ti.QO t month . . . Il .iso
bled badly in the House and finalAt
various
times
in
the
remote
tend change ot addresi notice*, undelivered
coplej, lubscrlptlon orders and olhtr mall past, the Nort h Magnetic Pole has ly was buried there.
itemi to Winona Dally Newa, Box 95. Wi- visited Japan , Hawaii and OreCongress will convene at noon
nona, Minn
gon.
»«cond clan pasfaoe paid al Winona.
Wednesday, but no floor action of
any kind will come before next
ENDS fy if§ m _ V f—^ Mat. 2:15—?3c-50c-«a> week. Kennedy plans to deliver
his State ol the Union message
in person to a joint session on
Thursday,
The Senate already has half a
CUIMNGS'
.
JACK
j f \¦
#y
¦
dozen major bills on Its calendar ,
deduction ol y^J M
ready for floor debate when
scheduled by the majority leader.
These include the $2.G7-billion
college aid bill with funds for
classroom loans , student scholarships nnd junior colleges; a pension-welfare fund regulatory bill ;
a bill to broaden ' the. National Defense Education Act with loan
funds for church school classroom
construction for specified subjects ; legislation to set up a
•=& .
SiCaESTE
TOKWr WCfMRD *
department of urban affairs ;
a
n measure to establish
ISO .OOu-member youth conservation corps: nnd an aid bill for
STARTS
THURSDAY
cold
war veterans.
¦

WED .EXE3I3

Underground
Army Calls
Algiers Strike

»~ K,»W , N. Y. <5 P ««I.I> _Jor the
tirti time »tience haa found a. new
henllnfc nuboUnco with thn n»tonUhlnif nblllty to nhrlnk htmorrhuliii,,».t<ip Itchlni f, nnd relievo
p«ln - without nuritory.
In r«ne Kft " enno , while Rdntly
relieving j>Ain , nctunl reduction
(ihi-i iikace ) took plnco.
Moit nmsilng of «JI-rt»uI U watt

to thorough that iufT«reri mad*
Butonlnlilnc atatemenU like "Pil«*
have ceaved to be a problem!"
The secret is a new healing »ubntimco (Hlo-I) yno®)—dlicovery of
a world'famouii rcnonrch Institute.
This MihsUnro is now available
In IM|) |IO/H '(OI I/ or OI 'II (riiott t f o r m
liixlvr thn n(inif /' reparation Hi ,
At all <lru£ counter*.

ManJO, Lands
Plane on Street

Referring to the European Se;

cret Army 's campaign to sabotage French President Charles de
Gaulle's negotiations with the nationalists, rebel Foreign Minister
Saad Dahlab told newsmen: "The
others are preparing war, we are
y"
preparing peace."
Fighting between French troops
and Algerian rebel military units
has tapered off Murderous hitand-run clashes between Europeans and Moslems continued.
Four persons were killed Sunday as ' the kilting set off by De
Gaulle's yearend announcement
that he was speeding up moves
to end the revolt went into the
second week.
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MoW to ^U^
Best Scholqrs

THIS, ALONG w.'fh hundreds of
By LESLIE j . NASON, Ed.D.
examples indicates that
other
Protestor of Education,
helping an individual is an indiUniversity of Southern California vidual affair.

Can . testing alone determine who
is to be the scholar?
They think so in Europe, where
government-sponsored tests decide
the type and amount of education
to be given each : child. .
Fortunately, Amerigans don't
think so.
We have the Education : Act ,
passed by .Congress in 1958, which
authorizes testing and . guidance
counseling in secondary schools,
This system aims at salvaging
the good and rej ecting the bad in
some European systems.
THE E U R O P E A N program

tends to get the best students into
colleges and universities. But it
keeps some good students out.
The tests don't measure goalmindedness, ambition to succeed,
willingness to work, study habits
or parental support. All are important to a student's success.
. The education act was not intended to limit the education of
any group of students.
The testing part of the program
was designed to . identify students
vvi:h outstanding abilities and aptitudes. Guidance was meant to
encourage them to complete their
secondary education and prepare
for college.
But for those less likely to succeed in college, the program also
provides guidance, in choosing
courses best suited to their abilities. AS MILLIONS ef academic aptitude tests and achievement tests
are given, each year, the wisdom
of the guidance programs becomes
increasingly obvious .
The aptitude tests, used "are
group tests. They have been checked by the test makers, item by
item, so that a high score, usually
indicates academic ability. Groups
who score high dp better in college than groups who score low.
But , when considered individually, group test scores are a different matter. Applied fo an individual case the test result has
a fair chance of. being wrong.
Example : A ninth grade boy
from an average home scored low
on a similar test some years ago.
However, it didn't take into account his tremendous drive for education and ability to make the
best of every opportunity. He graduated from one of America'8 finest colleges
¦¦ as president of his
class. ' ¦" ¦.

LARCE
OYSTER STEW

Authorities reported 111 persons

were slain last week—71 Moslems
and 40 Europeans — and 240
wounded—170 Moslems and 70
Europeans.
Fugitive French Gen. Raou l
AMITYVILLE . N.Y. (AP ) - Salan is leading the European reWJIIiam S. Read doesn't believe volt in the troubled French North
a man should clip his wings at African territory against both De
Gaulle and the Algerians.
any age.
He learned to fly an airplane
Raiders— presumably from *he
five years ago—just for the fun
of it. A real estate broker , he also Secret Army—over the weekend
uses his single-engine Cessna to stole a score of machineguns and
fly prospective clients ever likely sub-machirieguns from a French
military depot near Versailles.
bits of Long Island land.
When the weather cleared Sun- About 200 pounds of plastic exploday Read took a friend , -Vincenzo sives were stolen from an AmeriSesti Jr., 34, of Huntington , out can army base in eastern France
recently.
for a pleasure spin.
After a leisurely ride Read
An explosive blasted the region-Suddenly_y±e j Lheadquarters of the Communist
headed homeward.
¦
realized "he "was coming in too party in Marseilles Sunday. Anlow, right above some power other plastic bomb shattered the
lines.
.
Paris apartment of left-wing writ"I saw those power lines ahead er Jean-Paul Sartre.
of me," he said. "I revved up the
motor, but for some reason it
didn 't take. I didn 't want to knock Sylvester H. Cargill
out those power lines. It would
have caused a lot of trouble. I Dead in Minneapolis
could have landed in a yard , but
Services
then I saw a street , and I set it MINNEAPOLIS <AP> for Sylvester II . Cargill , 58, presidown good. "
Read pancaked the plane in, dent of Northern Research LaboraThe craft wound up with damage tories in suburban Excelsior , were
to the wing tips and undercar- held today.
riage—but Read and his passen- Cargill died Saturday in a Minger Walked away without a neapolis hospital. He was a brother of the late Robert G. Cargill ,
scratch.
Does Read intend to stop fly- former president of the Minneapolis Grain Exchange and head of
ing?
"Oh , no!" he exclaimed. "The the Victoria Elevator Co.
idea! Of course I'll keep flylny, " Sylvester Cargill was secretary
of. the Victoria firm.
Rend is 80 years old.

The pattern ' of abilities, skills,
influences , drives, goals and habits do , not always show up in
test results. Indeed , some of these
things are not testable in this way .
. Consequently there is a need for
skilled counselors—enough of them
to do the guidance job properly.
In most states the counseling
plan is in operation , supported by
federal funds. But there is still a
shortage of skilled counselors.
During the summer of 1960, institutes at 84 colleges and uni.v
versifies enrolled approximately
3,000. counselors and teachers preparing to become counselors under
education act provisions.
It might be a good idea to check
your school system , and see if it
employs a guidance counseling
system. It could make a difference
in your youngster's future.

NOBODY
ASKED
YOU !
".'..if nobody has asked your
opinion, it's time for you to
take the lead and urge your
local school board to adopt
a program for the physical development of our youth.
Such a progra m identifies
physically underdeveloped pupils ... provides a minimum
of 15 minutes vigorous activity every day for all pupils...
tests their physical abilities
and checks their progress.
Find out whether y o u r
child's school has an adequate
program. And,' . if not , how
come? .
President's Council on Youth Fitness .

with crackers and butter

73*

STEAK SHOP
I Have You Tiled Breakfast at . . .

I The Snack Shop

Phone 7411
Corner third and Main
HOME-MADE BUTTERMILK
/lAi*
DANP A f
l Eg With butter and syrup.
rHnUHr iCd 3~cal«i and beverage. ........... . .WtV.'.
YOUR FAVORITE
vfcnEAL
With buttared toast and coffee. ...... 0"C
DELICIOUS HOME-MADE

j

SWEET ROLL „h b„.rM.

25c

Open every evening 'til 7 — Fri. 'til 8. Close 2 p.m. Sun.
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THAT CANT BE BEAT
FOR ECONOMICAL HEAT !

Boccos.
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8x5 Chunks and 5x3 Egg

Aj \

f t u b-$b) SbM.
^ Home Stokers
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Haul '«r yourielf and sava $2 ton

N-— S

*

N Cleans

As It

Phone 8-^'

DeVWery
FaS
,
Free
|

Burns

OIL HEAT IS SAFEI

Wrier* You del MOfJ fi Hea t al LUWMi Cosi

Phona 3389

'j. 1

1 pllXA \\

Haul '«r ypurialf and iav« W ton

East End Coal and
Cement Products Co.
*°> *• *h
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Ideal for
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TUESDAY MORNING
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Regular $59.50

Sofa Bed Suite

NINETTE

Swivel Rockers
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1- ^^laTStiS-'

'^«W««M» 2-piece sofa
bed andmatching chair,

Regular $59.50 dinette tabl e
:
and 2 chairs, : .

W^esday Morning at 9:0b
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Tuesday Morning ,t 9:00
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TUESDAY MORNING

Regular $189.50

Regular $9.97

MATTRESSES

Hideaway Beds

TABLE LAMPS

Regular $39.50 innerspring
presses in good ticking,

SSuhSd"inSpS
mattresses. _
. '

Regular $9^97 table lamps
and shade. •

Tuesday Morning
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Adjustment
a store selling high quality
For more than NINE years . Stop & Shop has been recognized
Is
tha besf values
this area. A complete Business Adjustment Sale
now
to
method « of
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Interesting Senate

'

fri

How Do You Stand, Sir?
¦¦ — ¦
¦
Mia
—i , m !

Interest is heightened by the iact that
among Democrats suggested to make this
race are Edward Kennedy, the President's
brother , and Edward McCormack, nephew
o! the next- speaker . ot the House. There
has been rivalry between these two families, . ' "¦
George Cabot Lodge may be hoping, all
other considerations aside , that If he is
nominated his opponent will be young Kennedy. In 1952 the elder Lodge's career was
crippl ed when John F. Kennedy defeated
him for the Senate. Lodge 's son would
naturally like to . avenge that defeat by
.
vanqui shing another Kennedy.
If he were nominated and elected ,
George would be the third Lodge to go to
the Senate from . Massachusetts. Some
years before , his father 's senatorial service , his grandfather , the elder Henry Cabot
Lodge, served for 31 years. He is best remembered for his success in keeping the
'United -. 'States out of the League of Nations.
THE BATTLE linos are not yet clearly

drawn. But in Massachusetts in 1962 the.
prospect is for a senatorial duel between
representatives of noted clans.
. ' *'

Water Situation
Must Be Remedied
DOWN IN.-THE southwestern corner of

Arizona the mighty Colorado River crosses
the international line into Mexico. Before
that, the great bulk of its water ¦ has been
diverted to irrigate Arizona and .'• .C alifornia
farmlands. But under treaty guarantee
Mexico 's farmlands must get 3.5 . million
acre-feet a year.

For some time .now, however , the water reaching Mexico has been becoming
saltier and saltier, polluted by the Gila River. The reason the Gila pollutes the Colorado is a long story. It involves falling
water tables and deep irrigation wells
from which huge pumps lift brackish water which eventually gets info the river.
THE MEXICAN reaction ii nof a long
story. It is brief , harsh and to the point.
Mexicans demand that Uncle Sam cut it
out before any m ore Mexican farm land Js
ruined. There have been demonstrations.
One in Mexicali the other day was participated in by 8,000 shouting, gesticulating
Mexicans , threatening among other things
fo boycott all goods purchased from American cities.
The explosive situation is causing headaches at the State Department. There have
been charges on our side of the border that
the demonstrations in the Baja California
town are Communist-inspired. The Mexicans are declaring that the situation makes
a mockery of our Alliance for Progress.
ALTHOUGH THE Mexicans ars entitled to receive a flow of reasonably pure
water , the rights of farmers north of the
border must also be given full consideration. But some equitable arrangement , one
perhaps involving a partial desalinization
project ,- ought to be worked out. Communist-led or not , Mexican demonstrations
against the United States arc bad advertising for our program to hel p Latin Americans . The best way to halt the demonstrations i.s lo end the situation that caused
them.

Married Student
Housing a Problem
STATE COLLEGE BOARD action extending use of present facilities for married student housing until 1904 relieved
temporarily :i serious problem —but "temporarily " must be emphasized.
There arc more than 500 married students currently enrolled at Mankato State ,
and there arc no prospects the number
will decline. Hoth men and women are
marry ing now at a younger :ige than ever
before , and in some instances both of
them coiilinue attending college.
The ' present housing in the Hilltop area
consists of barracks-typo build ings , wh ich
have brough t objections from nearb y residents because their appearanc e harms
lhr-tr(-!/'/*('/h-eHA.v -(ii' - fhf-rir< .«- ;i/)dr -.fW'olxv.b....
ly, also depresses home values. The objectio ns are understandable , but. the fact
remains , that housing for married students
at a price they can afford to pay is essential.
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EVERY YEAR IT GETS MORE "SUPER"
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The heaviest snowfall- of winter—eight inches
—arrived today. '
If: R/ \Viecking has been elected president of
the Khvft'nis Club to succeed D. F. Dickerson .

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1912

\V. E. Caustin has been appointed agent of
the Chicago Groat Western Road to succeed Mr.
Bishop who will go to Minneapolis.
The tire department was called out to the
Patrick Harlow residence, North Western depot
and the M. G , Knot residence to put out minor
stove fires.
•.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1887
Michac-l. Libera , John Kastle, Frank Lorbcicki ,
P. W. , I,each , John Kulzkuski and Matt Kulas ,
were elected ' officers of Alert Hose Co. 5.
Tlie estimated population of Winona is about
_(i ,WKt . The den 'th rale per thousand . is il .35. '

One Hundred Years Ago.. . . . 1862
The County Hoard is holding its current session at, the Auditor ' s office and i.s considering
(lie treasur er ' s bond and selecting jurymen .

Try and Stop Me
1

( iyp yy Rose Lee would have you lielii've IhaL this is how she embarked upon
her career as a stripper: "I was trying
out for a singin R role in a musical comedy. 1 s;mn my heart out , in fact. When 1
had finished , a brute of a director said ,
"Well , don 't just stand ' there , young lady ,
~
-•TTH-tftrsniwTlYjnp!" "
"'-""
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election of John McCormack
as speaker of the House of
Representatives—now a certainty—three branches of (he
federal government will be in
the position which President
Kennedy wanted to avoid when
lie promised Protestant clergymen at Houston there would
be complete separation of
church and state.
A Catholic , JFK , will head
the executive branch of governmen t , a Catholic,. Mike
Mansfield of Montana , will ,
head the Democratic Party
in the Senate; and another
Catholic, John McCormack , ;
will be speaker of the House
of Representatives.
What the public doesn 't entirely realize , of course, is
that President Kennedy has
n o i H I, a g
to do with
s c l e e t-y
i n g McCorm a c . k. ' - ' a s
s
. ' p.e a k e r.
d o e s n't
get along well
with him pers o n a 11 y,
and w o u l d
much rather
have someone
else as speak;. er,.. ,' - .
Pearton
' Kurtlicrmorc , it was Ihe
Dixiccrat bloc , led by Rep.
Howard Smith of Virginia ,
which made the deal to support McCormack , even thou gh
I hey were vigorous in opposing a Catholic President .
DESPITE THIS , the President is hound to get part ot
the credit for having members of one church at the
head of three powerful branches of government ,
Therefore, he could clarify
his position and further fulfill his pledge to Protestant
churchmen made at Houston
hy doing two thine, *:
1. Asking Cong. McCormack
to make n public statement ,
before he assumes the potent
office of speaker, that he will
carry out the president ' s pledge
of separation of church and

state by supporting the Kennedy bill for aid to; public
schools. '
2. By making it clear himself that he, JFK , is still
against aid to church schools
and. colleges and will push the
aid to education bill which
McCormack was so instrumental in blocking last year.
The latter statement would
help allay. a lot of doubting
Thomases who figure the President is not going to push federal aid for education: this
year . Their skepticism has
been increased by recent press
reports that Secretary of HEW
Abe Ribicoff doesn't figure the
school bill has a chance and
will , promote college aid to
both state, private, and church
colleges instead.

A STATEMENT from Cong.
McCormack would be even
more important . He- has been
so close to the hierarchy in
Boston that Kennedy has jokingly referred to him as "The
Archbishop of Boston. " It was
McCormack who was in constant touch with two key Catholic members of the House
Rules Committee; Jim Delancy of Mew York and Tip
O'Neill of Cambridge, Mass.,
to get them to block aid to
education. .. - . '
The gai!nt....gray beetle-browed McCormack knows how to
crack the whip over the House
of Representatives more effectively than any other solon.
He is loved - by " some, feared
by others. But whatever their
view , McCormack gets what he
wants.
So in fairness to the President and the American people
who under the constituU'on are
supposedly "represented " by
the House of Representatives ,
tho new speaker should stale
for the record his determination to carry out the pledge of
separation of church and stale.
Ex - President Elsenhower
has decided to speak out more
often to keep the leadership
of the Republican Party from
being dominated by the • right
wing. The general is alarmed
at the growing influence of the

Jksi %ihbu

Kliziihct h Mc Murray reports that one
publishe r in . Dallas has gotten so rich lie
now talks only in money-syllables.

W.J.COI.K
AOOU'Il BllKMER II, Q, H YIMBI
Afamipi»i 0 L'ditor Cif j/ Editor Circulation. Mpr.

AT&T WAS imart in selecting telephone managers'
and local people with political
influence to do its lobbying.
They urged congressmen to
approve AT&T's plan for a network of 50 low-orbiting satellites to handle telephone traffic between Europe and America , thereby giving AT&T a
tighter monopoly on future
communications.
President Kennedy has given
quiet orders to Fowler Hamilton , new head of AID , to make
sure that Latin-American countries adopt effective financial ,
tax . and land reforms before
they get American aid. They ' ve
got to tax themselves as we
do. The President said he had
picked Hamilton for this job
because of his reputation for
driving a tough bargain . , . U.
S. Ambassador Howard Jones
in Indonesia has delivered another letter from President
Kennedy, urging sabre-rattling
President Sukarno not to go to
war over New Guinea. It was
American pressure that persuaded the Dutch to make the
first concession for a peaceful
settlement , and now Kennedy
asks that Sukarno show good
faith by making concessions
too.

Pipers Are Coming

R. J. LoStMSKI
F.n uravin o Sunt.
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AFTER TALKING this over
with his former secretary of
state , Chris Herter , he decid ed the only way to stop the
rush to the right is to speak up
in opposition. That is precisely
what Eisenhower plans to do.
President Kennedy is delighted
at Eisenhower 's decision to
tight the lunatic fringe , and
believes his influence will be
decisive in preserving a bipartisan foreign policy,
In order to keep Ike fully informed , the President sent Under Secretary of State George
McGhee, to brief Mr. Eisenhower on the Congo. The visit paid
off . A few days la ' er , Eisen-hower issued a statemen t backing the Kennedy policy of opposing a separate Katanga:
American Telephone & Telegraph sent lobbyists around to:
see nearly every member of
Congress even before Congress
opened , to pressure them to
turn commercial space communications over to AT&T.
¦ The United States is launch
ing a satellite which will send
television programs to any
part of the world and Amer ican Tel & Tel wants t'o control it—even though it already
has the biggest communication s
monopoly in the U.S.A.

INKW YUKK W — Tlie OftBroadwoy production of Robert Ardrcy's "Shadow of
Heroes " received the Thealre
Guild Foundation award for
n "play comjmcmornthiK the
imquenohnnle thirst of the human spirt for freedom."
Tho drama, presented hy
Warner LoRoy, concerns tho
l!)5fi anti-Communist rebellion
In Hungary,
¦

An I n d e p e n d e n t .Newspaper — Ksfnhft.shcri I8.r>5
(1. It. Cl.OSWAY
\V. K. WllllE
C. K. LlNII -RN
ruhlh'her .
F.rec. Director
Jiusineut Mar ,
mid (-.'(lifer
& Adv. Pirenfo r

'

John Birchites.

Freedom Award Given
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AfeCo/7T7/c/r Puts Kennedy
In an AwkwardPosition

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON — [With '- the ¦:

Twenty-Five Years /Ago ., . 1937

Al. CJl.fiK (i' Hifirt'01,0
Chief /tccoimfmi t
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Letters to Th(
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Most young children have
one sort of trick or another.
In this instance it's an oddson chance that each child has
learned it from another. Well,
¦when you lave four little ones,
there isn't much chance of
keeping them all In separate
rooms, is there?
Babies (in case you, after
having four , don 't know it! >
have ways of making it known
if they are.unhappy. They cry,
whimper, sometimes moan , or
lie in silent, obvious pain.
They don't bounce in bed
and cheerily
chirp if they are
¦
sick; ;.

Ten Years Ago . . . 1952

V. 11, Kl.AtlGK
Vrcst Supt.

M M HI ¦*>¦!¦

"Dear Dr. Molner: Can
parente do anything to stop
their children from rocking
on then*hands and knees
y in bed?
"We ha\e four children.
Our eldest dau ghter , now
six, finally stopped bumping in bed when she was
five. The next one , a fouryear-old boy, is still going
strong, as is our threeyear-old daughter, And now
the baby, a boy. Just eight
months old, recently got
up on his knees and started rocking.
"When the last one started, I could have cried to
think of going through another four or five years of
crib rocking. And th« ahah-ah sound they make.—
Mrs. R.H."

Adoiph Spitzer luis been elected chairman of
the Winolia County Board of Commissioners and
will succeed Walter Schubert.
Wisconsin Central . Airlines , which will service Winona , is the third largest of 18 local feederservice lines.

11, II. IlAflKCK
Comv osiny Sunt.
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By JOSEPH 0, MOLNER, M.D

IN YEARS GONE BY

By BENNETT CERF

¦

Behavior
Normal

THE GOVERNMENT of the United States,
through its land-grant program and public school
lands in western states , has given great incentive to higher education , and the men who
established these policies were predominantly
conservative in their viewpoint.
No nation on earth has a greater system of
private 'tmiycfsjf ics supported by endowment
funds contributed by private individuals, A majority of (he donors of these endowments would
classify themselves , and would be classified by
the liberals , as conservatives.
The conservatives^ dominant characteristic is
not his refusal to spend money or his opposition to education . How do you stand, sir?

I

To Your Good Health

PW " ,

Bouncy

HOW GOES THE logic of tha violent antl.
conservative?
The liberals , and I use this term hesitantly and only because they themselves have claimed, a position diametrically opposed to conservatism, raise their voices in unison demanding
federal aid to education. The conservatives oppose fcdcrnl aid to education; ergo , the conservatives just don 't want to spend any money
for anything and don 't believe in education.
The United .States of America in its short
history has spent more on universal public
education than any other government in history, and until the early 1930s , the U, S. government was always overwhelmingly conservative. . : . - .
. '

The extension of use of Ihe Hilltop barracks means there will he about 2Ms year 's
in which to find a solution to the problom.
if it is lo ho found , the time to start is
already at hand. —Mankato Free Press.
¦
Have not I commanded th»«? B« strong anil
of a good (our«g«; b» not afraid, neither b«
thou riumflysd; lor th» Lord thy Cod It with
Ihrtt whithe rsoever thou goe it. Jot. 1:9.

I

By SEN. BARRY GOLDWATER
LQS ANGELES—The only time I become
genuinely discouraged with my fellow man is
when I encounter some intelligent, well-ih/orrhcd individual who insists on cherishing and repeating what he must in his secret heart know
to be a false definition.
1. "Conservatives are recognized by their
stubborn refusal to spend money no matter how
worthy the need. " •
2. "Conservatives would immediately abolish
Social Security and believe only in the survival of the fittest. "
3. "Conservatives despise, all government and
would , if they could , give the several states
power superior to ' the national ¦
¦
. .;. ""'; ' - • ¦—: .; .¦-¦ ¦<
government. "
4. ''Conservatives are all super-isolationists and would like
to ' build "- a ' Chinese wall and
withdraw .f rom (he world in f ortress"America. "
5. "Conservatives ,
being
themselves non-intellectual; have
no respect for intellectual attainment. '"
;¦' ". This list could become an extensive one. You can make your
own additions or variations . It
<j 0|d waTt r
is my- purpose in this space to
consider here (he first widely Supported misapprehension regarding the conservative's attitude
toward money. .
If we were approaching this from the other
way, from the standpoint of the most important
tenet of the conservative faith, money and economic attitudes would be far down the list.
Tlic-rrrst and .major concern of the true conservative is the perpetuation and safeguarding
of freedom.

A PLAN WAS offered by a commercial

builder last .spring to constru ct attractive
apartment, bu ildings which would rent at
;! reasonable rate . But the contractor explained th at it would he necessary for the
college , -or the .stale, to take over ihe/buildings lo bring the rent within reach of Ihe
average married .student. The reduction
could be accomplished only if there were no
real esiate taxes. No way was found to
make the apartments tax-free .

'¦—««a—

False Doctrine
Often Repeated

Duel Looming Up
AN INTERESTING rac« for • senator.
ship from Massachusetts is shaping up.
of it
One of the most interesting aspects
¦
is that a Lodge will run for thie"'.R epublican
nomination. Not Henry Cabot Lodge , the
former senator and 1960 vice presidential
candidate , but his son George Cabot Lodge.

— iii III

"Charles , those protein tablets ' you suggested I get
certainly do wonders for me — at the \ery next
counter I found the cutest hat!"

NEW YORK Ut) - Scottish
hands , pipers and dancers are
merging talents for a 12-wcek
tour of the United Stales and
Canada next falll
Groups represented include
the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders ond the Royal
Scot s Greys, The latter regiment was founded in 1071.
The presentation Is to open
at Los Angeles in September ,
and the expedition will wind
up In New York.

Your little ones- are not unhappy or unhealthy. They are
having,fUn with a trick they
happened to acquire.
So here are my suggestions:
. 1—Don * t let their bouncy fun
worry you. It's perfectly¦ normal behavior. ¦ . ' . .- . ¦.' ' ¦ .¦ ' ;• ¦":
2—Maybe your husband can
find some way to fasten their
cribs down tight , so you don 't
hear them squeak , rattle or
bump;
3—Do, "you shut the door to
the children's room? If not, try
it. Maybe you are trying too
hard to be good parents, and
think yon have to hear every
little exuberant sound t h e y
make.
4—Be glad you have such
healthy, energeti c kids.
"Dear Sir: My brother
works as an embahmer in ;
a funeral home. His hands
are in "terrible condition.
f He was told it was 'embalmer 's itch. ' He gave up.
his work because of this
trouble , and his hands .
.. '.healed. ' He was unable id
find .work that he liked and
would pay as well, so he
went back to embalming.
His hands are now very
bad again . He cannot wear
rubber gloves. .— Mrs,
B. W."
He is lucky in this sense:
By staying away from that
work and seeing his hands heal
up. he has identified the "coiltact dermatitis " that happens
to bother him. Others have
no trouble from the same work.
The chemicals he uses botherhim , but may not bother ¦ oth'¦. '
ers. .
-. . ' .
My suggestions, if he can 't
find suitable work elsewhere:
One, try using a silicone cream
or lotion on his hands; two,
wear plastic gloves.
"Dear Mr. Molner: The
veins under my tongue are
very large. They look like
the veins women get on
• their legs. They are deep
blue but do not ache or
pain or bother me. It is
just that they are not very
pretty to look at. I am 62.
- Mrs. M. D. "
Wel l, don 't look at them.
Blood vessels under the tongue
are very close to the surface.
They may, therefore , become
more prominent when one
curls the tongue upward.
"Dear Dr. Molner: Will
peanut butter and jam hurt
anyone with hepatiti s and
cholesterol in the blood? I
could just live off that
alone , and bread.—C. Jl."
It' s hard to say olf hand. Not
gettiii R fruit , fresh green and
yellow vegetables , milk and
protein foods like lean moat ,
fish , eggs and cheese will
harm you , Peanut butter from
freshly ground peanuts may
be better under this circumstance than the "processed"
product. Think more In terms
of a better balanced diet than
entering to-the- whims-of your
appetite.
"Dear Dr. .Molner: What
en uses my ring nnd watch
lo tarnish when I wear
th«m?—H . D."
Certain chemicals in the perspiration react with the metal.
Sulfur is one. There isn 't much
you can do to change your
•system. Possibly you could apply n thin coat . of lacquer to
Ihe parls that touch the skin,
"Dear Dr. Molner : I am
47 and stopped menstruating two years ago. Is it
possible for me to become
pr egnant? I have noticed
an Increase in size of the
abdomen and my clothes
are beginning to tighten .
Am I just imagining?—
Mrs. A.F."
Pregnancy a year or more
alter menstruation has ceased Is unlikely although it apparently does occur , nltho' very
rarely. HavS your doctor do
a pregnancy test,

Says Winona County
Js Unprojrtsilve
io the Editor:
According to . official reporte,
56 counties in the state of
Minnesota are now operating
and participating in community mental health services,
and more are in the planning
stage. Professional services
are now available to 63 percent of the state's population
—none from Winona.
The policy here seems to ,be
one of stagnation father than
progress, while other countaes
throughout the state are going
forward. Our taxes liere are
climbing nevertheless.
Considering the fact that 56
other Minnesota counties «an
afford to establish r a e nt j a l
health clinics for their people,
then Winona citizens and flaxpayers are certainly entitled to
these services also.
Locations of these mental
health '¦ centers are : Albert
Lsa, Austin, Bemidji, Crodkston, Duluth, Fergus Falls*
Grand Rapid*. Little Falls, Luverne, Marshall, Minneapojlis.
Rochester, y St,
Owatonna,
fjloud , Virginia and Willnaar.
Henry J. Mikrut,
1015 E. Sanborn St.
Supports Freeman's
Agricultural Policies

To the. Editor: The editorial column of the
Daily News for Jan. 3 Contained a reprint from the Chicago Tribune of an editorial
ridiculing Secretary Freeman's
effort to give the American
farmer some favorable publicity. Now the reactionary
views of. the. Chicago Tribune
ar# so well known as to irequire no comment, but by reprinting the article in your
own column .: it would srtem
that you . give your endorsement to .an-vflrticle
to so bitter
appear luand biased as^
dicrous.
'Nv '- 'Mr. Freeman's effort is. at
least a refreshing change from
those of his immediate ' predecessors, which seemed to
consist of trying Jo convince
the rest of the country that
farmers had been unduly flavored over the rest of the population , and that for, them
(the farmers) to aspire to
parity of income with doner
components of the econotmy
was unjustifiable.
The Tribune asserts chat
there is hidden cost of f oods
in the subsidies paid to farmers. No mention is made of, tha
fact that government subsidies
are paid to the publishers of
newspapers and magazines, in
below cost postal rates; <that
airlines, shipping lines and
many other segments of the
economy receive subsidies in
direct and indirect form. If
the farm subsidy is a waste,
so are the others.
As to Mr. Fteeman's qualifications as a farm expert , he
was governor:of the great agricultural state of Minnesota
for a number of years, which
should at 'least, put -him:a few
points up on newspaper editors, Furthermore, the farm
problem is not ah agricultural
one, it is an economic problem. Our agricultural problems seem to have been solved too well and loo fast.
The "reluctance of farmers to accept Mr. Freeman 's
type of farm program was
shown by the way they flocked
to sign up for tlie feed grain
plan and the wheat plan. There
is no doubt that we are still
a long way from a solution for
the farm problem ,' but wc appear much closer to it than
we were a fewyyears back.
SsJT. Morken
¦
Rt: 1.
Houston , Minn.

MEN
PAST 40

Troubled with GETTING UP NIGHTS
Paint In BACK, HIPS, LEGS
Tiredness, LOSS OF VIGOR

If you are a victim ot these symp.
toms then your troubles mny ba
traced to Glandular InflutmrmUon.
Olandiilnr Inflnmmntion ia h constitutional ftisense and medicine* that
give temporary relief will not romove tho onuses of your troubl es*
Neglect of Olandulnr Inflnmmntion often lends to premnture senll«
ity, nnd to incurable conditions.
Tho past year men from t .000
communHlfM nnvo been successfully
treated h.ere nt Kxcelsior Spring*.
They hnvo found (toothing relief nnd
• new zest in life ,
—"
The Excelalor I
Medical ci)nlr , RECTAl-COtON
?UvoUd .to-tho,
DISORDERS
ircntment of dm- Ar, ,,„„ ttm] lUi
«a»e« peculiar wllh 6|,ndU|ir ,„.
to older men titmmatlon. Thut
lies a New dliordun, w« em
, «t Ihe HIM
TTtEP. BOOK tr»»t¦
1hnt to lls how dul,r
»"" *• }'« rt 0'« n '""•"""MH"theao troubles
may bo correctREDUCIBLE
*d by proven
ufONlft
""NIA
HON-SUROICAU ,
TREAT MENTS. Jf *% £?,f^jj
Thin book mey surglol tr.itXt
l>rove ot utmost tli»t we ha»« devellmportanro irv opm. Full deUlli o(
your life. No JW' treitwent
" il»in
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THE BRIGADIERS, the only Sons of the American Legion »ota State Legion convention parade after playing for only two
Drum and Bugle Corps in Minnesota, will perform during the month*. The corps is made up of a. color guard , guideon bearers
intermission at the annual Winona Winter Carnival square dance ¦ ¦ (14 drummers , 14 bugles) and the corps major . (Daily News
"'/ : " ~ ' ¦'.' ¦ ¦ .! "y .. ' ¦'.
at the St. Stanislaus auditorium Sunday at 3:30 p.m. The corps, ¦ " 'photo). ' -'. ' -;. '.
ranging in age from 5 to 16, took second place in the 1963 Minne-

Trophyy Prize Await
Da ncers at Jamboree
A trophy will be presented to
the largest group from a single
Square Dance Club who attend
the annual Winona Winter Carnival Square Dance Jamboree Sunday sponsored hv the Winona Activity Group. 8^i
The dance will jteg in at 2 pori at St. Stanislaus auditorium and
J ack Frost and his royal court
will enter
with ft fanfare at 3:30
¦

MR. AND MRS. BEN L. Czaplewski Jr. are pictured in St.
Stanislaus Catholic Church after their marriage Dec. 30. The
bride is thei former .Miss C-arol Josw ick , daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. Joswick, 978 Gilmore . Ave , aiid Mr. Czaplewski is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben L. Czaplewr.ki, 661 E . Wabasha St. (Edstrorri.
¦ ¦' ¦ .' ¦' ¦'
:' Sttidio)
. •¦ ' ' '

Carol Joswick , Taylor Lutheran
Ben Czap lewski Ghurchwdmeh
Exchange Vows Schedule Meetings
Mr. and Mrs. Ben L. Czaplewski
Jr. are at home at 206V4 Harvester
St., after a wedding trip in Wisconsin and Illinois, The " former
Miss Carol Joswick, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Joswick , 978
Gilmore Ave., and Mr. Czaplewski; son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben L.
Cza plewski, 661 E. Wabasha , were
married at 10 a.m. Dec. 30 in Sti
Stanislaus Catholic Church.
The Rt. Rev, Msgr. N.. F. Grulkovvski performed the ceremony in
a Christmas setting with poinsettias on fhe altar. The St. Stanislaus
girls choir sang with Sister Mary
Edward as organist.
.
MISS MARY Jo Wagemaktr,

Olivia , Minn., was maid of honor
and Miss Mari-Lynn Anderson, Duluth , and Kathy Czaplewski, Winona were . bridesmaids; Richard
Gabrych, Winona , was best man
and Robert Hogenson, Winona , and
John Pikarski , Chicago , w e r e
groomsmen : T e d Czaplewski ,
brother of the bridegroom , and
Stanley Czaplewski ushered. '
The bride's floor-length white satin gown was fashioned with long-*
sleeved lace bodice and lace panels down the front of the skirt
and on the chapel train. A lace
crown held her veil and she carried white flowers.
The bridal attendants wore red
brocaded dresses made with scoop
necklines and short sleeves. They
wore small crowns with veils and
carried white chrysanthemums.
The mothers of the coupl e wore
white corsages.

TAYLOR, Wis. (Special )-Circles of Taylor Lutheran Church
meet as follows: Sarah Circle at
the home of Mrs. Henry Matson
today at 8 p.m., Mrs., Matson,
hostess; Ruth Circle, 2 p.m. Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Ingval
Iverson, Mrs. Alice Gunderson , assisting hostess; Rachel Circle at
the home of Mrs. Lloyd Nehring
Wednesday at 2 p.m., Mrs. Nehring, hostess; Martha Circle Wednesday at 8 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Harley Simonson , Mrs. Simonson , hostess; Rebecca Circle
Thursday at 8 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. T. B. Schansberg, Mrs.
Lester Hanson assisting; Naomi
Circle Friday at 2 p.m. . at the
home of Mrs. Richard Gatjke,
and Mary Circle Jan. 16 at 8 p.m.
in the church parlors with Mrs.
Robert Amundson and Mrs; Arne
Lein. as hostesses.
'¦

.

¦'
¦
¦
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CIVIC ASSOCIATION

The Winona Civic Association
will meet Thursday at 8 p.m; at
the Winona Athletic Club. A business meeting will precede the
lunch and refreshments.
GET-TO GETHER CIRCLE

Get-To-Gether Circle will meet
Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. with Mrs.
T. M. Buscovick , 467. Huff St.

-

1~

GITTENS LEID EL UNIT

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special)
—Gittens-Leidel -Unit 595, American Legion Auxiliary will meet
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the clubTHE AMERICAN Legion Mem- rboms. Initiation of new members
orial Club was decorated with ev- will be held at this meeting.
ergreens and red candles in a
Christmas theme for the reception HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
_rf>
from 2 to 5 p.m. Both the bride WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)and bridegroom are graduates of The Whitehall Hospital Auxiliary
Cotter High School. The bride at- will meet Tuesday at. 2 p.m. with
tended St. Catherine 's College, St. Mrs. Knut Amble as hostess.
Paul , and is employed as an occu^
pational therapist. The bridegroom EVANGELICAL WOMEN
is a senior at St. Mary 's College.
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)The parents of the bridegroom- The Evangelical Lutheran Church
elect entertained at the bridal din- women . Pigeon Falls, will meet
ner at the Hotel Winona at 8 p.m, Thursday with the Mmes. Otis
Dec. 29. The bride-elect was hon- Burt , Richard Hoff , Helmer Nepored at a shower at the Athletic erud and Lawrence Tomtcr as
Club Nov. 6.
hostesses.
25TH ANNIVERSARY

HOUSTON , Minn. - Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Johnson , Houston Rt. 1',
will observe their 25th wedding
anniversary with open house at
the Money Creek Methodist church
parlors Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.
No formal invitations have been
sent.

¦
WOMAN HURT IN FALL

Mrs. Arthur Schaale , 321 W
Mill St., suffered a fractured left
wrist Sunday morning when she
fell on an icy sidewalk while
walking^o chinch. She war. resting comrorlably this morning at
Winona General Hospital with a
cast on her wrist.

MEDICINO PRO BONO PUBLICO

p.m.

RAY BENEDETT, St. Charles ,

will include a South American
Dance by Miss Kathy Berg, Rushford, Minn., Miss Ann McAllister ,
Bloomington , Minn., and Bill Zenker , La Crosse, and the Brigadiers , sons of the Amrican Legion Drum and Bugle Corps. A
crack drill team which-includes 15
boys from the 40-membcr corps
will give a' demonstration on facing movements and dismounted
drill .. V ' - ' : ' ; /
The "Brigadiers " have been
headed by Capt. Allan L. Osborn e
Jr., commanding officer of the
Winona National Guard company.
They have been taught by Fred
Hcyer, who is well known for his
Winona State College swing band ,
and by Fred Got h, who has distinguished himself as leader of Osman Shriners Temple dru m and
bugle corps, St. Paul , and who is
responsible for organizing many
other drum and bugle corps in
the Twin Cities. :

MR. AND MRS; DAN L. MCCEE are at home at 1804 B Camino de la Cost a , Redondo Beach- Calif., where both are teaching at Wilmington Junior High School. The former Miss Inez
V. McCabe , daughter of Mr. and Mrs; . James W. McCabe , 518
Kansas St., and Mr. McGce, son of Mr. and Mrs. James\ C.
McGce; Torrance , Calif., were married Dec. 27 at the Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart. (Edstrom 's Studio)

Inez McCabe
Designs Gown
For Wedding

matchin g hats were of red and
silver net held by a. red velveteen bow. :
The flower .girl' s dress was fashioned similar to those of the
bridesmaids. Her headdress wan
made of a circle of red and silver net falling to her shoulders
and held by a red bow. The attendants carried red and white
carnations and the flower girl carried a basket of : red and white
rose petals.

Minn., will be master of ceremonies. Other callers will be ' Howard ";. Ellsworth;/ . Austin , Minn. ;
Hebery Boyett , Owatonna, Minn. ;
Miss Inez Veronica r|fcCabe
Cliff Carson , Rochester , Minn. ;
fashioned the Chantilly we and
Irwin .'Pascb ,:La . 'Crdssti', Wis. ;. Art
bridal satin gown she -*ore for
Grimm, Tied Wing, Minn., and
marriage to Dan Deltoy Mcher
Norm Indvick , Lanesboro ,"Minni .
Gee , son of Mr. and Mrs. James
A cash prize will be awarded to
C. McGce, Torrance, Calif;, Dec.
the square Dance Club who sends
27 at the Cathedral of the Sacred
a square or more from the furthHeart. The bride is the daughter
THE BRIDE'S mother wor« *
est distance.
Every spectator must wear a of Mr. and Mrs. James William
green velvet dress with matchThe intermission spectacular carnival button .
sea
McCabe , 518 Kansas St.
ing accessories and the brideRed poinsettias decorated t h e groom 's mother wore a rose colchurch for the ceremony perform- ored silk crepe dress with navy
Europe Uses Clothes ed
by the Rt. Rev. Msgr. HarDummy of Jacqueline old J. Ditfman. Mrs. Joseph Or- accessories.
A dinner in the . Cathedral 7th
lowski was organist and Charles Street club room followed the cerCOPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) Von Wald , Eyota, Minn., uncle of
Decorations at the recepv
— A clothes dummy with the the bride , sang "O Holy Might ," mony.
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the
tion
from
A LATIN AMERICAN dance will be performed at the Winter
features of Jacqueline Kennedy is "Dear Lord Accept Our Hearts Flamingo Room of the Hotel Wi(AP)
CAIRO
— A schoolgirl being marketed in Europe . for This Day '' and "Ave Maria ," the nona included a wedding cake
Carnival Square Dance Jamboree by three students from Winona
State College. Left , to right rehearsing the dance are Miss Ann playing in a ditch found a j ar shopwindow .displays , a Danish latter while the bride placed a which was made by the bride 's
bouquet of roses at the Blessed maternal grandmother, Mrs. RichMcAllister , Bloomington , Minn., Bill Zenker, La Crosse, Wis.; containing 288 gold coins dating firm announced today. :
and Miss Kathy Berg, Rushford , Minn. (Daily News photo)
ard Von Wald Sr., Chatfield. Enback 10 centuries , and •archcolp- Francesco Lopez, a Spanish- Virgin 's altar.
born artist who
the dumcircling the cake were branches
gists speculated it may be part of my, said -he designed
-wtfs "inspired by CHANTILLY lace covered the
California Holly.
the treasure of a caliph who Mrs. Kennedy 's serene beauty, in upper bodice of the bride 's prin- of For
a wedding trip to Redondo
gown
cess
styl
e
long
sleeved
and
ruled Egypt in the 10th century particular her piquant face and
, Calif., where the coup le!
Bench
her fine figure . which is so easy formed a scalloped neckline; Her will make their home the bride
A.D. ' . " /;:
bridal train consisted of two long chose a two-piece fur and wool
,
The girl, Alda Mohammed 9, to put clothes on."
panels of lace which extended blend green dress. A matching
Lopez
designed
the
face
from
said she found the gold while
from the dropped-back neckline. neck scarf was fastened with a
two
wall-sized
portraits
of
Mrs.
playing hide and seek ; with her Kennedy.
Her . Vjl was held by a rhine- white orchid . The couple's address
7-year-old.
brother.
By JEAN SPRAIN WILSON
stone tiara edged in lace. S h e in Redond o Beach is Hollywood
The
director
of
the
Islamic
Excarried a bouquet of white roses Riviera , I804B Camino de ia Costa.
NEW YORK (AP ) - Men like
cavations Department , Dr. Gamal
centered with a white orchid.
women.
Uddin Mehrez, ordered the site
Miss Ramona Johnson , Hastings, THE BRIDE ii a graduate of
guarded.
He
said
there
was
a
posThis is what more than 200
Minn
;, was maid of honor and Cotter High School and received
sibility the treasure of Caliph Al
fashion writer s concluded Sunday
Miss
Connie Hagen, cousin of the her B.A, from the College of Saint
Moezz , who conquered Egypt 10
afters the New York Couture
brid
e,
Manhattan Beach , Calif., Teresa. The bridegroom is a gradcenturies ago . might be diswas bridesmaid. Best man w a s uate of Valley City High School .
Group intensely probed the subcovered.
Valley City, N. D., and Valley
¦
COURCHEVEL
,
France
.<AP>- William Thomas, Valley City, City State Teachers . College. Both
ject , "What do men like? "
D;
N.
and
groomsman
was
Ben
,
Italian newsmen and photographThe lesson was presented in the
graduate work at Colers converged on Brigitte Bardot' s M,, McGee, Torrance , brother of have done
Alert
Out
for
form .. of the international silk
ski chalet Sunday demanding pic- the bridegroom. Hib Hill , Monti- orado State College, Greeley, Colo.
cello, Minn., and Richard Von The brid e teaches ' music and
show with some shapely, sloeBad Check Passer
tures and interviews.
bridegroom
English and the
eyed teachers modeling silky
Vacationing BB refused. . The Wald Jr., Chatfield , Minn., uncle teaches boys' physical education
SPRINGFIELD , Minn. <AP )-A press insisted and started trying of the bride, ushered.
«wuiiTcTfg"apparel with man apat Wilmington Junior High School,
r^M ^^tmmmmimi ^mmmmmammmaTm
¦
dwm statewide alert was out Saturday to break down the door.
PAULA VON Wald, cousin of Wilmingto n , Calif.
peal..
' .. ' . operating
for
a
bad
check
passer,
Ray Benedett
A swarm of the French movie the bride and daughter of Mr , and The bridal dinner was held at
The study was thorough. It bein this southern Minnesota area
star 's friends emerged and fought Mrs, Christian Von Wald, Eyota , the Hiawatha Room Dec. 26. Pargan with wild , woolly and sleek
since early December.
linen-looking coats and suits. It LEWISTON FLOWER SOCIETY
Louis Adams , Brown -:.; County off the invaders , who had Minn., was flower girl and Jay tics for the bride-elect were given
continued; with costumes for ' ¦' LEWISTON, Minn —Members sheriff , said the checks In all swarmed across the border from Boyd , cousin of the bride and son In Long Beach , Calif., by Mrs.
sports, beach , daytime , cocktail , of the Lewiston Flower Society cases have been made out to a the Italian side of the Mt. Blanc of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Boyd, Red- Frank Cook, Mrs. J . C. McGce
and Mrs. G. J. Christiansen and
evening and , indeed , through the will meet Wednesday at 8 p.m. Larry Christiansen , purporting to area when they heard Miss Bar- field , S. V., was ring bearer.
The maid of honor and brides- by Miss Connie Hagen and in Wi- .
night. All was spun courtesy of at the home ol Mrs. Edmund live in rural Gibbon , and are rep- dot had arrived for a vacation.
Police broke up the fight. The maid wore street-length sheaths of rotia by Miss Ramona Johnson at
the silkworm.
resented as payments for farm
Kiese.
only
casualty was a camera holiday red velveteen -with red the home of her parents , Mr. and
labor.
tossed into a snowbank.
and silver net oversklrrs. Their Mrs, Ernest Johnson.
"Men like ruffles and full LADIES AID
investigaSheriff Adams said
skirts ," the commentator an-i—*"^¦•WP ^^WnM ^Mn ^^HMMMmHWHMMMBHMiMMMMHPMMMa
^WHaMMPI
^
T""
Ladies Aid of the Church tion showed there is no such mon
nouhced. Girls flounced onto of The
the
Brethren
will
meet
at
territory.
2
living
in
the
Gibbon
The
the runway in crinkly silk crepes p.m. Thursday nt the home of
checks , usually; drawn for $35 or
that rustled and rippled.
Mrs. C. E. Whetstone, 85 Lennox $40, have been signed by Earl W.
"Men like sheer dresses with
Nelson , also established as spurlong, tight sleeves ," the voice deious , the sheriff said.
,
clared authoritatively.
Exotic
RACHEL
Since Dec, 2, reports of such
CIRCLE
black-eyed ladies appeared in
nude black chiffon that covered ETTRICK , Wis. (Special (-Ra- checks being cashed have come
up everything, and yet didn 't. chel Circle, French Creek LCW , from Faribault , Madelia , St.
"Men like ladies to he provoca- will meet Jan. JT», nt a p.m. at James, New Dim , Jackson , I.e
tive. " As if they didn 't already the home of Mrs. Lawrence Sueur , Mankato , Lambcrton and
Springfield, They were usually
know this , fashion writers duti- Thompson,
passed at liquor stores , Adams
fully scribh' cd tho idea , also taksaid.
ing note of a slinky, black silk SEWING CIRCLE
¦
shantung at-home costume, very The -Sewing Circle of St. Marbare at the top.
Chef' s trick: After takin g baked
tin 's Lutheran Church will meet
potatoes
from the oven , roll them
Wednesday
nt
7:30
p.m.
in
Hie
They also mode note of a church social rooms,
gently to loosen the skin from
Mrs
Harry
.
thought - provoking three - piece
Malenke and Miss Esther Schmidt the pulp . Do sure to protect youi
pool-sitter suit by Mr. Gee. The will
hand with n kitchen "mitt. "
bo hostesses.
hooded green and white silk print
Nationall y Advertised Brands — At Definitel y Reduced Prices
jacket covered tne little girl all
the way to her brief , flared skirt.
When It slipped off , it left her
barel y covered at all.
"Men love the childish touch , "
¦ ¦
¦
¦
*p h¦
i
To illustrate this , models too
" . i . "i $/ ¦
shapely- to lw>..M:hi!drcn.„.j riinced,
forth in dainty silk print dresses
Frame Your Portrait*
|
with smocked yok es and self
belts.
During Our
"Men are attracted to long,
sleeky black. They can 't resist the
exotic look , either ," said the lady.
She pointed out that this, effect
was best achieved with lightly
fitted Oriental or Indian printed
silk sheaths.

Egyptian Girl
Finds Old Gold
Coins in Ditch

Designers Set
Patterns With
Eye on Men

¦

''
¦ '
¦
¦
¦
¦
.

'
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Police Break ll p
Scramble to See
Brigitte Bardoi

STEINBMJEHS'
Semi-Annual

SHOE CLEARANCE

f f i ^—^m

OF BETTER GRADE SHOES

Red Cross Shoes 10,99 to u.oo now 7.90 to 9.90

Rhythm Steps 12.95 to 16,95 now 8.90 to 10.90
Joyce 8.95 to M.95 now 6.90 to 9.90

STIFF TREATMENT
Celluloid collars and cuffs were worn as a preventive
against all sorts of diseases. Of course, we know
better nowadays. In recent years, medical research
has exploded a whole series of such fallacies. We
are now living in the healthiest era the world has
ever known. Every day metHcal science makes advances toward preventing disease . . . alleviating
suffering . .. prolonging human life. When you are y
ill , take advantage of these new effective treatments
hy seeing your physician. Then , should he recommend medication, we'll be glad to fill his prescription
promptly and carefully,

IVtl Jtlafrr Drugs
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
Have your Doctor phone your prescription
!• us for FREE DHLIVHRY

"Men ere enchanted by oneshoulder dresses, happily created
from clouds of chiffon with giant
flowers on it. They aro doubly so
with dresses lacking shoulders altogether. "
But do men , especially the
short ones, like Iho.ie tall , tall ,
silk turbans that wrap tip to at
least a foot and a half high? Nobody asked or answered this question , but these in brilliant hues
topped the models' daytime costumes.
But men do like curves, No students in the classroom argued
this point. Men will get plenty, ol
these along with fill the other
things he likes about women 's
dress for spririt;.

FRAME SALE
i Up to 50% Off

Life Stride 7.99 to 12.99 now 5.90 to 8.90
Trampeze 7.95 to 10.95 now 5.90 to 7.90

Selby Arc h Preservers i6.95 to i8.es now 12.90

Some frames reduced even
morel

Snow Boots 8,95 to 15.95 now 6.90 to 10.90

...

Not every size in every style
sec the complete selection In our
window.

^

Nolo; Special prite* «r« on clow-out parftrni only. Staple and carryover ctylac cannat be included.
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Property Transfers
In Winona County
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Holiday Planti
This is the time, of Ihe year \ ihcn the beautiful flowering plant s
that were so gay and colorful dui ing the Christmas season begin to
lose their freshness and will soon assume a faded appearance. Conyears soson ic inquiries h'ave been received ask- j
frequently , as in previous
be handled
t! icy wil l bloom again. "
ing^how tbr y can
There is no reason why be.iuliful holida y plants should be dis- j
carded as Soon as their bloomin g nas ended .- -especially, - -if they were .;
:
¦ • ' ¦' ' ' :
received as ' gifts with sentimental I ""
' !
.
-:
lies attached to them. Many can ! somewhat., darkened corner of /a he carried ovef lo bloom again in [ basement , with a .light occasion^
another season, it a little time and |watering, until spring. On the ar- j
trouble is "tnkcn to give them the ; rival of warm weather the pot ;;
nccessarv
care to prolon g their !' can he buried to the rim in a;
¦ ¦¦
¦
hfe ; ¦ ' •
: sheltered ' place ' 'in the garden , in ;
the
poin:¦ the border, or among the shrubs.;
First , let- us lake up
settia. the . .tradilioiial ' - (Christ mas ' At this time the stem of the plant :
plant and perhaps the most popu- can be cut back to aboui six '
lar of all. If - .given . . Ihe ': proper ; inches , It; should , make now growth
care, the colorful bracts may last :¦ dur ing -the summer ,-, if given some
until the -' end' . of- . January, ' or long ; fertilization" '. ' and kept moist. Be- i
rr. .They do best¦ in .warm " . tem- fore frost occurs in tlie ' fall , . iLJ
peratures under- ' -moist renditions can be taken indoors where it;
ahri 'will .oven '. endure ' considerable- . should bloom again , if given;suit- ;
sunlight ;'
able care. - - . '.. . .' .
The azalea requires an acid- soil ^
AFTER FLOWER ING, the plant and the amount present when Hie
should be dried off gradually and p lant .was received will tend to
rested in a warm place' .such as a ] disappear. This' ,' -can lie replaced
by givin g it an -application of -a . !
; teaspoonliil of ' aluminum ' sulphate .
Also , a feeding of a liquid plant
food will be beneficial , ;
; When the plant ' . has , . . completed- ',
its flowerin g, keep il in a. warm
lighted place and weil-wnteied
while new*-. growth , is forming.
After-: the weather has become
warm and settled in the springs
. the pot can be buried to the rim
outdoors as indicated . .- " ' above ' for
. '^ . ' '
the poinsettia , and handled the
; i
same way in the fall.

Oil
OR

GAS

THE CYCLAMEN i«, perhaps,

Whichever You Choose,
You Con Depend On

LENNOX
Heating Equipment!

the hardest of the holiday plants
to keep growing, in the .home , but
'
I one of the most beautiful. ' - - ' Its
i blooming can be prolonged by
! keeping it in a cool , well-liglitcd
: room during the day, hut not iii
: direct sunlight , and : in a cool
j iooirij or the ba-iement , at night.
' After blooming has ended , the
| watering can be reduced gradually, as this plant is one that
! snould go through a rest period.
A light watering every two weeks
is sufficient. .It can be kept in a cool dry
basement: until spring when it can
be handled as outlined above.
When taken into Ihe house in the
late summer , the cyclamen can
be repotted in fresh soil. In doing
this, the crown of the ttibcr should
be above the level of the soil in
the pot.
AND NOW, we come to the beau-
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GAS IS HERE . .

get set to enjoy
the convenience of

WARRANTY DEED
Sutlt S, Rockwell to Howard W. Rockwell vet ux—Lots 1 «nd 3, Block 5, Belmont " Add. , to Winona. . .
Lyle Northrop ct u* to Mllo D. Nelson
e| il-Parl ol .5'/f ol 5WU of Sec. . 12-.
107-J.
Ernesl G, L^noseth et- ux to jerold W. .
Docrwschter et ux—Port ol Lot 1, Sobd.
By AP NEWSFEATURES
Sec; 15 105-5 lying W. of highway and,part ,
o f - Lot ?, Subd. Sec . 1-105-5 lylno W. of
hiahway.
Howard Lee et ux to - Gary L. Kosen et
ai—W '/j- ' ol NW!i Of Sec ,,4-105-5 and .SW'.i
of SW'i Of Sec. 31-104-5.
Vcmon Lee ct ux lo Gary L. Kosen et
al—W ><2 ol NW'.i of Sec. 6-105-5.
. Florence M. Dambcnek el ux to James
M. Frankard 'et ux—Pert o( NE'i ol NEU
ol -Sec; ' 34 . and part of Gov 't Lot J, Sec:
J7-107-7.
- . ' .• ¦
Herman W: Welsman et ux to Solomon
Wclsman—W .' j ol Lot 7, Block 9, O.p. of |
-j
- ' ' '
Winono. ,. John B. Konkcl et ux to Ronald Nelson
'
i , Sec.
-S '.'i ol .NE' /„ N'.j ol MW'i ol, SE'.
S-lOB-7.
John D. Hasnlnaer el ux to Academy of
Our Lady of Lourdes—Lot I?, Block 5.
Cummlngs, Vila i. Gould's Add. to ,W1ilpna. '
Glen B. Hassinger et. ux to Academy of
Our Lady .61 Lourdes- Lol 12, Block 5. .
Cummlngs, Vila 8. Gould's Add. lo Winona.
Susan M. Height ct mar to Academy of j.
Our Lady, ol Lourdes—Lol 1.2, Blftc k , 5.
Cummings, Vila A Gould's Add. to Winona.
Thcrn Machine Co. to Leonard J. Merchicwllf el Al—Lots -1, 2 and 3, Block 2.
W.ipastiay/ Add. lo Good view:
Caroline Rlnn to Marvin L. Hanson et
ux—Lot 1 ol Oullot 10, . Auditor 's. Plat of
Lewiston ,"Wo-,t'. Side/'
Robert J, Selover. el ux to William Corn" ." ' • :' -, •<
-'
:;
. .
rorlh—Lol, 32, Blgck 4, Johnstone 'l Add . it; . " . .
lo Winona.
.. 'Margaret : Stlr .noman . et al to William
Cornfo 'rth- Lot 32, Block 4, .Johnstone 's !
;'
Arid, to Winona.: Ralph J - C . i r l h l o m et ux to Leo -Hlttn 'erel ux-W:iy .' /. of Lot . lft. : Block 15, E. C. ; Fair Association-Part of Lots 17. and U.
Homillon's Add, lo Winona.
! St. Cnarles limits.
Donald Small/ ward, by quard.lan, ; to
-Zab 'eth Sclovtr Rees ct mar lo William
Corrilorth -Lot 32, Block 4, John-.tone 's : Winona County Agricultural 8.. Industrial.
and .24 ,
Add. 16 'Winona.' ' - .
j Fair Association-Part of Lots 17
Richard- .S. Sejover et ux to William i St; Charles limits.
'
Cornforth—Lot 32, Block 4, Johnston's' Add. ' : Robert Small, ward, by guardian, lo
Winona County Agricultural & Industrial
lo .Winona:
j
of
Lots
17 and 24,
'
Association-Part
Fair
Albert F.. Fellr et ux to Thomas- M. !
Riika el ux -W' j ol Lol ' 4, Block . 17, E. C. "j SI. Charles limits.
ward,
by
guardian,
to WiHamilton 's Add. to Winona No. 2.
I . Donna Small,
Henry L. Enqel el ux to Lyle J. Gordon : nona County Agricultural 8. Industrial Fair
-. ol Lois I and 2. and.' Association—Part of - Lots 17 and 24, St.
- - E . 30 It. of W ' .
E. 30 It ., ol WVj of N' T 'O I Lot 3, Block 40, 'I Charles limits.
Margaret Small, ward, by guardian, to .
fiforklrin
.
Brantly .P . - Cliappe' ll el ux to J. R. Winona County Agricultural (,. (ridiislrlfl l
Association—Part of Lots .17 . and - 24,
Fair
Chappell et ux-S. 100 It. of Lot 10. Block
St. Charles limits:
,33, P.P. of Winona. :.
LIMITED WARRANTY DEED
Donald F. Ehmanh e-i .ux to Sunred CorCharles Jaeow el ux to Ruth Thode—
•porallon-W-. 70 I. ol 5. 42 fl. 1 In. "of S.
Ii9 - ft. " -of Lot.28, Subd. of Secy;21-107-7. Lot 9, Block 21, Laird's Add. to Winona.
M. C. Lltcher et ux to; Village of LewLawrence. M. Saltier- :- et .'ux to Malcolm
-'
K, Bailey et ux—Lot- 2. Block I, Smith's iston—Part of Outlet ..E, ' .Auditor 's Plat of
Lewiston "East Side."
First Add. to St . Charles.
DECREE: OF DISTRIBUTION
~<
;(
I -K; Schulz et u x : to William J."
bra M. Baughmin, decedent, to Adam
Walters ct , iix- -Lol 1, Block 4-,. Dunn's
.
Subd. in Go.odvicv/,. except the tt. 153 ' ft. RauiJhman-'-N. 20 It: of L-of 4 and N. 20
thereof and part, ol Lot 11, Rudolph 's . Plat It. of E." 10 fl. of . Lot 7, Block 15, 0.P.
of Winona.
lylnq ' SW'ly. thereof ,
. .
¦' ¦"
'' ¦
Schulcr Chocolates, Inc.,' to Sunred Corp.
N. . 5 It. -ol .- 'S. 155 fl. of W. 70 ft. of
Lot 2S, Subd: Sec. 21-107-7 .
. Mary Erdmin to ioann Brand ft al—
Part ol SE-'-i ol SW' iol Sec. J4-105-8.
Alvin -T-... Pagol et ''..
l
i to Paul Miemleli
»-l ux-W. ,70 I
I,. 61 . Lot 36. Drew,. Mead
&. Simpson 's Lands In "Winona. .
Leo J. T. Bran et ' 'al ' Id ¦ Vlllaqe nl.
Goodview—Part of Loi. 17, SUbd. Sec. 20107-7 lor . street purposes.
Phlllpp Sauer et al to David Sauer et
.ux—Lol 3, Block . 23, Laird's Add, to
0
Winona .
New houses .. . . . . . . . . . .
v Glenn . E. La Bnrre ' to Village of Goodview—Part of Lol 5, Subd. . Sec . 20-1O7-7
Volume same dale
for street purposes..
Farmers COop. Creamery of WyallvHie
to Herbert L. PrUdoehl el ux—Part of SEU
¦"
¦' " ¦
¦
¦
.
!.
.
.
ol . NWU o f . S e c . .'33-106-E.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
C D . Dixon et ux to Gladys M. Dlxfen—
S: 54 It. ol Lot 5,
35, O.P , of St.
¦ Block
¦ :
'Charier,.
.,' ¦ .
Arnold M; BelvCrud , et ux to. John B.
Clement—Blocks 2 and 3 and Hotel PropBuilding'
(&&
jmfi
erty , iri Miller , i Ellsworlhls " Subd. " . In
'
Service
Minnesota Cily.
::
^P> ~?
Gustav A,. Gilsdorf to Harrison B. Nathe
^
et al—All ol- Block- S, . Horner, lying- 'N. "of
• U . - . S. Highway No. ' 61.
Edwin Belter et ux lo Alvin Kohner—
Part ol W '.-j bl NW V« lying S. ol ditch ;
part
ol W. 70 acres ol WW 61 SE' . and
|
^W^BHF Basement
S-SW ' i bl Sec 20; W.. 35 acres ol' ''NW '4
( o f - N E U and NW of . MW '- 4 of Sec. - 29-105-7 ;
I . Lena- A. Boyscn to Alvin Kohner—S. 20
( rods ol Vi. 16 rods of SW'i ol NEW of
: Sec. 33-106- 8 except E:. 114.6 It. ol S. 125

of finishing material , a practice
which helps to preserve the
Home handymen like to pass brush
, cut a small "V" for varalong bits of information they have nish or
"S" for shellac (and so
picked up- over the yedrs and on)
into
the
handle.
which ' might be helpful to: oth. ¦ ' ;. - .. WHEN YOU have applied a paint
:'. '
ers . : .
Here are some tips that may ' or varnish remover and are ready
be of assistance to you around the to scrape off the softened finish ,
house and in the workshop:
use a dull rather than a sharp
When trying to hammer a small putty knife to lessen the danger of
•
nail or brad in a corner where gouging the wood.
space is at a premium , hold the When you want to coat ordinary
nail or brad with a pair of ordin- nails and screws with aluminum
paint to keep them from rusting,
ary tweezers.
y
dump them into a container of
WHEN USING pliers or « the paint and the/i pour off the
wrench on a surface which might paint.
be damaged by the metal , wrap When you want to brighten
a
adhesive tape around the jaws of dark foyer , use resilient
floor
the tool .
tiles in a light , solid color.
When you have to scrape , off .
old , dry glue that threaten s to WHEN PAINTING a wall, try
be stubborn , soak . the. old glue starting at the right side and
wilh household vinegar to soften moving to the left , a procedure
that -will keep you from constant- ,
When you want to identif y a ly wielding the brush across your
brush used for a particular type body. If you are left handed ,
move left to right.
When you have made a wire
splice and want to solder it , you
will get a neater job if you hold
the spidering iron under the joint
rather than over it.
When you are putting up studs
which must ; be exactly the same
distance apart ,' cut a piece of wood
the proper lengt h'. ' , and use it for
Ihe spacing rather than measuring
each time.

! 1962 dollar volume .: \ . 596,666
;¦¦; Residential . . . . . . . ..... lOOO
Commercial .- , . . . . . . . . 39,404
j
i
Public inon- ¦
; . . ' " taxable ) . '/.. •.'. .' ..'. ,.' .., ;;. . 55 .262
Their value ... :• ¦.. '..
P :
....
o
- ' "' ' i96oy.y, :.; ' ;y
S

of ditch; part ol W. 70 acres ol W 'j ol
SEW and SW'i of Sec. 20; W. 35 acres of
NWW ol NEW and NW of NWW ol Sec .
2V-I05-7.

'
; ¦

Want those fried eggs to taste
different? Brown a tablespoon of
butter , mix in a half-teaspoon of
vinegar and pour over two fried
egg's. '

PROBATE DEED
Maud A. Hassinqer, decedent , b y . administrator, to Academy of Our Lady of
Lourdes-Lot 12, Block 5, Cummfnqs, Vila
8, Gould's Add. lo Winona.
Jerome Spelt;, decedent , by representative, to A. Eugene Smith et ux—Part of
Lol 22, Rolllngstoni? :
George H. hnysen. decedent, by representative, to H e r b e r t - L . Prudoehl et ux—
SW of NW. ol S«. 33-106-8 , except part
ol E . 643.3 It. ol S. 405W ft. thereof.
George H, Boysen, decedent, by «*ec,
to Alvin Kohner- S. 20 rods ol W; 16 rods
ol SW 'i ol NE'i of Sec 33-106-B, except
E. 114 .6 (I. of S. 125 II, thereol.
Lawrence Small, ward , by guardian, to
Winona County Agricultural and Industrial

POWERFUL NEW PLUNGER CLEARS

CLOGGEDTOILETS
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In 1890 a St. Louis doctor concocted a food for invalids and infants, It was peanut, butter.

HOME — COMMERCIAL — INDUSTRIAL |
| 11
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WHATEVER YOUR WIRING NEEDS . . .
WE CAN DO THE JOB . . . EXPERTLYI

It's easy to pay . more than our low, low, competitive prices '
. . . but you won't get a better wiring job! All our work il
guaranteed. Call 4578 for Free estimates.

RIC

BAUER ^
EL

Telep hone 4578

225 East Third Stree

¦
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house-wiring check-up!
0 oi^<pf i
:;Fmd ont now fi y our':' j ^ oj ' Wi
the Jf OiM of 5 ihxdsinadequately wired

1 DJALCET

WINONA
Plumbing Co.
306 Mankato Ave. Phone 2035

plunger
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Complete rnaforinls for knockdown.
6'xB' x6' high

AT HARDWARE STORES fVERYWHERE

.

)
j

1 1^
!
i ^ M. ^
M ? M m Mj ^^
\
1
28 COMPANY ^
F ELECTRIC
M?
Main St.
I
*
JK*
Phone: • 8-1002

^
-^L|
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97 s 6 ' • 8'1620
Day

or Night

C^fi flfl
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Complete mfltet'lnli for knockdown.
4' x6' x6' fiiflb
¦
ALSO SEE VS FOR
<
: POURING WOOL

C^l Cfi
4>j l»DU
,

INSULATION - $1.30 >f f Z T. \

' PRE FINISHED BIRCH OR OAK

PANELING

| WASHABLE WHITE

fc-

for a FREE WIRING CHECK-UP at your convenience. There's no charge, no obliga¦ ¦ ', ' , . '
tion whatever.
You'll feci much more secure when you know the complete facts about your home's
HOUSEPOWER RATING f

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

" '

ANULI
• UCSIUNtD '° rit " A'
• CtNUMJ IT81LI, CAN 1 SKID ANOI1ND
• TA I'tfltO TOI1 OIV1S AIH1K.MT 111
*2

load . . . that you're not getting full efficiency from your electrical appliances.

Send this coupon to NSP

Willi "Toilnllci ", rsprcmly itr.M Knn )
for toilPti, no nir or untcr enn escape. The lull pirisute plows tlnou Kh
the clouijiii K ni»«i mid i n u l i e j it
"~
'doVn'.'' C'oirf'ini»i! ""'

HAROLD OFENLOCH
"ST Z rintiStr "' —Phone--S7W-

,

To arrange f or' yom^ FREE ' HO US EPOWER check-up

Ordinnry plun|;rr9 jtist rirm'l kriit
propcily. Tlicy pcfuiit compirsscil
air and water to splash l>ack. Thin
yon not only linvc n mcsi , but you
loie 'IliC very ptrmtite you nrcil ' to
clcer the utntxiittiun.

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS

If your TV picture shrinks . . . if your lights are dim ... .if fuses blow . ..you need a
wiring check-up! These danger signals mean that your present wiring just can't carry the
So don't put it off any longer ! Send the coupon today and NSP will be glad to arrange

TOILAFLEX
J^HOUI

vve enjoy today.

¦ . ^fes^P2^
..

NEVER AGAIN thot ilch Ueling
when your tollol overflowi

Toilet

deficiency. Inadequate wiring—low housepower—dates back to the days when homes
were wired primarily for electric lights . . . not for all the many electrical conveniences

¦HKSHBk^

,..,,...,!,,,,¦.. ,
.,.u... .¦...¦..,,,..,.. .....,.,
,ij .;.;.:....:i;Ta
I.1 in
1 .mil i in n iiii*^—«<i

You CAN buy for loss , but you
can get the BEST for just a
•"
little bit more.

are w;asting electricity.. .not getting full service from your appliances—due to a hidden

W/p l¦*'

..

.

GET A FREE HOUS£POWER RATING on your home, (dances are about 4 to 1 that you

H ONE dial with HE^J
H ihe ne>*r ^ ^H^

maneHOUSE

Complete systems and
conversion burner^

:
^ Phono 8-1002 tor
"¦
« Quick , R«llabl«
'Sm
Service - Low
^Lcotnpotl»iv« Prices!
~
&) k\.

''
^^^H^^^^^B

Nearly 18 million families in the
United States own dogs.

WHY NOT BUILD AN

&.

Did you know that just by flushing hot water down your kitchen
and bathroom drains each day
you can usually prevent clogging?
There are many simple steps
a person can take to avoid plumbing trouble throughout the house.
Barring age, a good plumbing system installed by a: competent
plumbing contractor will give trouble only when the householder forgets, or is unaware, that the system should get the same consideration and simple maintenance
he gives his; automobile.
An authoritative booklet titled
VPlumbihg Care and Reoair " is
available for 10 cents. Write to
the Plumbing-He^ting-Cooling Information Bureau , 35 E. Wacker
Dr., Chicago 1.
The booklet covers 20 categories
—everything from drains , "fittings
and water closets to thawing and
preventing, frozen pipes, noises in
the plumbing system and dra ining the " plumbing in a vacant
house.
A few suggestions included:
"•¦'-. Use a "plumber 's friend ," a
plunger , to clear simple clogged
drain lines. And periodically check
the U-trap below sinks and lavatories for any potentially clogging
materials.
• If the water closet tank fills
too 'much or not enough , try bending the rod attached to the metal
tank floaty upward or downward.
• An uneven shower spray can
probably be remedied by remov-

¦" '
. '¦

soaked in hot water around th«
pipes,

Building in Winona

in ojiffyf

,¦ . i^g. th» ¦
¦

Sp Yoi/ Gof
Pipe Trquble?
Readl a Book

ing the face of the shower head ,
cleaning its back surface and freeing the holes with a coarse nee: . ".„ y. . - .
dle.; . :;
; ' ." " ; .
The
best
way
to
thaw
frozen
•
pipes is to wrap h, eavy cloths

l^v ^j 4vl

WARM AIR MATING

f

- "¦"
- •¦
. . . . ;.: . . .

No? Some Tips

tiful gloxinia. While in bloom It
should be kept in a light place ,
but not in direct sunlight. The soil
should be kept moist , but overwatering should be avoided.
¦
When through blooming, the wa- II .- inereor.
tering can be discontinued and the M. C. Lltcher el. ux to E. E. Gremelsboch—Part of Outlet E, Auditor 's Plat of
pot placed in ihe basement for Lewiston "East . Sfdc ,"
GEO. KARSTEN
about two months to rest the Village ol Lewiston to M: C. Lltcher el
PHONE 7466
If. by 217 if. in ,,Oullot E, Auditor 's
plant. As sooii as the new growth ux—200
Plat, of , Lewiston "East Side. "
it
should
be
repotted.
•
starts,
The . . E. E. Grcmolsbacn to h\. C. Lltcher et
ol Outlet E, Auditor 's Plat ol
same pot, or one slightly larger , ux-Part
"East Side,"
can be used, but new sail should Lewiston.CONTRACT
FOR DEED
be; used. Ah appli cation of a li- Harold J. Kulas, ward
, by guardian, et
al
to
Richard
C,
Carney
el ux—25 ft . by
quid plant food at this time will
140 tt. In NEW ot SWW of Sec. .25-107-7 .
be beneficial. Then the pot can Alvin Kohner of. ux to Edwin Beller et
be placed in a warm bright room ux^-S. 20 rods ol VV. 16 rods ot SW ' i ot
ol Sec. 33-106-8, except E. 114.6 ft .
and , if conditions have been suit- •NEW
S. . 125- It. thereol.
able, it should continue to grow ol Alvin
Kohner et ux to Allen J. GilbertI You jusTset ^^DH
son ct ux—Part ol WW ol NWW lying S.
and flower.¦ ' ¦
- -.
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... ,„. *„, $11.84
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LUMBER
I^TCMnCI I COMPANY
IVEniMEkL
Call the Lumber Number 8-3667

573 East 4th Street

Duane Jackels, Mgr.
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NORTH ERN STATES POWER COMP ANV
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Please have a qualified ckctitca l contractor telephone to make
arrangements for my FREE HOUSEPOWER CHECK-UP
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Design Sol^
By JULES LOH

Winona Metal
Building; Job
Costs $39,000

*

About a year ago architect Lester Cohen designed a house SP«V
cifically for a narrow lot , solving
the problem of many House of the
Week readers who were literally
being squeezed out of most of today 's home designs.
"Since then ," said Cohen , "I've
been getting requests from persons who own corner lots , especially narrow corner lots. Their
problem is more complicated —
but not insoluble.
COHEN'S N E W E S T

Winona Metal - Products Co. has
begun construction of a new office and storage building adj acent
to its plant at 1000 W. 5th St .
A construction permit for the
fit- ,b y lOj-footj niilding estimated
to cost $39,404 was issued by thecity engineer 's office last week
and pouring of footings began Friday.
Leon Inman is the contractor.

design,

House of the Week J-l , solves it
effectively, attractivel y ¦ and : economieally. It is a three (or ' four)
bedroom ranch with some optional features so the owner can accommodate it to his own . needs.
The house is only 37 feet wide
including the garage, which means
it could fit on a 50-foot lot in
many areas. Its depth is 63 feet,
and it contains a modest 1,522
square f eet of Jiving space not
counting the basement or garage!
On a corner lot, both exposed
sides present an equally pleasing
appearance, so that actually the
front door could be placed . on
either side. ¦•
ON THE other hand; if the house

were placed on- a mid-block narrow lot it retains ah area for outdoor . ' living—a feature often sacrificed in "elongated" houses.
All this merely accommodates
the house to the problem lot;
there's plenty to recommend this
house , : moreover , no matter, what
lot it's built , on .
Its floor plan is exceptionally
well ordered for a medium-sized
house, with the sleeping area

See Us For

THE BUILDING will be erected

DOUBLY ATTRACTIVE . . . Designed especially for a corner
lot , this house presents a pleasing view from both exposed sides,
the house is only 37 feet wide and is equally suited for a narrow

mid-block lot . It contains three bedrooms, two bathrooms and a
den which could serve as a guest room.

placed well away from the housekeeping and entertaining areas,
convenient bathroom facilities, direct entry from the garage to the
kitchen , efficient use of floor
space, plus a -/Titfmber of luxury
touches seldom
¦ found in homes
this size, . , ' ¦ ' ¦ ' ' - .

^T'W^,..i. 1 .i, ! i-i,| ,,! ; I,!,!,1-!:-;,:.:,;¦:¦•. ¦:¦:-:¦!•.•"!¦!•!,!•!¦.

IF THE main entry were placed

on the narrow side of this house,
next to the garage, the room ad :
joi ning the dining; room could be
used as a den or, in a pinch , a
fourth bedroom.
An optional door between it and
bedroom No. 3 also would convert it into a two-room apartment
for in-laws. As a den , library, music room or other relaxing spot,
however, it is ideal.
A door leads to the flagstone
porch , and windows on both sides
provide plenty of sunlight..
If the main entry were placed
on the long side , this den . would
become the main foyer—and . a
spacious one, at 10 feet hy 8 feet.

STIii.

Our Specialized Services
Also Include!

• Job and Contract Welding
• Boiler Repair Work

WINONA BOILER
4 STEEL GO.
Phone 5961
143-167 West Front Street

fireplace ; divides the living, and
dining rooms, complementing the
broad window overlooking the
planter on the front wall of the
living room. The dining room also
has a dramatic bay window , looking out over the porch and side
yard. .
A pleasant bow window also enhances the kitchen and provides
an obvious spot for the breakfast
table, out of. the way of the work
area, y;There is abundant counter space
in the kitchen , and no less than
32 linear feet of . hanging and counter cabinets.
.*
Laundry facilities are located unobtrusively near the kitchen and
adjacen t to the bedroom wing and
the main bathroom ; and the supply cabinet is extra large.

£*¦- ¦ '

¦-:•

ROOFING
FURNACES
Superior Healing & Roofing Co,

Phone 3987

We've been serving Winona County residents

'
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APARTMENT 3-G

• ¦ '• - . . . a little more to the right.. . . . ' ,. ,
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WEIS BUILDERS , Inc., Rochester , was awarded the contract for
the Winon a State job.
Exterior masonry repairs will
be done al Sbmsen Hall* the student center — , the Smog — will be
renov ated, a new front entrance
stairway will . be. constructed at
the old Phelps School building and
exterior , woodwork painted and
caulking done . at Phelps. :
H. M. Brenden, 229 W. Broadway, was issued a permit for new
siding for his house. The contractor is Jim Mohan. Cost was estimated at $1 ,200.
Eugene Meyer . 176 Mechanic
St., received a permit for interior
remodeling costing $800.

much weight.
When the shelves may be adjusted at some later date , there
are a number of installations that
can be used. Some persons , prefer these. methods even for. permanent use, .
One procedure is to insert short
dowels . into drilled holes in the
uprights and place the shelves on
the dowels. Another is: to use special metal pins in drilled holes.
~

'SQ UM^M Wl Stt M NEXT WEEK! SAME
TIME ! ^AME PtACglV
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By Alex Kotzk y
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Mail Coupon for 'Baby Blueprint'
Full study plan information on this architect-designed House ol i
The Week can be yours now ^ It comes to jrou in a handy folder with
a baby blueprint showing each floor and all elevations plus "Tips on
Building a House." The price is only 50 cents. They 're also available
at the information counter of the Daily News.
HOME PLANS, DAILY NEWS

Please send me a baby blueprint on Design J-l.
Enclosed is 50 cents. ;
: ..,., ...:.,,...... ' .... ' .
(pleat* print plain!/)

NAM! ....: '.:..
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REX MORGAN, M D

By Pa) Curtlt
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EXPERIENCE ?
We've Got 106 Yea rs of It!

¦¦

QUESTION: I will be building
a series of shelves soon. This is
my first do-it-yourself project. I
note that shelves are held up in
different ways. Which way should
;1 use?.- ' ¦ ¦: ."
ANSWER: The purpose of the
shelves and the amount 1of work
you want to put into the job determines how the shelves should
be supported .
For a permanent installation ,,
where the shelves always will stay
in the same place, you can merely butt the j oints and join them
with nails or screws plus wood
glue. ' ;. ;.' -.'••
Or you can place the shelves on
cleats or blocks .of wood.
Or you can cut grooves or dadoes in the uprights and insert
the ends*of the shelves into them,,
reinforcing with screws or nails
and glue if desired.
The first method , butting, 's recommended only where the shelves
will .-. not be asked to carry too

FLOOR PLAN ., ' .., . Den provides optional location for ' - . front
entry . Another optional feature is door between den and bedroom .
No. 3: Note two doors to main oathroom , serving both bedrooms
and kitchen . House contains 1,522 square feet not counting garage
or basement.

WATERBURY GAS OR OIL

75 Enst Second St.

; • . _

'

Lt*Tt» C OHEN , A»e«iTtcT. PL»»i No. ,194-8. 1522 sq.r-r .

;

'¦ "

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeaturet

A SECOND entrance to the main

bathroom makes it do the work
of two, serving both the kitchen

north of the present plant and
extend east and west on the plant
site. Offices now in the existing
plant buildin g will be moved to
the new structure to afford more
office and storage space.
It will be of concrete block construction and one story.
This permit was one ot four
building permits with a total valuation of $96,666 drawn during the
first week of the new year:
The largest was one for a $55.262 remodeln g and renovation project at Winona State College.
Last week's permits pushed the
city a month ahead of last year's
building pace. ..In 1961 no permits
were issued until the se<OTtn^ weeiT
in January. '

r nere's |
'
ITtiie" |Answer j

AN EYE-CATCHING three-way

HEAVY SHEET

BIO GEORGE!

and the bedrooms. The master
bedroom , of course, has its own
bath with stall shower.
Note that every bit of the plumbing in this house—kitchen , latindry and both bathrooms—is grouped in this location , a real moneysaving feature.
.
^^H Large and well-placed closets
are another feature of this house.
There are two closets near the
center hall , another opposite the
den , a linen closet convenient to
all the bedrooms and a large walkin
bedroom.
^m
\
\ closet
^m
\in the master
'

fl
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SINCE 1856
^m
Abstract
Co
Winona County
^^^H
Phone
Junction
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J-l Statistics
A three bedroom ranch with
den which could serve as
fourth bedroom. Plan provides
for optional location of main
entrance since house was designed for corner lot.
Dimensions are 37 feet wide
by 43 feet deep containing V
522 square feet of living area
not counting garage, porch or
basement.
' ¦ ¦

'
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In ancient times Bizerte, Tuni. . -.
¦ sin , then known as Hippo Zarytus ,
^
^
^
^
^
^
H
H , Frogs, toads , newts and sala- waged continous war with Carth^
^
^^
manders are the most common age. Both cities fell before Roamphibians. They represent an in- man legions in the 2nd Centry B.
4MHHMMHI.HHsV HMBMmtermediate itage of development C. and werff absorbed into the Robetween fishes and reptiles.
man Empire.
¦ - .
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NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

A HAPPY HOUSE

has a
BIG HEART '

Ym Phone 7010 for free
V I Plumbing Estimates ml
YA when y°u P|an

*°
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MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst

XJ^ffla^rJ-^T^
Tha bigger the "heart"the better the Houso-powerI
And the "heart " of your home
wiring system is the electric service entrance , Kit isn 't bi g enough ,
you can 't bring in nil the elec'tricily needed for today 's living,
Neither can your branch circuits
properly distribute electricity
throughout the home.
If you suspect that your Housepower "heart " isn't bi g enough ,

let us give your home a Homepower Rating to show what needs
to be done to let you operate all
the light, nnd appliances you
need or want .,. al any one time.
Remember , a big Hdiuepower
"heart " lets you live better today
—and adds permanent value to
your home ,

MARK TRAIL

Call vs today. Let «/i thow you how FULL

HOUSEPOWBR makes a HAPPY HOME

KLINE zizcrwc
^__ ____,

U'»oSTi
'" • -*
U..

"Serving Winona For Oner
.Half a Century "

122 Wcsf Second ******

ph<m" 5S1J

"Licensed Bonded Electricians"
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\
/Jchas. J, Olsen & Sons l
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P^MBING & HEATING

10 Cen,er st '

Winona
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By Ed D«dd

.

The Daily Record
At Winona
Genera l Hospital

JANUARY 8, 1962

Winona Funerals

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. Frank Subjeck
Mrs. Clara Pederson
Funeral services for Mrs. Frank
ETTRICK, Wis. ( Special)—Mrs .
Subjeck , 221 W. 5th St., were held Clara Pederson , 77, died Sunday
this morning at St. Casimir 's morning at a La Crosse hospital
Catholic Church , the ( Rt. Rev, after a long illness.
Msgr. .1. W . Hatin officiating. BurThe former Clara Kamprud , she
SATURDAY
ial 'was .irt St. Mary 's Cemetery . was born here April 17, 1884,
Admissions ,' j Pallbearers were: Wallace Milt- daughter of Mr-, and Mrs. Lars
Mrs. Mary A , Brady, 1715 Han- •', er, V. -D.,'. 'F.' E. and C D , Jos- Kamprud and lived on a
over St.
. . j wick: and Gene and : Francis Zcch- abou t a , mile west of- herefarm
35
John ¦H. Litcher , JB80 Kraemer cs. : .. ¦ ¦ •
years.
Dr. .'" . .
I
She Was married to Lewis PedKenneth E, Chick . 426 Wilson Sf. i
' ¦<
erson Dec. 19, 1908.
He died in
SUNDAY
WEATH
ER
¦
j
1956.
Admissions
. ' • "¦: ¦ ' . " ' - -."';¦¦ :.
Survivors are: Three sons, Carl,
Mrs. Robert .1. Bamhen ek , 1781 ;
EXTENDED FORECAST
W. Wabashn St.
— Temperatures who operates the home farm;
MINNESOTA
. Mrs. Jean A.. Buck , 822 . E. King¦ will average 12-20 degrees below Clarence , Winona , and Robert ,
st.. ;
j
with minor day to .day ' Madison; three ) daughters , Mrs.
. Roy V. Hill , 513 Winona ' St. . I normal
, Ettrick;
changes.
Normal high 12-20 north , Francis (Eunice Patten
Mrs. Warren Ii, Miller , Rushford , j 20-25 south.
'. 'Normal low 6 below Mrs. Tilman (Mary ) Mattson ,
Minn,
.i
ex- West Allis , and Lucille, at home,
Alphonse J . Symicek , 4235 6th ; extreme northwest , T> above preand three sisters, Mrs. Louise Moltreme
southeast.
Little
or
no
St., Goodview.
j cipitation west and south and one- stad , Galesvillc ; Mrs! Albert GilMrs. Frederick M. Donahue , '!
berg, Trerripealeau, and Mrs, Olaj tenth inch or less -northeast .occur- va Husmoen , Arcadia; 12 grand ;
Waseca , Mitir. .
flurries
intermittentring-as
wow
!
. Mary V. Vail . 215. W. 5th St.
children and 8 great-grandchildren.
Mrs, Harriet , .1. Scfo , " .Watkins ; ly through' period ;
Three sons have died.
will
WISCONSIN—Temperatures
Memorial Home.
j
Funeral services
lie WedMrs. Harold ilcmmelman , Trem- average .' fi-lO . 'degrees , below nor- nesday at 2 p.m. at will
Ettrick
Luthpealeau . Wis.
j mal, Normal high 17-25 northwest
Church , the Rev. Mark M.
Herbert J, Kalrnes, Rollingstone , to 21-30 southeast , Normal low one eran
Kenning- - officiating.
will be
Minn.
below to 6 above northwest to 6.-15 in .Ettrick. 'Cemetery:Burial
A devotional
.
Steven Eide, 213: W. Sarnia St.
southeast. Continued rather cold
Mrs. Arthur Schaale. 321 W. Mill through next five days with only service will : be held at Runnestrand Funeral Chapel at 8 p.m.
St. .
minor day to day fluctuatio ns. PreMrs. L. J. Erpelding, Altura. cipitation will total one tenth to_ Tuesday. . Friends may call , at the
funera l home after 7 p.m.Minn. .
two tenths inches. Frequent peri- day and at the church alter Tues12:30
Births
ods of light snow or flurries ex- p.m; Wednesday at the church.
Mr. and .Mrs. John H. Timm , pected.
114 Franklin St., a daughter.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Mrs. Oscar Hegge
Mr. , and Mrs. George Grunion ,
SPRING GROVE , Minn . rSpcBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
405 E. 5th St.. a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kurtzmon ,
High Low Pr. cial)—Mrs. Oscar Hegge, 80, Black
775 W. Wabasha St., a daughter. Albany, cloudy ... . .....44 3!) ,... ' Hammer area; died at 11 p.rn . Friday at Spring Grove Hospital after
Discharges
Albuquerque , clear ...54 ¦ . 33.- ' "..i
Miss .Harla Jones, Winon a State Atlanta, cloudy . . . . . . . 4 0 35 .02 .an illnes s of two weeks,
j The former Thora Sandholt , she
College. ;¦' - . '
Bismarck , snow ...... :31 -3 .02
John H. Litcher , 1680 Kraemer Boise, cloudy "'. ,-. ...i.i.y.SO 40 ¦,. was born in Norway Sept. 10,
1381, daughter of Nels ' .arid Bertha
Dr. .
, cloudy ........53 37 .. Sandholt. " At the : age. of .20 she
Ed E. Sendelbacb , Cochrane, Boston
Chicago, snow ... ', .....22 14 ,08 came to the United States . and had
Wis.. ' :
Mrs. Ricliard Kohner and baby, Cleveland, cloudy .....39 21 -05 j. bcen a resident of this area since,
Denver , snow .. '....... 38 24 .32 i Besides her husband , survivors
660M- E, Sanborn St.
Mrs. Anthony KatuJa and baby, Des Moines , clear ...,,22 4 .on i are three sons, Harry, Peter and
Detroit , show ..., ..;...34 20 .Ofi Arthur , all of Spring Grove; three
Fountain City, Wis.
.-24 -35 .. i daughters , Mrs: ' Carl < Mabel )
Mrs. Merlin A. Storsveeri and Fairbanks , clear .,.,
'
,
......54
28 / . . Ovcrby, Austin ; Mrs. Anna Buick ,
Fort
Worth
clear
.
baby, 670 E. Sanborn St.
Mrs. Kenneth Smelser and baby, Helena, snow .........3 (3 3 .If) Minneapolis , . and [¦ Mrs. Evelyn
Honolulu , m ...........80 70 .30 Tuma , Minneapolis; One sister in
381 Druey Court .
24 .02 Norway , 13 grandchildren
Mrs. John G. Kreidiermachef Kansas City, cloudy,.35
20
Los Angeles, clear '-. ¦.' - .85 59 .. grcat-grandchhildren . Seven and
and baby, Rollingstone , Minn.
broth¦
'
¦
;
,
,
. ers and sisters have died:
Henry ¦F, Lockwood, 525Dacota Memphis clear .......46 27
'
Miami , clear '. . '."... ' .- - .,70' 66 . . Funeral services will
St.. : :¦. . .
TuesMilwaukee , clear ... ,2 2 8 .08 day at 2 p.m. at Black .be
Floyd E. Voss, Glen-Mary.
Hammer
.
Mpls.,
St,
,
Paul clear .20 -5
. Lutheran Church , the Rev. ThomWilliam S. Lee, Lamoille, Minn.
New Orleans, clear ...61 37 .51 as Boyer officiating.
Burial will be
The hospital reported today that New York . . cloudy .... ...54 40 ..
Mrs. Russell Biwer, 670 Dacota Omaha, clear , ... ; ....31 4 01 in the church cemetery.
St., had been discharged Friday. Philadelphia , rain .....57 37 1! Friends may call at Engell-Rohle Funeral Hom e today and until
¦
Plioenix , clear ', -.'. . , -. . ,, 69 . 41 .. ji ,Tuesday noon.
OTHER BIRTHS
Portland , Me., cloudy .40 35 - ..
.;¦ Charles H. Frisch
Portland , Ore;, clear ..58 45 .' . '..
RUSHFORD . Minn.-Mr. -and St. Louis, cloudy ......30 .' 2' r,.lB
LAKE
CITY, Mann. (Special ) —
Mr .v Joseph McManimon Jr. a Salt Lake City, cloudy 50 42 ..
Charles
H.
Frisch , 71, Lake City,
daughter . Tnirsday at: St; Ann's San Francisco, clear .65 50 ' .' .'';
died of a heart attack Sunday at
Hospital , La Crosse. y :
"
Seattle, rain - .' .. -.. -.:¦. ...51 4tV T 9 a.m. at his home.
Tampa; cloudy ........67 53 .. He was born June 7, 1890, at
Washington, cloudy ...,55 39¦'¦ - ..' Lewiston , son of Mr. and Mrs. WilMARRIAGE LICENSES
T-Trace
liam Frisch.
Frederic J; Huff , 1780 Gilmore
In 1920 he married the former
Ave., and Dlanne A. Tralnor , 423
Magdelena Davidenshofer, who
Grand St.
Munici pal Courtdied in 1948, He married the forDonald 0. Dingfclder , 1063 E.
mer Mrs. Mary Glanders in 1950.
'
'
"
,. ,, WINONA
Broadway, and Bcrnice P. Haefel ,
A past .commander of the AmerHenry W. Jacobs, Minnesota ican
1770 Kramer Drive.
, he was a member of
City, Minn., pleaded guilty to a Lake Legion
View Barracks, Veterans of
charge of failing to yield the right World War I.
FREE TB X-RAYS
was a veteran
of way to an oncoming
icon
vehicle. of World War He
¦'- ' . f'Mon. ¦• Frj .; 1 -5 ji.m.'
I and was a bar.
He
was
sentenced
to
a
fine
of
$15
Room 8, City Hall )
or five days in city jail. He paid ber.
Winona Co. residents f ree ,
Survivors are: His wife ; a son,
the fine. Jacobs was arrested by Charles
oth ers, SI each.
Jr. and a daughter , Mrs.
the Highway Patrol Friday at 2; 50 Robert Berg,
St. Paul; . his sec-,
p.m.
in
Winona
on
Highway
61.
X-rays last week . . . . : , .
53
's,
ond
wife
children
, Mrs . Milo
Forfeits were:
Since Mar ch 8, 1953 .... 42,433
and Vernon and Donald
. Richard F. Niemeyer , 24, 570 Berg
Glanders ,
Paul; three brothHilbert St., $15 on a charge of ers, ' 'Emil , St.
Saginaw , Mich,; Max ,
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
passing another vehicle in the Winona ,
and Adam , Rochester;
Curtis W. Parpart , 6, Lamoille" intersection of Broadway and three sisters , Mrs. William Funk ,
Harriet
Street
,
aiid
$10
on
a
Minn.
Lake City;. Mrs. Charles Byer, Rocharge of driving without a valid chester
Mrs. Rose Ilosbeck ,
driver ' s license in possession. He Hasting.s,. and
Minn ; , and 14 grandIMPOUNDED DOGS
was arrested hy police Friday at children.
No, 1425—Female, part miniature 11:40 p.m. at Broadway and Grand
I' unernl services will be WedStreet.
terrier , third day;
nesday
10 a.m. at St. Mary 's
Robert G. Zerik , 18, 219 W. 2nd Catholic ntChurch
No. 1427—Male, brown a n d
, the Rev. Donald
St,,
$10,
charged:
with
driving
withwhite , no license, fourth day.
Grubisch
officiating.
Burial will
out
headlights
after
dark
No. 1428—-Male , brown , no li- Street from Liberty to on 3rd be in the church cemetery.
Kansas
cense , fourth day.
Friends may call after noon tostreets,
was arrested tiy police day
No. 1420- Male, black, no license , Friday ntHe 11:26
at Tobmann Funeral Home ,
p.m.
at
3rd
awl
fourth day.
where
the Rosary will he said toKansas streets.
Available for good hemes:
day and Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Several males and females , large PUN FROM THE BENCH
Frank A. Durrani
and small , including ] large male
BUFFALO . N. Y. MT-A jury in
LAKE CITY , Minn. (SpeciaDgolden retr iever.
Federal Courl recently returned
a verdict in 13 minutes . ' It was Frank A . Durrant , 73, former
read hy the jury 's foreman , Mrs . Lake City resident , died suddenly
FIRE RUNS
Thursday in Minneapolis.
Louis M . Quick.
He was employed for ninn y years
Today
"I hope you will forgive me if
8:23 a . m. —Heavy smoke at home I call ymi a. quick jury, " Judge as traffic manager for the Tenof - Bert F. Votruli n , 213 Johnson j John O. Henders on quipped after- nant & Hoyt' flour mill here, retiring in 1955. lie served as a memSt., hut no file ,
I wards .
ber of the Lake City school board
and was ;i member of Masonic
Charter No, »:<
Rptorve putrid. No, t
I OI I RC and the Eastern Star. Following the death of his wife two
REPORT OF CONDITION OF
years ago he moved to Minneapolis.
Surviving; are: One son , Leonard , St. l* inil; one (laughter , Mrs.
of Winona , in the State of Minnesota , at the close of
V. K. iVirg inia ) Baker , Minnebusiness on December 30, 1961
apolis; seven grandchildren nnd
Publlihrd In ruporm |o cull m«dt by <omnlrollpr ol lh« currency, under u-cllon one sister , Mrs. Frances Diichene ,
Jill, U.S. Rewlied Slalulci.
Minneapolis ,
Funeral services were held toASSETS
Cfl!.H. hrtl.wii- i v.-i|h ull'tr l,nnK^, nr>d r.ish iTemi In piorc' .i ol
day
at Jit . Murk' s Episcopal
•
cotlt-cllon
.
j I rt(1( |,, s „ n JLlimxli ..have. ...BurlaL^vas. .iii-Lakc;.
Onneo-STMci-rawrmwrit-or.iKi'iiTiftiftT rtlfftf- fli^-oilnrmiiioil'':'"''':'"'.''.':'. ':';'
.f.'TOVq'fli
.. ' '
I l l » 3r.! "0 wood Ceniotery.
¦ Obllnitlons i>! 'bl.ili.'i nilfl political .utxlivlslnm
'
'
'
Vliltlng hours: Mcdtr.m .und "urglcnl
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. (no
children under 12").
,
Maternity pallenU: J to »:J0 unci 7. lo
only)
.
(ndults
:30
p.m.
•

..
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Powerful Radar
Set interrupts
South Pole Hi-Fi

MONDAY

I

William Clink
IIAKMOINY, Minn . t Spcoinl ) -William Clink, 65, who farmed
south of Harmony, died of a heart
ailment early this nuintiti( » at Harmony Hospital n 'ter an illness of a
few days.
' lie was born Oct. 11 , l»!)ti , at
Kciiilalvillo , Iowa , south of Harmony.
lie niiirried the former Nora
Johnson , who survives.
Also survivin g are: A son ,
Charles , ' rural Harmony; :i broth-

__

U

»
1

• Homi Buildin g

• Cabinet Work
• Remodeling

W

§-_
I

For Complete Perionaliied
Building Service Contract

BRUCE McNALL Y
BUIL&INO CONTRACTOR
Phone 8-l05»
. 304 Lake Strtet

By FRANK CAREY
Associated Press Science Writer

White Minister Is
Beaten at Churc h

MONTGOMERY. Ala, (AP^-A
white Lutheran minister who was
beaten at his Negro church says
he is undecided about whether . to
continue midweek evening serv¦ ' '
ices*
¦¦'• The Rev. Robert Faga , 33, of
Selma, Ala., said he was jumped
by four white men as he opened
the door to Grace Lutheran Mis- :
sion last Wednesday., He was
found lying beside the door, semiconscious.
The young minister returned to
his pulpit Sunday ami preached
on "Love Your Enemy." He has
been preaching at the mission
since last August awaiting a visa
to go io^igerha
_ as_aj 5iss]onary.
'

'

'

SOUTH POLE STATION (AP)-r
The hi-fi record player stopped
dead in the midst of a brilliant
passage of Mascagni's "Cavalleria
Rusticana."
"What's wrong—tube trouble?"
asked a newly arrived newsman.
"No," replied a young scientist ,
"the C'3 just fired. She fires every
15 minutes for J5 seconds, and ~
(FTrrM»ub. Monday, Jan. i, 1942)
we've fixed things so that when
COUNTY Of
STATE
"
she's firing, the record player WINONA,OF «MINNESOTA*
. tN PROBAT¦ E COURT
¦
No. 14,052 ' ' .'. '
shuts off temporarily—so we
In Jhe Martor of Ihe Gu»rdl»n»hfp ef
won't hear the static." y
M. Donaldson, Wirt.
The C3 turns out to be a power- The Josephine
guardian of Ihe above named War*,
ful radar set which silently shoots viz • The First National Bank of Winona,
made and filed In this Court lt»
pulses of invisible light 250miles havinoaccount,
together ', with . -It* petition
WEATHER FORECAST ;' , . . Snow flurries
will be . rain in the lower Mississippi valley and in high into, the frigid atmosphere final
representing that said guardianship has
and praying that said account
are expected tonight Ln the northern and eastern
western Washington. Colder weather will move enveloping this lonely station ' at terminated
together with Its annual accounts heretothe
bottom
of
the
world.
fore filed Jiereln be examined, adjusted
Rockies as well as from the northern Mississippi
into the Plains from Canada. It will be milder
's out, too, that C3 is play- and allowed by this Court, and that said
It
turn
.
.
(AP
valley eastward through the Great Lakes and the in the southwest and the southeast.
Photo.
be. discharged; .
ing a key role in a worldwide net- guardian
IT IS ORDERED, That Hid petition be
fax Map)
Ohio valley into the north Atlantic states. There
work designed to forecast and heard and said accounts examined and
by this Court, at tha probate
circumvent at 'mosphereic condi- adjusted
court room In the court house In the City
tions that can interrupt commer- of Winona, County of Winona, State of
the 1st day of Februaryi
cial and military radio communi- Minnesota, on clock
A.M.; and that thll
1962, at 10 o'
cations. ¦
order be served , by publication thereof In
The 'round the clock firing the Winona Dally News and by mailed
according to law. :
of the C3 is only one example of notice
January i, 1962.
the potentially important scientific Dated
E. - D. 'LIBERA, - .
Ptnhxt. .Iiirln.. '
work going on in a small , shackSeal)
(Court
like, orange-colored building bur- George M. Robertson " Jr.,
ied under eight feet of snow atop Attorney for Petitioner.
. .
¦
"
the antarctic icecap.
(First Pub. ' Monday, Jan. ft W2) ;
Importance of the pole station STATE OF MINNESOTA, COUNTY OP
PROBAT E COURT
'
as a scientific outpost is that ;t WINONA," " ss. - IN : 15,346
. .No!
and other antarctic, stations offer
¦ In Re Esiate of
50-yard-iine seats for monitoring
Josephine M. Donaldson, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition . for . Admincertain of nature 's antics.
istration; Limiting Time to File Claims
Researchers working at Instruand for Hearing Thereon.
Ann Drews having filed herein
ments : and charts may help fill a Elizabotrt
lor general administration statin gaps . in man's knowledge ingpetition
that said decedent died Intestate and
National Bank of
of the weather , climate, earth- praying that The First
be appointed , administrator;
quakes, radio- communications, Winona
IT IS ORDERED, That -the hearing
survival in polar areas—and even thereof be had on February 1, 1962, at
10 o'clock A.M... before this Court In the .
the .hazards . - of . ' .'space- travel.
probate court ' room In the court .house in
Meterologis.s like chief scientist Winona,
Minnesota; .that . the time within
of said decedent may file
Ben Harlin of Louisville, Ky., and which creditors
limited to four months
their
claims
Edward Flowers of Washington , from tho date' behereof,
and that the claims
D.C., check four times , a day on so filed be heard on May 9, 1962, at . 10
-Court In the
a complex oi instruments spread o'clock A.M., beforein • this
the court house In .
probate court room
on the snow '.cover"atop '.' the sta- Winona,
Minnesota, nnd , that notice hereof
tion.. They work in temperatures be. given by publication - . ot this order In
Winona Dally News and by mailed
which ranged down to 102 degrees the
as provided by lav(.
below zero during the recent polar notice
Dated January 4, 1962.
.
E. D. LIBERA,
winter and even now, in early
Probate Judge.
summer, stand at about minus 47.
(Probate Court Seal)
Rene 0. Ramseier and Edward George.fA. Robertson Jr.. .. .
- •' ...
for Petitioner. '
J. Oliver , both of the Army 's Cold Attorney
~
(First Pub. . Monday, Jan. 8, 1962)
Regions Research Laboratory at
Hanover, N.H., spend hours each STATE OF MINNESOTA,. COUNTY .OF IN PROBATE COURT
day in a 90-foot deep snow mine, WINONA, ss. No.
15,161
gathering data that could lead to
In Re Estate of
'
Madolln
Harris,
also known »l
WINTER'S H0/KE .. -., . Old . Man W'iTiter— Here Jim Reinicke (left) , and John Lisinski (cen- "snow mine" living in polar reMadolln Kaiser Harris, Decedent.
gions—and
'
)
possibly
even
fowl
no relation to .-William—arrived in the state over
ter and W?.yne Blaschke ;try to get their car
Order for Hearing on Final Account
an<l Petition for Distribution.
storage caches for civil defense
the. Aveekend after missing Wisconsin on earlier back on the road. They slid into the ditch in
The
representative of the , above named
purposes.
estate having filed his final account and
trips across the nation. The snow brought up to front of Mr. Winter 's mail box while going rabbit
The work with the C3. radar is petition lor settlement and allowance18 inches of snow to southeast sections resulting hunting. (AP Photofax)
for distribution to the persons
directed by James Bunlham of thereof andentitled;
¦
the National Bureau of Standards' thereunto
in scenes like this"th roughout the Milwaukee area.
IT . IS ORDERED, That the hearing
Boulder , Colo, laboratories .
thereof b-e. had on February 2nd, 1962, at
11:00 . o'clock A:M.. before this Court In
The job of this .big instrument the
probate court room In the court house :¦
er, Clarence, Arizona, and six
is to measure the height and In Winona, . Minnesota, and . thai notice
grandchildrpn.
'
hereof
be given by publication ot this order
density of the ionosphere,:-. the
the Wlrtona Dally News and by mailed
Funeral services will be Wedcapricious blanket of electrified In
notice as provided by law.
nesday at 2 p.m. at Fiemont Luthair that encircles the planet at Dated January 3rd, 1962. '
y E. D. LIBERA, .
eran Church , the Rev. Paul Lionheights between 60 and 375 miles.
¦ Probate Judge.
berger of the Decorah , Iowa ,
Normall y, the ionosphere serves
(Probate Court Seal)
Lutheran charge officiating. Buras a reflector of radio waves Streater A Murphy,
•
ial will be in the church cemebroadcast from the earth—thus Attorneys, for Petitioner.
tery.
allowing long distance communiREPORT OF A HOLDINO COMPANY
Friends may call at Peterson
AFFILIATE OF A NATIONAL BANK
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Hornets Top

Redmen, Cobbers
To Tangle Tonight
The big question , at St. Mary 's
College this morning was whether
Tom Hall's performance . Saturday
night earned him a starting position for tonight 's MIAC game
against Concordia at Moorhead .
After the Redmen had fallen
behind Gustavus Adolphus at Terrace Heights Saturday, . Hall almost single-handedly pulled the
game out of the fire. He. scored
14 points in the second half alone ,
10 coming in a span of nine minutes to tie the count . 66-66.

a member of a gymnastics team
than a basketball squad.
In losses thus far this season
some of the blame could be attributed to lack of scoring from
one forward stop.
With Hall in the lineup this
seems to be remedied, although
Denny Burgmah has turned in top
job s as a rebounder.
As Macalester, however , Burgman didn't score a point as he
fouled out of the contest early and
in the Gustavus clash he could
EVJERY BASKET came on « count just four.
lefthahded drivin g shot that some- The question of a switch in the
times made him look more like starting lineup now is left to Coach
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HAW K MATMEN FOURTH

GeriachWins
Heavy Crown

ed fourth Coach Ron White figures
the Winhawks finished as high as
possible. :¦
Mike Geriach did the finest job
for the Winhawks. The senior
heavyweight won: both , of his
matches to take the championship
and remain undefeated.

with a 7-0 /riark for the season.
Grand Rapids won the tourney
with 117 points , Hibbing had 91,
Aitkin 68, Winona 51, Bemidji 37
and Princeton 20. Cloquet failed to
scored .
Park Rapids had transportation
trouble and arri ved too late to
GERLACH decisloned Gary Ny>
quist of Aitkin in the semifinals compete.
Gary Hazelton at 127 pounds
turned in the most surprising job
for the Winhawks as he won a -s.ee„.--......„. - .^:..^..,r
ond place.
HE OECISIONED Mike Roses

of Cloquet and Don Reich of Aitkin
before losing to Ribbing 's Lynn
Maki, last year's state champion;
5-0 in the championship finals.
Ray Welter also won a second
place as he decisioned Bob Reich
of. Aitkin in his first match and
then lost 4-2 to Bernie Blzal of Hibbing in the championship round.
Jim Bambenek , 175, Mike Goergen, 165, and Pat Woodworth, 154,
all won consolation titles for the
Hawks. ".
Woodworth lost to Tom Betsclamann of Bemidji 9-5 in his first
match and then beat Ben Bonazza
of Hibbing to take consolation
honors.
COERCEN WAS dechioned 7-4
SIGNS¦ ' . ' ".. ¦; ,: Jerry Hille- j by Jerry Beier of Grand Rapids
brand , Colorado end , has. sign- .'¦ and then won from Park Rapids '
Dennis Howard .
¦-ed '- ' a- . $25 .000 one-year , no-cut
Bambenek lost to Frank Schuscontract with the New York
ter of Hibbing and then decisionGiants of the National Foot- ed Rodney Leyendecker of Bemidball League. He rejected an of- j i.
fer from Denver of the AmerRon Ftigelstad , Jinfbotzlcr, Ray
ican Football League. (AP Pho- Welter and Strand Wedul were
defeated early in the tournament.
tofax )
Next action for the Hawks comes
this Friday at the high school
when Mankato brings its grapp '.ers
to town.

i

By JACK CLARY
Associated Press Sports Writer

By 'THE . ' .ASSOCIATED PRESS

It's pretty obvious now why the
Cleveland Pipers of the American
Basketball League wanted Dick
Barnett badly enough to go to
court and risk expensive legal
fees to keep his services.
Since Barnett was allowed to rer
main the property of the Pipers
by the Syracuse team of. the National Basketball Association , for
whom he played trie last two
years/ Cleveland has come on to
nudge within a half game of the
league's Eastern Division lead.
Barnett scored 37 points Sunday
as the Pipers defeated San Francisco 140-107. They trail the division-leading Pittsburgh
Rens by a
¦ ¦
half game. ' - . ' ¦- ' ¦
In the other league contest Sunday Kansas City defeated the New
York Tapers 100-90. larry Staverman , with 23 points , and Bill
Bridges, with 22, paced Kansas
City, which extended its: lead in
the Western Division to A 1.4 games
over second place Los Angeles.

BOWLING ENTRY
DEADLINE SUNDAY
Entries for th« Winona Women'* City Bowling Tournament
*rt coming in at a good pace,
Marge Poblocki, secretary of
the Winona Women 's Bowling
Association, reported Monday.
Deadline for entries is Sunday, Jan. 14.
The> handicap tournament,
which includes team, doubles
and singles competition, opens
Jan. 27 at Hal-Rod Lanes.
Handicaps aro based on
averages as of Jan. 1.

It's not very, of ten that the professional football scouts miss a
good prospect, but maybe they
would So well today to re-examine
¦
the case of Galen Hall- ¦ '• .-..¦ ' ¦ '.
Hall , a balding senior at Penn
State, stands only 5-feet-9 and
weighs 190i Standing behind a
mountainous pro line , or facing
incoming pro linem en poses a
problem for a man of his dimen:
sion , 50 no one in either the
American or National Football
League drafted him. ... .- ,Size

meant

nothing

Sunday

when Hall passed for three touchdowns in leading a group of
the NFL's Western Conference
draftees to a 33-19 victory over
some chosen by the Eastern Conference. He did. so .as sort of an
invited guesf , having been chosen
on the basis of his outstanding
play at Penn State and his ability
to mingle successfully with players of pro caliber.
The pros made no mistakes in
picking Kansas' John Hadl or
Ohio State's All-America fullback
Bob Ferguson. Hadl passed for
his team 's only touchdown as a
group of West All-Stars played a
team of East All-Stars to a . 7-7
tie in Honolulu. Ferguson's spectacular 72-yard run got the East's
only score.
The AFL' s Western Division
stars won that loop's first Pro
Bowl , trouncing the Eastern Division 47-27 behind the passing of
quarterback Cotton Davidson of
the Dallas Cowboys, and the ; running of Abner Haynes, his Texan
teammate.
Hall , who led Penn State to a
Gator Bowl victory over Georgia
Tech, passed 44 yards to Bobby
Lee Thompson of Arizona , 16 to
Steve Stonebraker of Detroit and
4 to Boston U' s Karl Kaimcr. He
completed 28 of 49 passes for 333
yards, more than the East was
able to gain over-all.
Navy 's Greg Mather , a low

Gophers vs. Hoosiers
Tonight Tells Story

.MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) — Minnesota 's basketball Gophers find out
toni ght — m a y b e *- whether
they 're that good , whether Purdue
was that bad or whether the Boilermakers jus t went into a slate
of shock when they failed to hit
a field goal for six minutes .
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The Gophers take on the Indiana
Hoosiers, a team that seems to
know only one plan—run and
shoot,

Minnesota " goes into the game
stil l basking in the glare of the
first stunning upset of the fresh
Big Ten season , an fil-()7 rout of
Purdue nnd their vaunted Terry
Dischinger.
Minnesota hopped off to lead s
of 5-0, 11-1 and 10-2 before Purdue
hit its first field goal after 6:10 had
elapsed. The Boilermakers made
overtures at times after that , but
superior Minnesota muscle under
the boards made it pretty much
nO'Contost-«n-the_scoreboard
Kric Magdan/. hit a personal
scoring high with 27 points. Dischinger had 31 for Purdue.
Indiana, 76-71 victor over Michigan State in the Hoosiers ' first
outiiiR, brings n 6-4 overall record
into the game. Its hotshot is guard
.Jimmy Rayl who Is averaging 25
poinl s n game, triggering them
from any range.
Guard Hob Jhitcman furnished
15 points nnd center Tom
McGrann 14 in the victory over
Purdue. Bntemnn 'j production is
particularly pleasing to the Gophers .
Coach

John Kundla

said
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OAMtES WE DNESDAY
Owatonna at Albert L«a.

Diego: Moving in for the East is Dick Felt , New
York Titans. Hayes, recovered which meant a
safety and two points for the East. (AP Photofax)
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would employ the same lineup—
liatcman and Don Linehnn at
j tuarcls. McGrann , Mngdnnz and
Kny Cronk on the front line.
In other Big Ten games tonight ,
Illinois is at Purdue , Northwestern
at Iowa nnd Wisconsin at Michigan State.
In other games Saturday, . Ohio
Slate breezed to »n 85-62 victory
over N o r t h w e s t e^ r n , Illinois
dumped Michigan 31-71 nnd Wisconsin stunned Iowa , 91-70.

UPPER MIDWEST COLLEGESNorth Dnkota 61, Soulti Dokola <7,
Black Hills (S.O.) Teacher* 77, Dakota
Wesloyan 70.
South Dakota Stata 7], Stat* Collaga ol
Iowa 67.
Midland (Neb.) It, Yankton (5.D.)
College 53,
MAJOR COLLEOESOhlo Stata BS, Norlhwtitern 41.
Cincinnati 71, Tulsa 41.
Konlucky tt, Gtorgla Tech 70.
Weil Virginia Bl, Vlllanova 11.
Southern Cal. 7t, California 57.
Dunu«»na_U....5J._flonaviintuM.-JI.
:
North Carolina <l, nuka «o,
Bowling Grten «, Ohio U. il.
Colorado 75, Kansas State it.

draft choice of the New York
Giants , kicked field goals of 40
arid 41 yards for the losers. Leroy
Jackson of Southern Illinois and
Bobby Jackson of New Mexico
State also scored for the East.
Miami' s Jim Vollenweider also
tallied twice for the West , once
on a 2-yaj 'd plunge and on a fumble recovery in the end zone when
Thompson fumbled Hall' s pass for
an apparent JD.
After the day's only - touchdowns: were scored within a 2W
minute span of the first period
in Honolulu , sloppy play became
the order of:the day. A total of
10 passes were , intercepted , three

on quarterback Roman Gabriel
the East.

the game at 2-2 at 2:23 o f ' t h e
second period but Tom Moody
and Carroll shoved in three goals
in succession in Jess than nine
minutes. Moody scored from
Jerry Bambenek at 10:35 and
from Gary Morken at 17:34. Roger NeifzKe , assisted"' ¦Carroll at
19:26.
NEITZKE , Wayn* rJoeskt and
Roger Munson all" -scored- in the
third period. Munson for the day
also had three assists,
the Hornets are idle Wednesday and invade Owatonna next
S\inday. they, have one make up
game with Albert Lea to play.
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Austin registered its first triumph , 5-4 over 'Owatonna.
. - 'Carr oll,- who' had never made
the three-goal '."trick" in - . high
school , did it yesterday , in the
first two periods.
Kvincc, a ' "graduate '"' , of the
Park Rcc Midget League/ was
moved into the nets .when regular shot-stopper Billy Bambenek
was unable to get away from his
work shift.
Kunce was. credited with 20
stops for the game, nine in the
first peripd « iien the Hornets
held a slim 2-1 lead. He added
five in the second and six in the
of th ird.

Penh State's Hall Pitches
West to 3 3-19 Bowl Victory

PURDUE
WINto FLUKE?
, :
_. _
:
'.

CHICAGO m — Five bowlers
moved into the top ten of the
Petersen Bowling Classic Sunday,
but leader Bob Katzmnrck retained a sizable margin with l.Kifi.
Joseph Rudd of Milwaukee scored 1,507; Ed Mayer of Lyons and
Robert Kruger ' of • New Buffalo ,
Mich., howled ' 1,566; Boh Bellow
of Henderson , Ky., notched 1,559
and Harol d Day of Milwaukee
carded a 1 ,557 to move into the
elite ten.
The $33fi ,OB0 tournament with a
top prize in excess of $32 ,000 continues through June 30 with 14,080
bowlers participatin g,

'

SMHL STANDINGS

CONCORDIA has been slumping
of late. After getting off to a
winning start the, quint from Moorhead has lost its last three con :
ference starts for a MIAC record
TWO FOR EAST . . . Abner Hayes (right) of
of -2-3. . •' . y
the Dallas Texan 's. ' and West .All-Stars dives for
In. its last outing Concordia
goal line in the first
dropped an 80-65 decision to Augs- his own fumble behind the
all-star
AFL
game in San
Sunday
's
period
of
burg, previously beaten by St.
Mary's 60-54.
2-2 in the
St. Mary's stands
¦
league race. • ' - ,-'
After tonight's game the Redmen come home to take on St.
Thomas at Terrace Heights Saturday night.

Barnett Hits 37
As Cleveland
Winona High' s wrestlers went in and then defeated Mar 'v Wortcnson
to the Grand Rapids Invitational of Grand Rapids 7-5 to take the
Tournament Saturday hoping for
Hears ABL Lead
the best and although they finish- crown .
The double wins leave Geriach

•

Lance Carrol l registered the
'irst "hat-trick " of his hockey
:arecr and a 16-year-old goalie ,
rtary Kunce, turned in an outj anding performance to lead the
Winona - . Hornets to victory Sunlay;
The Winona team turne d back
Sforth Mankato 8-4 at Athletic
Park , the Hornets second victory
In the Southern Minnesota
Hockey League.
IN OTHER games yesterday .
Rochester ran its mark to 2-0 by
punchin g Albert Lea 10-3 and

Ken Wiltgen and he hasn't been
prone to make a change based
on one game.
ONE TH ING is certain , no mat.
ter whom he starts , he Is going
Ao have good depth. Marty Lillig,
since he was benched in favor of
Al Williams, has been able to
provide a scoring pundi when inserted into the lineup.
Saturday Lillig tallied nine
points in the 12 minutes he played
and his long jump shot with less
than a minute to play put the
game on ice for the Redmen.
The starting lineup tonight will
have Mike Stallings and either
Hall or Bnrgman at the forwards ,
Tom Ruddy at center and Williams
and Bob Jansen at guards.
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Katzmarek Leads
Petersen Classic

'Koto 8-4

THE GAME was marked by

I WINONA SPARES: DoRoilar, Rataleiale,
: Moixly, Morken, Hag«n, 7Gcrth, J. Bamb*
' n«k, H«ckman, Kaciarowtkl.
i NORTH MANKATO SPARES! Paulton,
;' T: Byrnci, R, Byrnes. Johnson.
| FIRST PERIOD scoring: Winona—Car( roll lunaHiltcd) :«; U. . Mankata-T.
i ByrnQS (una»sl*t«il) ):3i; Winona—Carroll
i (Munion) 1»:30, Pen»lllcj_ Non«.
!

field goal by UCLA's Bobby
Smith , and three plays later Ferguson ran for the East's score.
Lance Alwroth , like Hadl heading
for San Diego of the AFL , was
chosen the game's most valuable
backy ;.
Davidson came off the bench
and threw three : touchdown passes
for coach Sid GilLman 's All-Stars ,
and Haynes rati for two more, one
for 66 yards. George Blanda threw
a pair of TD passes for the East
stars, and New York 's Al Dorow
added another.

scoring: N. MankaM

Byrrlcs)

(R.

1:33;

Winona—

I Moody (J. Bambenek) 10:35 ; -Moody(Mer:

! kin) - '17:34; Carroll (Neltikc) 1?:7«) N.
j Mankato—Paulson (R. . Byrnes) tl-.U. Pen¦Itlcs—Munson (kneeing).
I THIRD PERIOD stbrlnj: Winona—Nilti: k» (Munion) 3:Ja; Nteska (Munson) 14.- 3D
Munion (Carroll) 13:04; N. Mankato—R.
Byrnai (unassisted) 14:35. Penalllaa—Oirtli
! Iflqhtlno), Therans (lighting).
S 4-!»
. .STOPS: Kunce (W) .
'. IN. M.) , *7 U !0^-J»
I
T. Lyons
¦
¦¦

.' .
¦

i Not'l Basketball Assn.
¦
! :¦ ¦

only foiir penalities but two skaters, Winona 's Bob Gerth and JN".
Maiikato's Dick Therens were
ejected for fighting in the last
period. They earlier had drawn
five-minute penalties for the
same infraction.
-Carroll got both of Winona 's
first goals, soling with the game
only 42 second old.
Jerry Paulson of *Kato tied

Hadl's TD pass came, off a fake

SECOND PBRIOO

I —Paulson

EASTERN DIVISION
w.
i_. Pet.
. . . . ; . . ,3J
.842
Boston
*
.5»S
Philadelphia ... .-J« 17
, - 1»- ti
.«»
Syracuse
,141
New York
. 1« J7
WESTERN DIVISION
JtT
Los Angeles . . . . . . . 32 II
Cincinnati
tt V>
JJ4
.42$
Detroit
" J3
St. Loulj
. 15 26
.34*
¦
.222
Chicago ¦' . . '
- - • "• ' 2«
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Bosfon tU, Lot Attgclet fJ.
Svracuia 123, New York 117.
St. LouU 127, Philadelphia UJ.
Cincinnati 123, Chicago 113.

OR
1'ii
-U'.-a
HVa
»
11
17'^
JO
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SHOWDOWN STAGE
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LOS ANGELES. (AP)-The.36th
chapter of the Los Angeles Open
reached the showdown stage today
with a wide open struggle in prospect for the winning share of the
545 ,000 . purse;
. Three previously unheralded
professional golfers dominated the
picture for the final 18 holes and
the $7,500 top money.
They were Fred Hawkins of El

Paso, Tex., and cocky young Phil
Badgers of La JolJa , Calif. —
deadlocked for the lead with 54"hole scores of 206 — and hefty
Lionel Hebert ,- former national
PGA champion "and brother of
Jay, another ex-PGA king. Lionel
was one stroke back of the coleaders .
Alone at 208 was formidable
Bob Goalby, winner of the l !)6t
Los Angeles Open and the leader
this year through the first two
rounds.
Further back and virtually out
Of the -winner 's circle were such
name players as U.S. Open champion Gene Littler (212 » , and the
big money winners in golf last
year , Arnold Palmer (214 ) and
Gary Player (217 ) .
Still

finding

the

professional

tournament jungle a rough place
was 21-year-old Jack Nicklatis ,
who relinquished his national
amateur crown for a crock at the
play-for-money ranks.
Nicklaus , while 'not discouraged ,
made the final IB holes with
scores of J4-70-72—21fi. It took 210
to qualify for today 's final round.
Tournament officials announced
there would be a sudden death
playoff in the event of n tie.
The deadlock " at the top today
carnn as no great surprise.
Goalby led by only one stroke

setting forth Sunday over the sunbaked , 7,000-yard , par 30-35—7 1
Hanclio Municipal
Golf Club
course.
Hawkins , Rodgers and Ileherl
each shot fills while Goalby fell
back with a 7:i.
Hawkins i.s 30, M'ell seasoned.
Rodgers is 2,1, a rookie in the pro
1_ _
hnfinde.
^.
.
s
"Two records
fe ll ." Tlie" crowd',
estimated at, 22,050, was the largest in the history , of the tournament . The weather—8 (5 degreeswas officiall y the hottest Jan. 7
in Los Angeles ' annals.

Texan Leads in
Mill City Jumper
All-Star Meet Wins Veterans Class

Sports
Calendar
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BASKETBALL

Monday, Jan. a—St. Mary 's at Concordia.
Tuesday, Jan. ?—La Croiia Logan
at Winona High; Cottar at La Croua
¦ Aquinas.
Friday, Jan. 12—Owatonna Marian at
. . Colter; Winona High at Mankato.
Saturday, Jan. U—Sf. Thomas at St.
Mary 's, Mankato Stata al Winona State.
Monday, Jan. 15—SI. Mary 's at St.
Jolin 's.
Tuesday, Jan. 1*—La Crom Stata at
Winona State.
Friday, Jan, 19—Moorhead State al
Winona State; Faribault rat Winona
High; La Crosse Logan at Colter.
Sunday, Jan. Jl—Cotte r at St. Paul
Hill.

jHWBiBMiWiiK
Mti

HOCKEY

Monday, Jan , a—SI. Mary 's at Carleton.
Thursday, Jan. II—Carleton al St.
Mary 's.
Saturday, Jan. 13—Sf. Mary 's at St.
Obi.
Sunday, Jan. 14—Winona at Owatonna.
Monday, Jan. 15-Norlhland at St.
Mary 's,
Wednesday, Jan. 17—Ma«»lesler at
St, Mary 's; Winona at Rochester.
Sunday, Jan. 71-Wlnona at North
Mankato.

^^^^ ^^^^^^^

SWIMMING

Saturday, Jan. 11—Hopkins at Winona High.
Monday, Jan. IS—Winona Stata at
MlJcaloslor.
Friday, Jan. 1»—Rochester at Winona
Hlqh.
Saturday, Jan. lo—St, Thomas at Winona State ,

WRESTLING

Tuesday, Jan. »—Winona State at
SI, Cloud Stale,
Friday, Jan. 13—Mankato at Winona
Hlqh.
Saturday, Jan. 13—Superior Slate at
Winona Stale.
Tuesday, Jan. 16—Chatfield at Winona High.
Friday, Jan. lf~Wlnona High at
Faribault.
Saturday, Jan. JO—Winona State at
¦ -

Detroit Stops
Ski ppers 22-16
MINNEAPOLIS (AT ' - Frank
Seavoy counted 17 points Sunday
as the Detroit Thunderblrds dctented Ihe Twin City Skippers 221G "fiT'HTeTraffToi'ml "71'riwl Fng 'Tea^fle'r
The victory, in which Senvoy
rolled Raines of 22-1-27C-255—755,
kept the Thunderblrds in first
place and dropped the Skippers n
full jjame off the pace.

)
Fill Up With
j
j American Brand \
V Home Heating Oil (

SIJNtJKH , Wis . Wv-Sig Malvig
MIAMI HKACII , Fin , (AI M _ of the Chicago Nor fle team jumpLeft handed Hoy Lown of El Paso . ed 140 feel to take Class A honors
Tex., holds tlie quali fy ing lead in Sunday in the Switzerland Ski
the . $100,000 all-star bowlin g tour- Club' s first tournament , Malvi g (
vW™^'!1- KH< OJ |I
nament today f ollowing completion was ndjtulgrd most graceful ridof the fourth round .
er.
His lG.game total at (lie windup
Kd Urissnn of Minneapolis top- f \Ww '-' WM - 'm ) , - : :' <f i i X r r C I »
*i* ' ,
Sunday night was 3,f»07.
ped the veterans ' class and Thor- I *%'^C?ft»%"
'^. \f\\
I
:WAM ^lwBBBa l
Bowling on llic final men 's .squad Icif Sundt nlso of Chiengo Norge , \ ^f.»
^ <l
of the day, the slim Texan rolled took the Clnss B laurels .
' / T^ttiti^
u four-game total of 01!) to go
1
Phone 2575
around Cannon Salvino of I),' illns , I HORNUNG SPEAKER
y
iMIIAVAUKKK in '-.' .ml Uornun p,
Tex., into thn lop spot.
,
namof
thti
Green
liny
Packers
Nirm Ahratns of St. Paul rolled ;
a perfect giinic in Saturday ' s nc- ed most valuable player in , tho
tion. He uncorked his .100 gamo National Football League , is schedafter opening with a mediocre 107 uled to address the Wisconsin Cath- f Your Standard Oil Agent #
line. He followed with scores of olic Action convention here Feb.
2-4.
204 and 245 to total 036.
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Stephen! Sees

I DULUTH VS. PIPERS

Showdown Brewing Little Action
Saturday in MIAC In Hula Bowl

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

If Minneso ta Duluth gets by St.
John 's tonight , as' " ¦-. . "expected ,
there's a dandy showdown brew,
ing in the Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference basketball race Saturday night.
UMD , pacing the field at 5-0,
could take ' a perfect mark to
Saturday
Hamline 's fieldhousc
where the Bulldogs meet the
second-place Pipers (4-1 > . UMD is
going after its second straight
; ftJIAC cage crown.

1,000 FANS WATCH . . . T h i s was the Scene
Sunday at Rushford •where an estimated 1,000
spectators viewed the sanctioned ski jumping

tournament ; At lower left taking off from the
jump is one of the riders. (Buster Berg photo)

Mill City Jumpers Dominate
At Rushford Ski Tournament

RUSHFORD Minn.; (Speoian . rMinneapolis jumpersWon three of
four championships here Sunday,
iii the Hillcrcst-Lions Club ski
jumping tournament.
The sanctioned CUSSA tourney
was watched by more than 1 ,000
fans who braved id-degree sveath-

«r- .-

Minneapolis,

Veteran *

: . Poind
1. Lloyd Sevcrud, Eau Clalrt ... 140.9
1. Svcrrt Fredhelm, unattached . 130.4

5

3

.7. , . . " 4 l "~~Smtavui " :.;. . •;._ a _ J

Boston was ahead of Jthe Baylor-less Lakers 73-59 at the time ,
but Los .Angeles never got closer
than 1() . points. .
Elsewhere, veteran Larry Foust
helped the St. Louis Hawks to a
137-112 victory .over Philadelphia ,
won over
the Cincinnati Royals
¦
Chicago 123-113 at ¦Louisville ' - "arid,
the Syracuse:Nats beat New York
123-116, . ; .
Wilt Chamberlain scored 55
points for the Warriors but Foust ,;
replacing injured Clyde Lovellette,
scored.28 points for St. Louis.1

112;- feet by. Dag Helgestad and
Mike Hartig registered in the
competition following the regular
meet; Helgestad won the award
on a flip of the coin. Both are from
JJinneapolis.
Lloyd Severtid of Eau Claire ,
with leaps of 102 feet' /on both
tries, swept the Veterans class.
He amassed 140.5 points and was
"most a graceful" jumper in his
¦'* ¦¦¦¦' ¦' ;
class. " •
. Former Olympic skier Sverro
Fredheim , jumping unattached;
was second.
Junior title went to Mike Hartig, Minneapolis Ski Club , who
soared 108 and 110 f eet and was
also judged most graceful.
took B Class with two 105-foot
jumps. He also von"most graceful. " Tom Mcis , Eau Claire, was
- .,
second.
In A . Class, Helgestad went 105
feet both times for another victory
and "most graceful" honors.
Trophies were presented at ceremonies following the meet.
George Braack , representing the
Central United States Ski Association , praised the Rushford Club
for "helping to get skiing reborn
in the Association. "

Hamline

Celtics Down
Lakert 118-95;
Sf. Louis Wins

LONGEST LEAP of the day war

BRAGER,

Duluth ' „ .„ , . . _s _ 0 Concordli

Duluth rallied in the second half Augsburq . . . . J J "Macalcjliir . . . . 1 3
Saturday night for a 72-63 victory ST. MARY'S .. J 1 St. John '* . . . . . 0 4
sr. Thomjl ... ¦2 J ¦
over St. Thomas to preserve its
" I, • -• ¦ ¦ . - • ¦
unbeaten status. . With the Tommies trailing only 42-39, Tom
Adams hit a jump shot , a drive-in
and a free throw , without a return
to put UMD safel y out in front.
Hamline stayed at Dululh' s
heels wilh a 67-46 shellacking of
winless St. John 's (0-4). -BiH .Nedson hit 22 arid Bryan Jensen 21
as the : hot Pipers meshed 5,1 per
• cent . from the field. .
[ Augsburg, tied with St. Thoinas
i and - ' St. 'Mary 's in the- third MIAC
j spot , slopped slumping Concordia By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
; 80565.r Lloyd Raymond of the Aug- ' How much of a difference does
I gies pourcd in 26 points and
Elgin Baylor make to the Los AnLstoppecT t li^Cobbers' Arlp-Brunsgeles Lakers now that ; he is on
wiffiipj
r
ee
field
goals.
ber.g
ljy^h'
I
duty with the U.S. Army?
j In other Saturday action, BeA lot more than does the absence of Biif Russell of the Boston
Celtics. This- was proven Sunday
when Russell , having scored only
three points , fouled out midway
in the third period of a game between the two National Basketball
Association clubs and still the
Celts won easily, 118-95. .

. ' '¦A stiff wind hampered the jump¦
ers too; ,
^

CAL

midji swamped " Bethel'81:r54;- St.
Cloud coasted over Moorhead
State 76-43; Carleton bea t Ripon
66-56 and St. Olaf set a new
school record by topping Lawrence 101-69.
Tonight 's MIAC ¦schedule: St.
John 's at Duluth , St. Mary 's at
Concordia. Macalester. at Gustavus. In the Northern Slate Conference , Bemidji is at Moorhead.
MIAC s t a n d i n g s, including
games of Jan. 7.;
wL
wL

SK. JUMP WINNERS . . . Lewcllyn Hatlel i,
president of Hillcrest Ski Club of Rushford , presents championship trophies to winners after Sunday 's competition. Left to right arc Mike Hartig,

Minneapolis , junior winner ; Lloyd Several, Eau
Claire , veterans; Cal Brager , Minneapolis , B
Class; and Dag Helgestad , Minneapolis, A (/lass.
(Buster Berg photo) .

Voorhees Pleased Redmen Six Watkins Romps
With Showing of At Carleton; 61-38; Oilers
AAellin Qut
State Swimmers
Tumbled 40-39

The Royals;' nine, games behind
Los Angeles in the .'Western Division , had to stave off a last minute bid by Chicago , whose Walt
Bellamy led all scorers with 44
'- '- . ' '¦ . /' '-.
points. :
Syracuse , red hot despite the
loss , of scoring leader Dolph
Schayes, won its fifth game in the
iasL^aa^Thc .Ra te- outscored the
Kiiicks 31-23 in the final , period
i for the victory. . .. . .

Toronto Closes
Gap on Montreal,
In National Hockey
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

St. Mary 's ' College hockey
Toronto ' s slowly advancing Ma3. Slig Holmqulst, Minneapolis .. 110,1
t eam . 'unbeaten in two games be^
ple
Leafs have gained one more
4. DICK Oafcman, V irginia , Minn.. 1is>.f
The 'Winona '- -Slate- College swim fore the Christmas holidays , re5. Verri Powers, Eau Claire . . . . 113.1
PARK REC. CITY LEAGUE
big point on leading Montreal and
i. Rod Johnjon, Mlnneapolli . . . . 1U.I
sumes
action
tonight
in
a
game
W
L
W
L
;
"
"
team did a
very satisfactory
hope to go to the top of the Na7. Hans Solen, Rushford
. . . . . 4 0 Nat'l Gujrd . 1 5
. '.- . »4.»
Carleton
College
at Walklns
job against the University of .Min- ngainst
I. Edwin Torkelun, Ruthlord .. 18.t
Standard Oil . . J 1 Schaffcr 's
... 1 3
tional Hockey League by the mid¦
Westgate . '. . . . 3 1 Rollingslom
.0 4
nesota freshmen : ' tankers ¦ • in a Nnrlhfield.
Juniors '
dle of the week.
' two. teams- meet at
The
same.
1. Mlkt HartlBr Minneapolis . . . 1S1.0
scrimmage at St. Paul Saturday
The powerful Leafs were two
Only one team remains undef. Ooan Peterjon, Minneapolis' . -. -14J7
according to Coach Jim Vortices. | Terrace Heights at 7 p.m. Thurs1. Mlko Olson, Eau Claire
1(3. 1
feated in Park Recreation City men short Sunday night when they
day night.
4 . Curt Anderson, Eau Claire . . . 139.5
'
"We ve been hit hard by the flu ,
League basketball as a result of racked up their third straight vic5. Ralph Lovstad , Wcsloy . . . . . 117.1
(Dick Schleicher , Bill Lanning, and ! Coach iUax Molock , due to in- Wcstgale 's A0-3it decision o ' v e r tory, a 4-3 effort over New York.
«. Bruc« Thompson, Eau Claire . 1IS.J
juries
and
academic
problems
,
7. Rick Hcnse, Eau Claire
.. . 114.4
Paul Jenson couldn 't compete) and 1 announced no '-definite. -lineup.
Standard Oil at Winon a -- .High That , combined with Montreal ' s
». David Hovland, Rushford - . , . . 111.4
we were . forced to swim some of
>. Dean Rcntmocster , Rushford . tt.4
The squad has lost defenscman School -.gymnasium ' Sunday night. 2-2. tie at Detroit, pulled them to
'
our 'inexperienced men ,, but they Don Melliii f or- the season. He
B Class
Watkins bombed National Guard within one point . of the first place
did a.real nice job, (or us althou gh has enrolled in a Minneapolis fil ilit to s a y undefeate d
1. Cal Bragcr, Minneapolis
llt .4
in four Canadians.. - '
J. Tom Mels, Eau Claire
lU.l
some were badly out of shape due prep school lo prepare. for an games and Schaffers got its ' first
1. Maynard Thompson, Rushford 127.4
The schedule favors the Leafs,
to the holiday break ," Voorhees t 'Naniination
4 . Dick Marluccl. Virginia, Minn. 115.4
for entrance to win hy downing Rollingstone 53- if the injured list does not. Red
¦
5. Gordon ChrlstUnson, Mpls, . . . 115.1
commented.
West Point.
3<i .
Kelly and Dick Duff were out with
4. Don Larson, E«u Clalrt
v . 1X3.7' ¦
"They arc one of the host fresh- ,
7. fllll Mahre , Sf. Paul
.. 121.1
The loss for the Oilers was the injuries a I'd Eddie . Shack at less
'
ft . Bob Strassman, Eau Claire .. lit. ]
man teams in the country nnd we
first in ei^lit starts , four of which than full strength when the game
? . Raylan stalstlcn. Wcjtby
ioa.7
did hotter than we expected to. "
10. Jim Burla, Virgi nia. Minn. ,. 103,»
are league contests .
started . Before it was over goalie
A Class
Voorhees aiul Gopher swim coach
Rob llazolton had 1(5 points for .Johnny Bower had collected a six1. Dag Helgestad, Minneapolis . 144.*
'
.Jim ¦Hiiesner , Whom the Stale
Westgate aiid John Kosidowski 12 stitch gash on the forehead, but
J. Donald Bcaudry, Minneapolis U4.7
coach swain under at tlie Univerl i'tiij iicd to the nets to pull- out
f ur the Oilers.
sity of Illinois , are trying to arWatkins led 17-10 , 27-19 and 31)- the victory.
range air official dual meet be30 at Ihe quarter breaks -in turn- . Don Head' s shutout goaltending
tween , the Statesmen and the Uniing aside National Guard .
kept Chicago from mov ing into a
'
'
versity s junior varsity for next
Bill Rolui had 11 points and Jer- share of thir d place as Boston
year al Winoi ' a.
ry Vanlliinf 13 for . Ihe winners. beat the Blackhnwks 2-0.
Hiiesner was niiwi/.od al the
John l.nntiger . and Dave Vail 12
TRI-COUNTY
Montreal twice overcame Dedepth Winona State displayed and
w i.
VI i and 10 respecti\ely for the losers. troit loads in gaining its tie. Bill
l
ewiston
4
0
Dakot
a
1
1
rated
the
Staters
as
one of the
liollingstone led ll-ll ) at Ihe end Hicks and Bobby Rousseau scored
P A R K R E C BANTAM
4 0 Houston
1 1
¦ W l.
best small , college swim team s lie Rushloid
Peterson
I 1 La Criscenl ... 0 3 of the first period but Schaffers for the Canadiens , while Howie
w L
Redmen Club . 4 O Cent . Metn. . . . 1 1 has seen in the . area.
Hokah
...... I 1
went in front 2-1-22 by lialftime Glover got both Detroit goals .
Peerless Chain 7 2 Sunbeam . . . .
* 4
and then outscored its oppoiients
The following captured places
Athleti c Club
J 1
l.cwiMim downed IVtrrsnn J]«l-7li 20-17 the rest of the way lor th e
for the Warriors: Terry Koran,
llednii'ii Club stands two Karnes .Jerry Miller , Dave I'ercival , har- while lliislilord was blasting Da- win.
ahead of the field as a result of ry Clingii Kin. Tom /.uinhcrge, Scott kola IL'Hvli ) in Tri-t. 'otiii ly League
lloh Larson tallied tfi p«ints ami
Saturday Park Kecr citioii Bantam i Bautlluim , Stuart Miller , Dave action Sund ay. The wins le-lt the . Gene (liirrison 1-1 for Schaffers ;
League action-nt Central ¦Elemen- Frank , Larry PontiiX 'n , Hon Stolle two teams deadlocked for tup hon- ¦ Jim Sclnnit eight for Rolli iigstone.
or? with ¦in records.
tary School.
. and Al Mahlke.
In other action Houston ran over
Central Met nod 1st won its second game hy whipping JVorlc.ss i Next action fop the State iner- l.a Crescent lilt-Mi fop its first win.
In a makeup game Wednesday
Chain :\i\ n nnd Athletic C 1 u b I men conies Jan . l."> at MacalesThe Falcons slaved o(f a lasl
-lir)ted- Slitilieirni - Btf:i(t; -Avin-|rMS -in J\ v r .
.I).i.lk«lla_i;!!L,.
j ts_,..|;ir.st... ivin . hx...stoi!:
numito rally to down _ thc Hock
¦
I
.
r
ping l.a Crescent .>7- .">i.
i 'h7fj -T?luM lhe~ n~oJa] s' edge<)"T)K
four .starts, .'(2-7.
Central Met hodist ral lied from
Saints :'.!>-l!ll using a lialancot
A BALANCED scoring attack
a 13-7 halfiiiiH ' (leticit to outscorc
scoriiit! atta ck in Catholic Hoc
which
sn\V
Di>\
e
Jli.slo
ve
pour
in
:ut
Peerless Cham 21-10 in the final
reatio n intramural haskelball play
'
(
SAN
niKCO
,
Calif.
,\P~0\vnpoint s, lteesti Johnson 27 , flare Oltwo periods lo Kai l) its victory.
Saturday,
'
st ad 22 , Lee l.orcli lti and Al Cords ers of the American Football
Scott Stephenson had . Id points
In oilier games the Johnnies lip
League
wore
roporlcil
expansion
(lirII
paced
Husliford
victory
.
fur Methodist and Ronnie Knehlrr
PARK-REQr MIDGET
Knsltlord leil :t2-14 , lld-M aiid fin- minded for the future hut not (or tied the Knights 25-2:* and tin
w i.
w I.
nine for Peerless . .Jeff Hiesanz I
ElUi
4 1 TV Signal ,
14
'M \ at Ihe ( |imrtcr breaks o\ er Da- the present as they gathered for Hustlers beat the Mustan gs 2l-i: i ,
played a -lop defensive game for , Ouo'l
5 1 OCT
0 7
(hoi! Schooner paeed the Falkot
a which was led by Jim Nis- their annual meeting today.
the winne rs.
i
I.
Adding other cities to
the cons wit h seven points while Otti
Athletic Chili led hy jn.sl ft.5 at I High si.'oiinj; and I I I K I I scorers salkc ' s 1(1 points.
Houston niilsroml l.a Cicscciit league 's present right teams was Diii K feldcr hit six for the Hock
hnlftime tin! oiit.scdi' ed Sunbeam ! fealured ' I'ark-Uccri 'tilion Midget
10 in the lirst period and :VMU expected to be discussed us a mat- ets.
l.cii
K
iic
:'
A
2-1-2 the rest of the way for its
basketball action nt Linin the tliird to hang up its tirst ter that might be bnui|{|it about
second victory
coln School Saturday.
Dave
Pellowskl' s 2(1 point '
in a couple of years. Such cities weren 't enough as Hie Saints losl
Boh Mel.'ill . Jr.. had 10 points
Klks liomlied IK'T -Y.) -T.\ to slay win.
for Athletic , Club ami Tom Styha one lull came ahead m Ihe stand
Jim lMunicilali l got 'Jll points , Dan as Seattle , Portland , 0|'c„ Cincin- to the Royals , led hy Tom Stoffel
M'\ en. , Steve VYiligon got seven lor ing.s whili- Hubs hla.s lfd TV ,Si;;nal Klynn lit nnd Jell Kramer 17 lor nat i , Atlanta and Nashville have Boh (ireden and Pete Meier al
the losers.
wilh v 'mht points . ,
liO llli to hold onto second place . the winners. Newberg had 211 for been ment ioned as prospects .
The owners also are rspeclc-d
the losers.
.lim llolmay led the .'olmn 'nv
Tony
"
Kriii/r
r
and (lary Ciiniin
lo discuss , without immediate acAmerican Basketball
It) points and Sieve Pcplinski
led I-:ik scorers with lti nnd IK
AFTER AN 18-18 tie M tlie «nd tion , the high prices brin g paid wilh
League
points respect ively. John Alliens of the lus t (pun ter l'etorsnn muv- lo outstanding college stars in (Iroppeil in eight for I lie Kn ights
E A S T E R N DIVISION
Chuck Kulas and Mike Cahrycl
fired in Hi lor IKT .
cd to a :iii ;!f> ndvanlage at lialftime draft competition with llir NationW.
L.
Pel.
Cfl
each counted six points Cor I IK
Mill S( |iiifcs hit :i;i poi nts (or lmt I.ewi Mon came hack to out- al Knot hall League,
Pittsburgh
33
H
, iHI
Cleveland
. . . . . . it li
,}i0
Bubs and Huber t 1' i'ucss M. ( I n - sciiif the 1'i'tes Sil-Dlt in t 'ue sec- • Wally Letiim , coach of Ihe Hous- Hustlers and Darrel llolzcr four
'i
Ch|ca»n
17 35
.401 »' ,
aid Okl aiid ' .s IV aiirl Ua .w ie l.;u - ond t u o periods to gain the win. ton Oilers , lias advised hot li lor the Mustangs.
New York
H n
lit •¦< , '
¦
sen 's I:: paced Signal,
W ESTERN DIVISION
Dale Knliiiann fired in ;il |ioiiit.s, leagues to get together mi a comKansas Clt/
¦
V
II
.Ml
Hon Enliiiiinii 22 , Ellsworth Simon mon droll agreement , lie called
«i ,
Lo> Anoclrt
. . . it
U
.JIJ
Football Scores
San Fruncluo , , . li
if
.ill
T,
Hi and Hay Schu ltz H for the win- the present levels of competition i
College
Hockey
Hawaii
ii n
.i:j i4i ,
ners. V. Shalet had '211. A. Slialet "the only really dislnrhin i ! leaturC j APL ALL-5TARSUNDAY'S RESULTS
Michigan Slate 5 , MlnneioH j,
4t , E«st Jl.
HULA BOWLKantai City IW, New York tt.
and Deii.son )fi ench for the los- nboiil pro football at ihe mo- U.Wf»r
D«nv«r J, North Dakota o,
S. BOWLEait 7, West /.
Cltvaland NO, Un Franclicg 101.
Mlchljin 4 , Mlchloan T«ch 1,
ers.
ment. "
| Wilt U. East It.

Lewies , Rushford
Win to Retain
Tri-Countv Lead

Redmen Bantams
Register Fourth

Elks Bomb UCT
To Keep Lead

t»

Future Expansion
Sel lfor AFL

Falcons, Royals
Romp to Wins

HONOLULU 'AP)-A11 America
quarterback Sandy Steph ens of
Minnesota said he was disappointed he didn 't see more action in
Sunday 's east-west Hula Bowl
football game which ended in a
' ' '
7-7 . tie.- '
. ; " , .- .. .' . . •
Stephens played only briefl y .in
the third quarter at the quarterback position . He went in once
in the fourth period to punt. .

"I just didn 't have a chance .to
play Sandy; more ," said east
coach .Ice Kuharich of Notre
Dame. "It was a tight ball game
all the way."
"I expected to play more after
flying ail the way to Hawaii ,"
Stephens said., He allowed , ho w*ever, he understood why Kuharich used North Carolina State star
Roman Gabriel and Ron Miller of
Wisconsin at quarterback .
Stephens arrived in Honolulu
late Wednesday after leading Minnesota to a Rose Bowl victory two
days earlier. Gabriel and Miller
flew here a week ago after .' the
East-West ¦Shrine game in San
Francisco. ¦¦.' '
"They were more familiar with
the plays after playing with Kuharich: aETSan Francisco ," Ste^
phens said. . "So -"its is understandable they played more than ' I
did. "
Stephens said he: will "not even
think about" signing any professional football contracts until he
returns to Minneapolis today. He
has received offers from the National and American : Ppitball
Leagues and the Canadian league.
Stephens said , ''All their offers
are about the same."

McClendonNew
Coach at tSU
BATON ; ROUGE , La. -IA°) —
Charley McClendon , an assistant
since 1953,. . took over the head
coaching job today at Louisiana
State University.
.
.
He succeeds Paul Diet2el who
resigned to take the head coach J
ing post at Army.
Athletic Director .lim Corbeft
said McClendon will receive a
four-year contract at 518,000 a
year. -'. - ' -'

Diddle loaches
1,000 in Row
At Bowling Green

NEW ARMY COACH . .- ..-Paul Dictzel , who wilt take over as
head , football coach at Army next fall , gets acquainted with the
1962 Cadet captain , John C. Ellerson , Hampton, Va. Dietzel resigned at Louisiana State to accept the post succeeding Dale Hall
who was fired. (AP Photofax)'
• .- ¦ . ' . " ' - ¦ ' .. ' •

Sparfans-Bewn
Gopher Icemen
In Two Games

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Coach Johnny Mariucci of
nesota 's hockey Gophers
have the idea today they
laying a trap for him up at
Lansing, Mich.

Minmay
were
East

JUNIOR WESTGATE
Westgate ¦„ - . . :
W.

Strikeouts

L.

. * - .- . 2

Pin Topplen ..,,...

t '. ,

: . . , .^. . . . . . . . . . . t ,

3
... 5
3 . 5

Play Boys . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pin . Pals
. .,...,:....
Queen Strikers
Pin Smashers

.'

..... 2
;... 2

6
t

Spring Valley
Decisions Ly le

SPRING VALLEY , Minn. (Spei c i a l V — A pair of free throws in
Michigan State, idling along at . the final eight
seconds gave
a 1-1 clip in the Western Collegiate •[Spring ' Valley a 42-41 decision
Hockey association , ambushed the [over Lyle Saturday night in
Gophers, twice over the weekend ; 'high school basketball.
¦ '. ' •'¦¦
5-3 and 5-2!
j Gary Krickson tossed in ' the
¦
It , had . been Marliicci's; plan two tallies and: finished with ' 13
'
the game.
'
(the word "hope .' also may be for
'¦
used) to come home 4-0 from the | •Chuck . Griizner . counted 18 for
series and get ready- for a Friday- i Spring Valley which had trailed
Sattirday series against Michigan 1 24-21 at the: half.
Tech (7-3 ) , the third place. team | Phil Block scored 11 for the
l losers.
'¦ '
in the \VCHA; . ' •
¦
.
¦
.
"That' s the bestMichigari Stale
team , and the largest , niost spirited and partisan crowd I' ve ever
r,cen up there ," Maroosh moaned .
But he was quick to add that his
Gophers helped out with plenty . of
The Winona National . Guard
mistakes and didn 't play the
rolled
to a 52-42 victory over Red
sharp hockey they are capable of.
Wing National Guard Sunday at
The recipe? "We're going to the Winona Armory.
The Winona team hold a 2447
scrimmage ," . Mariucci .w arned.
'
North Dakota was flattened lead , at the half.
Rich McIWahon scored 14 points ,
twice by Denver , losing 3-0 Saturday after a 4-3 loss Friday night , Dave Vail 12 and Bill Schultz 11
TheMbdaks arc at home to take I for the winners in their first , test
competition.
:
on the same Denver club Friday against Guard
' ¦
¦
¦
.
and Saturday.
Colorado College is at ; first
place Michigan tonight and Tuesday and the CC tigers swing over
Tuesday 's Schedule
to Michigan State Thursday and
LOCAL-^
Friday. ¦ •- . -

Winona Guard
Tops Red Wing

Area Basketball

WCHA STANDINGS
¦

La Crosse Logan at Winona . Hljh.
Cotter at La Crosse Aquinas.

V/ L ' ¦ ' ¦¦ ' ¦ '
W L CENTENNIAL—
BOWLING GREEN . Ky. (APIWabasha at Mazeppa.
Mltblgsn .- .' . . . - ' 5 1 Denver
:.:. ' .. - A - 4
Colorful Ed Diddle reached a mile- Midi. State . . . 3 1 North Dakota
Elgin at Faribault Deaf.
, 13
NON-CONFERENCE— '
ston e Saturday no other ma- Mich. Teth . . . 7 3 Colo. Coll.
0.8
"
Kenyon at 'Faribault.'
jor college basketball coach has MINNESOTA .- 1 t
Peterson at WykeW ,
m
matched when Western Kentucky
Caledonia Loretto at Houston.
Rollingstone Holy Trinity it Spring
plays its : 1,000th game under his
Grove.
guiding hand.
Adams at Canton.
Spring Valley at Grand Meadow.
. It was 40 years ago, in 3322,
Roscmount at Cannon Falls.
that Diddle came to Bowling
St. Charles at
at ctiatlleld.
Green looking for a team to meet
"
Wanamln^o
Goodhue.
Randolph
at
Prescott.
his Greenville High School basketPine Island at Cover-Eyola.
ball team. Greenville was schedTomah at Black River Falls.
. Durand 'at Osseo.
uled to play Owensbbro but was By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Blair at GalctEtlrlck.
turned back by a flood-swollen
This is oppotunity week for ;
Augusta at .Cadotl.
river.
Johnny Tucker of New York and
Eleva-Strum at Chippewa Falls MeDohnel. ,
Jim Ellis of Louisville , a couple ' !I¦ • Independence
at Tay lor,
"We came back Into town look- of promising but virtually un- r Arkansaw at Alma.
ing for someone to play, " he said. known middleweights .
;
Pepin at Pl'j m clly.
Fairchild at Fall Creek.
"We played and they liked my I They get a chance to shine be¦
ncoaching so well they convinced cause there won 't be any national
Ha\'\ Hoc key League
me I should take the coaching job J television fight this Saturday and
VI.
L. T. Points
at_ Western.
noiie of the top fighters will be in
Montreal . . . . . . . .
It
9
10
50
"I 'took a big cut in salary — action.'
' .' ¦ '
Toronto .. ....... ... n 10
5 4»
15 ' 14
from $2T>0 a month to.$160 to come I| 'flicker , an undefeated six-foot- j New York
8
33
.. 12
15
1! 36
to Western — but it' s been some- or , meets Johnny Alford of Phila- j Chicago
Detroit .
. . . 14
17
1 35
I
thin g I' ve never regretted. "
Boston
9
25
4
12
dclpliia in a 10-rounder at New
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
In his 40 years of coaching at ; York' s St, Nicholas Arena tonight ,
Toronto 4 , New York 3.
Western , Diddle has had only six lie outpointed Alford in a six- ( Boston J, Chiciro 0.
I Montreal 3, Dclroil 1 (lie).
losing seasons,, The last was- in round bout last Nov. 18.
1945-46 when the Hillfoppers comEllis faces veteran Rory Cal- MELROSE WIN S"
piled a 15-19 record.
houn , onetime middleweight con- ; MELROSE , Wis. ( Special ) —
Goinc into tonight 's game with tender from New York , in a Ill - Melrose 'defeated
Wilton 57 to 44
New Mexico S_tate , Diddle has round feature bout at Louisville ' s , Saturday night in
a non-confer;)
7,1f
j
I
games nd lost only 264. Jeff erson Country Armory Thurs - ence high
won
school
basketball
That' s more games than any other day¦
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I game.
coach has won at one school.

Boxing unknowns
Get Big Chance

Charier No. 1086J

Blair-Ettrick Club
To Distribute Feed
BLAIR , Wis. ( Special)-James
Frcdci'ixon , president of the Ulairl'Htrick Hod and Gun Club , has
announced that corn and grit is
available for winter feeding of
pheasant flocks .
Feed is being distributed from
Fralerixon Furniture Store to all
sportsmen in the area who are
willing to participate,
Heavy snow this fall i.s making
it difficult for pheasants to find
food . The program i.s expected
-to -make—for—bolter-hunting -next
.season.

Alma Center
Tops Fairchild

Reserve District No. 9

REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE

Winona National

Smugs Bank

of Winona , in the State of Minnesota , at the
close of business on December 30, 196 1

Published in response tq call made by complroller ol Hie <urrencv , under
5111, U.S. Revised Statutes.
/ 15SETS
Cash, balances with other b.inks, nnd cosh ¦Item? In pro r «"s

ol

collodion

..

Dulled Slnlcs Government obligations, direct .ind ounrant.;co) ..
'
'
Otilicinllons ot Stoles nnj politics I subdivisions .
>
.. .. [
,,,.
Olhrr bonds, notes, nnd debentures . .
, , » ,
]
Corporate slocks (Includlna S3n,000.00 stoc k of prdorfi l Reserire hnnk) ". '. "..
l.onns nnd discounts (IncWriino J3,16?.«J ovcrrtrfllh)
. , . ' ..' .
DnnK promises owned %VT,W .U, lurnlluii' nnd lixVires *H5.97i > 7/ . . '. . ', . '.
Customers ' llnbllity lo this bank on nccopt.inccs oul'.li.nci '.n'i
''
'

Oilier

nsscls

Total

MADISON Wi-Tho l lerwig rink
o( .Arlington defeated the Lou
Plienner rink of Appleton 11-2 Sunday lo win the ' (.' hmnp ion.ship of
the nth annual Madison Mixed
Curling Honspiel.

3 ,870,9911 39
} ,u', 1.A09J1
'
6lV«6s ;i
3f)',00O0(l
7,9/<W97.1S
' s a.i'jjo is
i
.
.1 6(10 in

vlil29.ll

W,93o ll76 93

UAOILITirs
Demand deposits of liirtlvldunl' , pnrtnrrsfilps, and
'
corporations
......
Time and savlnrjs deposits of Individual!, parinorshl rr. ,
anrt corporations
. . , :,.
Oepor.ils of United Stntei Govcrnmont (IncliKlin'i
postal savings)
Deposits ol Stales and political subdivisions .. •
11,...
deposits ol b.inks
Ccrtlfi isd and olllr.ers ' chocks, etc
,.
' ' ', ' ' ) |>
Total Deposits
.v,j, .ri 39
. ., . .
(a) Total demand deposits
] , . . i is,o, 'ill'(i7 1. 1
(b> T otal lime nnd savings deposit)
i vlj;i/ lilv ',(,
Acceptances executed by or tor account nl this bank
and outstanding,
......

ALMA CENTF.H, Wis. -.- Alma
Center Lincoln romped over Fairchild Vl- 'ill in iion-cmU 'crence action Saturday night.
Fairchild led j -l-10 nt the quarter
but Alma Center mov«'d in front
iotal Liabilities
.,
;i!l-22 by lialftime and outscored the
CAPITAL ACCOUNT S
visitors :i2-2!l in the second half for
Capital Stock:
the victory ,
Ial Common slock, total par i<00 ,OOO .CO .
Doll Mail netted !."> , Kay Hansom ,s,ur i'!lt ! V .
,„
' '
proills
12 and Boh Smith 11) for the Hor- Undivided
Rcicrvi:-. (and retirem-nl . accounl lor preferred , !.I, K 1|
nets . Paul Jacobson had 14 , John
To|nl Capllnl Acrounts .
Killers 12 and Dan Lnffe 10 for
Fairchild.
Tolal Liabilities and Capital Account 's
_y ~
A/ma (..'enter Hon (lie "fl " game
fAEMOKANOA
43-2!),
As ->cls pledged or assl'jned lo seeure li.sblllllcs . and tar
ARLINGTO N WINS

j J ,87« ,9V3. .I3

.... '. . , , . , . . . . '. , . .

Assels

section

J 4,7/4 , M0.44
9 281 4 1 ? . ^6
'
"
Vl/f?
"f-ol w /
'
'» /;<)
1OM29

i;
II
i" ?
0J

i.ono.OO
»IS , J<li,9nO.]y

,
!

¦ ¦• ¦
^ . !... .111, 1.1

j

JOO OCO iiO

A-iolooolon

- ',j l9s 'M

' Jsjlooolo' l)
1. '»)3.1S7ft. ".4
J16, 9jn ,' l76 91

olher purposes

S J ,P:3,0SI.H

I, H. A. Ilasilnoer. cnshlcr. ol Hie /iljove-namert b.ink iM l.eicby rprl.no Hint
rrpoi t ot (ondlllon Is true nnd correct to Ihe tvM <, ' my Vir> ¦ ,/leiPj : ,u\n b.lli -l
H. A ! MAT, ' INCJ I'!- '
W f , Ihe under slijneil dlrl clorr. ntlt' l 'tha (Oi ri-..lnes > nl II . s n:,i ,n ,,l c inrtillnn
(tecl.iro that II lias Iwoii c^a,iilried by us and lo l> »; IK-. I n| m . t l.no.vl.cco and b ' l i
true nnd correct.
Dlierliif\
I"' . I. Sil-.vi p ;
n. (1. KOMI N .ion
S. J. (CKY2SKO

I'd
'

an I
'f is

$6 Billion

1P.M. New York
Stock Prices

Currency Poo! |
Announced J

Want Ads
Start Here

FARMWORK-Marrled
man
JENERAL
wanted. Separata modem living quarters. Leonard Stoskopf, Harmony, Minn.
Tel, TUWMI;

vaporlzer-dehu- MITCHELL Sfereo-hl-fl console. RegularPRAK-T-KAL automatic
ly priced at $.»?.«, now $109.95. FIREmldlflers - for relief of colds, coughing,
GOLTZ
STONE STORE, . W0 VV. 3rd.
other
congestive ¦ symptoms.
DRUGS, J7-4 E. 3rd.
~
WAN PRESENTLY EMPLOYED to re- POLE TOWEL R ACK-2 rings, 1 arm
71 E. ind. Bob Noaosek.
Tel: 3B3U ¦ .¦
large company evenings and
present
capacity.
Spring
action keeps sturdily
BLIND ADS^UNCALLED FOR
Saturday work. Will not Interfera with
In position. Versatile, docoratlve, pracoccupation.
Smell guarantee
present
tical. ».4». BAMBENEK'S, 421 ManC-t. 7, 30, 21, it, It. 31, 33, M
:
Wlnons'e Finest Electronic Repair - . '
With unlimited potential earnings, our
kato Ave.
.;
1
. -' • tor Ml Makes '
men know of this ad, all replies con»» W. Fifth
Tel. MO»
fidential. ¦ Reply by letter ¦ to C-34 Dally
¦ '
• ¦' ' • .¦'• ". ; ''
;¦ '¦ .' ":¦"" ' '
•
¦
;
•
•
• . , NOTICE -:
•
Authorlj»d dealer tor
'
.
N«WS .
y
.
.
-.
.'
.
ADMIRAI-MUNTZ.-ZEN1TH
beef
IVlARRlED • MAN tor dairy and
This" newspaper will b« responsible forfarm. References . required. Tel. ATlas
only one -Incorrect : Insertion ot any
7
miles
N.E.
of
Ro,
Rochester
2-3069,
classified advertisement published. In:
chester, Minn., Cdiinty road 2, Marlow
the Want Ad section. Check your ad
Bstiofc'i
.
and call 3321 If a correction must be .
made. •
. ' -. . ' ' ,-ENERGETIC YOUNG MAN for local establlshed food route. No experience necessary. Thorough training provided. Car
needed. Man selected can earn over
Lost and Found
4 S100 every week. Tel. 4611 for Interview
. . .. • ' ¦ •
'
appointment. ,
MAN'S BROWN BILLFOLD—Lost In vlclnlty of
Westgate
Shoppino
Center.
Wanted—MaU 30
Large sum of currency and very val- Situations
uable papers. Reward. Tel. 3252.
HAVE ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. WlTl
type anything. Including stencils. Tet. 6066
Personals
7 ' or »233.
.
DON'T STO P EATING but lose welsM
37
safely with Dex-A-Dlet tablets. Only V8c. Business Opportunities
¦
j . FORD HOPKINS.
. ¦ :¦- -.
FOR LEASE—Brand new, modern, Service
2 FOR 1—Any 2 similar garments. ExLarge
Station In downtown Winona.
pertly cleaned aivd pressed for recjuMr. Bowers. Tel.
parking¦ area. ¦ Contact
•
•
•
•
. ¦ lax . price of one. Call Turners Clean¦
'
'2341. . . . - . .
.
ers and Laundsreri. Tel. 7500 for free
63
pickup and delivery.
INVESTMENT for your future. No down- Coal,Wood, Other fuel
payment to qualified buyer, take over
J UNDERSTAND WE have some fans
coin-operated
going
existing contract on
out Rollingstone wvay who never mUs
laundry. Writ? C-33' Dally News.
this column. Greetings to all you Cougar
Valley folks. RAY MEYER, INN KEEP- OPPORTUNITY MAN OR WOMAN —
Is the amount of heat It takes fo raise
Reliable person from this area, to servER. WILLI AMS HOTE L,
the temperature of one pound of water
ice and collect automatic dispensers.
one
decree. One Ion of Commander
EVERY HOUR of the day, every day
No selling. Age not essential; Car, reLump coal contains 59 million BTU's.
of the week, you'll find ' oood eating at
ferences,
and JSOO. working capital
There ' ll no other coal like, 11.'
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 12o E. 3rd. Sea
necessary. 7 to 12 hours weekly nets
food specials, dectlclous chicken, , steaks
Possibility
excellent
monthly income.
grilled the way you like them..
Fulltime work. For ; local interview give
phone and full particulars. Write P.O.
B L A N C H E MacPHERSON , Registered
Box 6383, Richfield, Minn.
Spencer Corsetlere, will be at the Wi901 E. 8tb
Tel. 33B9
nona Hotel January ,10 and 11 . Wednesday and Thursday.
~
If you can qualARE YOU A PRO BTEM DRINKER?-Ma "ri YOU CAN make It possible Rent-Alls
store.
ify to operate a United
or woman, your drinking creates numerProfitable, safe operation . More than 300
ous problems. If you need and want
stores now operating coast to coast. 17,000help, contact Alcoholics! Anonymous, PloFdr good quality ilabwood and
SB,M0 Investment requrled. Financing and
lumber call
. " rieer Group, Box 122, Winona, Minn.
training available. Write for tree brochure: United Rent-Alls, Inc., 2627 North
DOUBLE BREASTED suits cut to sin27th, Lincoln, Nebraska.
¦
gle. WARREN BETSINGER, Tailor, «v, '
. .
-.
. Trempealeau, Wis. Tel. .!<
.
V W. -3rd.

Apartments, Flats

'

~
3
Winona TV & Radio Service '¦LOVELY
¦ Tel . . 737 1.

90 Trucks, Tractors,Trailer*

.

betfroom carpeted apartment.

108

~
HAVE THAT THAILEn~Trarn«J or TaTie
b'jllt now at BERG'S TRAILER, 3950 W
'
4th . Tel . 4933.
. . .

Lbbott L 69% Kennecott 84V4
illied Ch - 55% Lorillard
61%
91 RED TOP TRAJLERS-New
Ulis Chal 21V* Mpls Jfon 123W
lO wldei Tnd
Don Ehmann TV Service Apartments Furnished
torn* ooott buy* on used * wides, See
KING
W.
«4—«
rooms
and
bath
,
mldunerada 105% Minn MM 64%
'
us
about
tti»
rental
.
purchase plan.
134s
dle age couple preferred. 4 , months oc¦
W. 5th.
Vm Can
.
42% Minn P&L 41%
cupancy. Tet. 7537.
Vm M&Fy '38% Mon Chm 50
RCA WHIRLPOOL
TWO LARGE rooms with two larM clos- Used Can
109
' ets, electric stove, ' : refrigerator, large
Vm Mot
17 Mon Dk U 36'A
Washers ~ Dryers
¦
¦
wall cupboard. TV : Signal. 157 W. 4th. FORO I960 — Starllner, 2 door Aardtop>
' ; -'' Ranges — Refrigerators
, 131% Mori Ward 32%
VT&T
V-8
motor
~
crulsematlc transmission. A-l
"
WASHINGTON- (AP) — A 10- j\naconda 50V4
CENTRAL LOCATION^! larye urnlshed
condlllon. Inoulre 822 W. Howard or
Nat Dairy 70
PARTS -SALES ^ SERVICE'
rooms, wljh bath, on 1st floor. Front
power agreement to bolster the u\rch Dan 36% , No
Tel. 4497. Leonard Erdrfjfi ,
Av 60
and back porches and prlvale entrances.
stability of the dollar and other ttomco St. 69% NorAm
waler and hot water furnished. VOLKSWAGEN-1958. 31^X30 actual mllei.
Pac 41%
TV or Radio Repair :' . Heat,
Looks like new and . runs better - thars
Immediate; possession. Tel. 777* or 8-2033,
monies of non-Communist nations .Armour
49Vi No St Pw
32%
new . Brand new 30 month battery.
asK for 5yd Johnstone.
through a $6-billion currency pool ,(Vvco Corp V.Vi Nwst Alrl 30
113 WashingtoiLSt.__ Winona
, Bernard Degnan, Lewiston, Minn. Til.
'
your
- LOCATION-Really nice basement
Call
us.
.
.
W
e
are
.
^
WEST
4583..
was announced today by the Ih- ]Beth Steel .42V4 Penney
apt. No children or pets. Ttl. 2M1
51%
ternational Monetary Fund.
;Boeing.Air 49
' FORD Patrlene ton <•
from 1 to 6 p.m. for appolntrrient.
PHOTOFACT EQUIPPED
Pepsi Cola 52
door . Radio, h«ater, autoSubject to ratification by Con- :Brunswick 45V* Phil Pet
"
Vt
M
O
5?y8
matlc
transmission,
V-S
ELECTRIC TECHNICIAN Houses for Rent
95
motor, eolld Wtilte finish. '
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Good hogs, barrows and gills—
piano, that Walter keeps hid- t50 LOWER than comparative models I BDWY^ETlH^-room h^m^fuli~ balh,
rock fryers lWi-201^.
YOUR CHOICE
~
15.00-16.00
160-180
MIXED HAY — 1,000 bales at 40c per
,
for
a
den
in
the
basement
Tha
Prima
20
portable
adding machine.
16.0O-1S.50
2 large closets, V basement, hot air
180-200
bale;
300
bales
ot
clover
straw
30c
Firestone Store
8Va lbs. ol compact, complete, work
16.50
furnace, , hot water tank. Wired for
CHICAGO ' .(APT - (USDA ) - 200-220
ONE PRICE
song. (Provided it's written on
per bole. Nels Gllbertson, Arcadia, Wis.
ability w|th features not usually found
16.20-16.50
electric range, Tel , 6-1068 for , appoint200
West
3rd
Winona
Potatoes arrivals 152 on track 188; 220-240
green
paper
supplied
by
'
that
In
low
priced
machines.
All
for
only
'
ment.
240-270
: - . , 15.75-16.20
Wanted—Farm
Produce
54
1115 plus tan at WINONA TYPEWRITER
total U.S. shipments for Friday 270-300
15.30-15.75 .
the U.S. Government Publ.
SER VICE, 141 E. 3rd. Te l. qjTOoT
Wanted—Real EiFato ~i
02
U.50-15.30
) Who know s, one of those
489; Saturday 367; Sunday 2; old 300-330
Co.
LIVESTOCK
14.00-14.50
~
330-360
*.
88 keys may even open the Washing, Ironing Machines 79 "WILL PAY HIGHE"ST CASH PRICES""
— supplies moderate; demand for Good
sows—
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY
14.25-14.50
SOUTH ST. PAUL
russets moderate , round reds 270-300
door to another Libcracc in. MAYTAG AND FRIGIDAIRE - Fast,
PAY ONLY $32 MONTHLY.
14.25-14.50
,
"HANK"
JEZEWSKI
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. 01-(US6A )expert service, Complete slock of parts.
good ; market firm to slightly 300-330
you
could
all
your
family
and
14.00-14.35
330-360
CnttlQ 7,000; <alves 2,000; opening trade
H. Choato 8. Co. Tel. 2(171.
Buyer)
(Winona
's
Only
Real
Eitato
Ida13.50-14.00
stronger; cat-lot track sales :
retire to a life of luxury. Now
360-400
slaughter steers and heifers . only modTel. sm
P.O. Box 345
'57 PLYMOUni 4-dr.
automatic waihlng ma13.00-13.50
10,000 tons of good
erately active; early sales mostly steady ;
ho russets 3,45-3.50; Idaho bakers 40O-450
what we've really been trying KENMORG-used
chine. Tel , 8-3561.
1275-I3.00
450-500
shi
pment
'57 BUICK 2-dr. Htp.
cows steady; bulls about steady ;
quality
hay
and
straw
(besides
4.00 ; Minnesota - North Dakota S,a 9»to
convince
you
of
prime 1,073 lb slaughter steers 27.00; good
.»
Wearing Apparol,Furs
80
'55 STUDEBAKEIt Wa^on.
*-00
're
off
our
Red River Valley round reds 2. 00- 450-down
the
fact
that
we
slaughter
24.25-35.00
;
load
choice
1,048
lb
CASH
,
' '
HEAVY BALED
*'0o- ;0lL
hellers 25.75 ; early bulk cholca B50-l,050
NATURAL
MUSKRAT
COAT-Mafch lng
collective rockers ) is that
2.40; new — supplies lifiht; de- 4}0-up
'W PONTIAC 2-dr . Htp.
Thin and unfinished hofls ..,, discounted
lbs 24.75-25,50 ; flood 23.50-24.50; ufl/lt/ and
tur
hat.
Excellent
condition. Clean,
Pure Alfalfa 2nd & 3rd
FOR YOUR HOME '56
CALVES
mand slow ; market dull; cnrlot
commercial slauohlor
cows 14 ,50-16.00;
glazed Polarized way. Call at 171 W.
FOIID Convt'rlible.
From
A
to
Z
Price , $17 per ton.
vo nl market Is steady.
4th_ .
canner and culler 12.O0-14.00i high yielding
track trading too limited to quote. Tho
29.00
CMC ',<: ton pickup.
Top choice
cutler 14.50) utility slaughter bulls 20.00we
can
help
you
with
all
your
26.00-28.00
Mixed clover or alfalfa
IN
WINONA
Choice
Wanted
^tolSu
y
81
21.00 ; commercial and good 19.50-21.00;
FORD »-4 ton , stock rack.
21.00-26.00
furniture needs, Prices lire
Good
~
vcalers and slaughter calves steady; bulk
$10 to $14 per Ion.
'
16.00-18.00
SMALL R.C,A. VICTORY 45 rpm r ecCommercial to' good
j
it
quality
high
high choice and prime vcalers 32.00-33.00 ;
,
our
store.
low
¦
13.00-15.00
ord player, wilh or without amplifier.
Utility
W ITHIN A WEEK
good and choice 27,00-31.00; oood and
Straw
Stop today.
12.00-down
TeJ._ 740J.
Doners and culls
choice slaughter calves 22.00-26.00 ) feeders
Price
$6
to
per
ton.
$8
CATTLE
mostly steady; load good 735 lb feeder
GOOD USED PIANO—wanted, preferably
?Run Awny
The ' cattle market: Steers and heifers steers 23.50; icad good 645 lb heifers 21.50.
low type . Write Arlcn J. Sando, Lanobj $l&$
* *r .-/ ¦¦¦W& Z
At Your Farm
Home
Buye
rs
Inc.
,
25 cents loiven cows and bulls steady,
boro,
Minn.
State
condition
nnd
price
Hogs 10,000.- active ; barrows and gilts
•?Giant ,
Drylcd steers and yearlings—
wanted ,
25 cents higher than late Friday; sows
PARK REC PEE WEE
2375-24.25
Tel. 2.149
Choice to prime
ODEGAARDEN
fully steady ; 1-2 160-240 lbs barrows and
???Obstinate
VLrv^CHEV ROlETt^'CO.
W
L
WM ^'MILTER SCRAP IRON (.""METAL
21.00-22.50
W U
Good to choice
16.7J, mostly
(jilts
17.23-17.50;
1-3
180-240
lbs
CO
.
pays
highest
prices
for
icrap
Iron,
17.00-20.50
7 O Wlnone Hotelj . 3 4
to
good
Amer. Lealon
during
business
hours
ONLY.
Comm.
?***l'Mnger
Talk
lbs
few
sows
mora
uniform
1W-330
17.00;
HAY
&
STRAW
metals, hides, wool and raw fur.
H.SO-down
- XocaXola
4 ..a„MtKln'i»y. •-.¦.!..• :...'..J. --..Utility .
v - . ..
105 Johnson
'JVI. 2i'M
r
..lZ45i_s.am,8...ai.n.!i.e».. 240-270 lbs uoo-w.ooj
233 W. 2nd.
Tel. 3047
"""™~" "
0 7 Dryfcd hellersPaint Depot . , 4 a Jay Dees
LICENSED-BONDED- DEALER„!! I".""" 2-3 270-290 lbs 15.50-l6.50j 2-3 mosllv ''J'"J W"
_._
Ch»ed-5at»rdaYS—
.
.Onnn
tonlto
t
i
l
l
ft
22.50-23.75
Accessories*1
0
4
Tir*»
Part*
Choice to prima
r
355 lbs 15.00-15.50; 1-2 UMBO lbs 16.75^
~~"
1?.75-22, 25
Your roadway must bo suitHIGHEST JUNK P R I C r s
American Leflion moved a full Good lotochoice
17.25; few 1-3 270-330 lb sows 14,75-15,25;
Automobilos
17,75-19.75
Wanted
good
110
:14.75l 2-3 400-550 lbs
M, «. W. IRON AND ME IAL CO.
able for semitrailers.
three games in front of the pack Comm.
U.OO-down ' 1-3 330-400 lbs 13,75
Utility
307 W . 3nd; across Royal Gas Station
13.25-14.25; feeder pigs week to 50 cents
Main
Office
327
Junction
St.
~~
with its 27-9 victor y over Paint Cows—
" HIC,HEST~PRICES1'AID
lower; choice 10O-Id0 lbs 15.50.16.00 .
NEED CASH?
Furniture and App liances
13.25-14.50
Branch Neillsville , Wis.
NEW AND USED.
Sheep 4,000; trade moderately active on
Depot in Park Recreation Pee Wee Commercial
for scrap Iron, metals, raQj, filrtej, raw
12.25-13.35
Utility
Wc
will
liny your car or truck .
last week' s
173
East
3rd
Winona
all
classes
prices
steady
with
Tel
0-3914
Minn.
,
Winonn
furs
nnd
wool!
.
We
recap,
retr
ead
repair;
and
School
12.75-down
League action at Lincoln
Cnnneri «¦ cutlers
close; load prime around 100 lb wooled
Trade
down
— lower your payOutfi—
also repair endless belts.
Saturday,
slaughter lambs 17.75) choice and prime Articles for Sale
Sam Weisman & Sons
65
57 Good thingi to Eat
15.75-18.75
llologna
.
B5-110 lbs 17.00-17,50; good and choice 16.00INCORPORATED
Winona
tire
&
Retread
ments
iind
receive
cash b.iclc.
Coca-Cola gained a second place Commercial
14.25-16.25
"
17.00) two shipments choice and prime LOOKS Ilka new, wears like new. Coat COMO AND extraclni honey. Write El¦150 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847
14.50-down
QUALITY CHEVROLET CO.
Tel. 8-1925
tie as it nudged Winona Motels Lloht thin
J201 East _fUh .
mer Keller, Cochrane, wis.
90-10? lb sho rn lambs No. 1 polli I6.001
old linoleum with hl-lustre transparent
~~
Glnxo. Paint DepoL
good and choice ' wooled slaughter ewes
105 Johnson
Tel. 2:i'.iG
12-11 while McKinley tipped Jay
86 Motorcycles, Bicycles
U X T n W 's¥ECiAL-wiallr\y Api) lei l JM9 Rooms Without Meals
107
Froedtert Malt Corporation
4.00-5.00) choUe-tancy 60-65 lb feeder lambs
~1 1259, Used relrigeper
bu,
Bring
containers,
WINONA PO- F6uRTli"\rVr434^rootn lorTeni"7or-i)ont|oOpen Mon. - Fri , Eve. Til! :>.
F
R
E
E
Z
E
R
S
Bees 16-10 in the day 's other
*W
Hours: 8 a.m. fo 4 p.m.
t6.00-16.50i good and choice 1J.5O16 .00.
TOTAO MARKET- US Market St.
FOR
nA R GAIN 5
In
molorcyclts
and
rators
S25.
Used TVi SS0. FRANK
man In modern home.
(Closed Saturdays)
game.
CHICAGO
scooters -.ce Allyn Morgan, Lake Blvd.
Auction Saloj
-'
»1.M
_ LILLA_J1. JtoNS^W E' 8!!]j
I barley
ROOMS "'"POR
GENT EME N-Willi or
Articles
67
Household
American Legion, led by Pat No,
"
CHICAGO
Wl
—
(USDA)Hofls
8,000)
"""'
1-22
ZENITH TV - a t«. reduqed prices.
See
No. 2 barley
.
ALVIN K0HNCK
E.
without
light
housekecplno
privileges.
,
Tractors
Trucks
,
Trailers
1
0
8
butchers steady to 25 cents higher ) mixed
Wiltgen with nine points , scored No. 3 barley
SONS, 761
1-U
FRAKIK^LIUA
6th. CLEAN carpets with our Carpel ShamA U C T I O N E E R . City ,-in.l il,ita II ¦-¦•icd
Private
entrance
nnd
bath.
Tel.
4H59
~
~
.
butchers
'
U.00-1B.J5, bulk
1-2 190-225 II)
~
1.10
"
TRAll .i'-R - 1H x "V ft, 1 bedroom, compooer l:RrC with purchfH" ol (Hue
and bonded. iVi citcrty M HJ,i/ner
22 of its 27 poinls in Hie second No. 4 barley
l
i e 'ons
rodtir' privllegcs
1-3 190-250 16s 17.00-18.00; 2-3 210-280 lbs BABY BEDS—Chests, Bp nrtment i
plottily modern. Mint sarrlflce
price
l.u.ilre shampoo, Deposit required. 11. WEST LOCATION -Living
E, Jlh and l iberty)
T<il . mo.
stovt, breakfait sets, dressers, double
half to hang up victory No, 7
mixed
16.50-17.25i
210-300
lbs
16.25-16.75;
and
waging
faclllllej.
Tel.
«M8
or
8ond
boll
by
January
10th
.
Cn%y
terms,
Chonte
8.
Co.
Winona Egg Market
washtubs, bookcases, walnut lamp ta1-3 300-400 It) sows 14.25-15.50) 2-3 400-550
U5A alter 5.
without a loss. Hans Meier had ' (Winona
will
arrange
financing.
Tel.
U-MOO.
Minnesota
Produce, Zlebell Produce)
bles , OK USED FURNITURE, 273 E,
lbs 13.25-14.75 ,
Machinery and tools
69 Apartments, Flats
32
tight for Paint Depot.
3rd. St. _ Tel. B-3701.
Grade A. <|umbo>
90 C H E V R O L E T - "H5v " 3 ton " liu'ck,"" in oood
Cattle 70,000; calves none; slaughter
Land & Auction Sales
"
"
"'
(largo)
27
Grade
A
comlltlon . 4 c/m Stclnhgrso ilila door
—
H-10
(i-2
11-6
and
lontl
prime
steers
steady
to
25
cents
lowcri
McKinley led
,
JUNE IN JANUARY'. . .Beat the rush! JOHN DEERE CAT. - -Wilh tracks Ilist MODE"R N" APA R TME NT
Lvcr* !l I Kobnrr
(medium)
22
7
r ooTnsTJan.
mllK cooler. Robert Hnnuy, Rt. 2, (" ounGrade A
'
also
has
riydr/iullc
rebuilt,
completely
slaughter
steers
28.35)
load
prime
lb
1,280
See
us
now
about
a
new
Homko
or
at the quarter breaks in moving Grade R
22
Un vV.ilmit
B ino. niMr H ours Mil
10 occupancy, within wnlMna rtlilnnro
laln City, Wh
analo dozer, MerUn Wllhcr, Ccnterville.
around 1,750 lbs }S.15i bulk choke and
Toro power lawn mower. Models end
from down town. Ideal (or small fam-'5
past Jay Bcos. Scott Featherstone Grade C
Wis. Tel. IINl.
prime all weights 25.50-28.00) load tots
i mllei :: of
MOI'J IU. IV" ,5 Chevrolet ' ) pickup J A N . 9-Tue». 1 p.m
prices to fit your rtqulrements and
LA1I
ily.
Tel.
7364
.
mixed good ond choice 25.00-25,25; most
WyKmt or 9 rnllr!. ,v ol Cu'-it -j n oc>
budgets. Select one now on our easy
f!*(. .*IU'nt cnndltltHi wilti overload springs
scored 10 points for tho Macs and
'
Morchandiie
70
Musical
Bay Stata Milling Company
good 33.00-25.00) utility nnd standard steers
Uliwy. 16. Orvlllo V.m S.unle, o.. .n:r
F I F T H wr 513' i- -Avnllnbi! immediately.
pay plan and be prepared when June
ftrt'i onk grain rock, 5100 or bc^t ofMark Stephenson five far Jny
"
Knudjen 8. UrlcKsun , nucll.inecrM l norp
19.50-22.73i couple loads high choice and
"
"
1 bedroom apartment kitchen, living
Elavator "A" Oriln.Prices
ronlly
comes,
WINONA
FIRE
Irr for quick solo. Tel. 7531 Altura,
* U seo sf^ ERTrTandHi-FI conToToirsovqral
Sales Co,, clerk.
prima hellers 26.50; bulk choice 14,7326.25)
room, full bath, lunporch and private
Hours: S a.m. to 3:30 p.m,
Bees.
POWER, 78 E. 2nd, Til. 5065,
Minn.
_
_
models to chooie from at
"
(Closed Saturdays)
good largely 22.75-24, 50) commercial cows
' "
"
entrance, Garage and baaement (acuiJAN. To^Wed. n n"m, 1 ml\ii\ U rt
Coca-Cola fiot Its victory hy out- No. 1 northern
2 years oldi
eprlng wtioaf
»2.11
14,50-16.50) utility and commercial bulls NORGE-eiectrlc dryer,
ties.
I7J
per
month.
Hardt's
Music
Store
Fairchild on County TiunV "M. " M, i»»n
,
1W
days,
imall
chrome
dinette
it).
Tel
Dodge
the
second
acoring Hotels 2-0 in
2.09
20.00-21.50) package flood 775 lb feeder
_
No, 2 norlhern spring wheat
'i
'i
T"
W.
A,
Winona
"MIKa" Prod.inuvn;h,
;
11» E, 3rd
^
* ™
TliRE
ROOMS -i.itcheneflo and ba h.
_
19',/ V tnn plrkup, A cyll' dar , 3 speed
spring wh«at
2.05
steers 24 ,35) medium BOO lbs 21 .15,
_^
TllAf TiRyT3TEP m«y be th« long
period. Tho score nt tho end- of No. j4 -wthern
auctlone nri
leek,
Nurr'H'i M Inv. Co.,
Heal -and hot water furnished. Sullnbla
lr,iriKnih^Uin, d It , rcoula r bnx, enccpnorthern spring wheat , . , . . , 2.01
Sheep 2.000) all classes hilly steady;
one that lands you In thn hospital Radios, Television
71
lor ' 3 adults. Available Jan, I. 51/
dork.
,
one quarter was 5-6 ami Hotels " No.
llorially clean JO,MO aclunl miles.
2.04
choice and prime 90-110 lb woolod slaughNo. 1 hard w inter wheat
or a courtroom. Be sure your side"
"
~
Johnson ,
JAN. 13 «i" JAN. H - S « t , 10 a m , Sun.
2.07
ter lambs 17 ,75-18.00/ good and choice nawalks and steps ara illp-prooi by using USEb^TErEVisT6N' s ETS air,li»"plcturo
outscored Colco fi-5 in Hie final Nn, 7 hard winter who.i f
(or
1 p.m. Antique Auitkin. (', »u- , v. ' ;.t Un.l
GRAND 401} -upstairs
apartment
2
I.V8
tive wooled slaughter tamlu 15.00-17.50i
tubes, Oct that second set at
liard winter wheat
Sidewalk Do-lcer or chemically treatNo.
3
half.
Sli-p. Co., i miles i>. ot i,<lgivllla,
load choice and prime 10& lb shorn fed
adulls.
Private
bath
ond
enliencu.
1.94
ed sand from ROBB BROS. STORE, 576
No. 4 tiard winter wheat
Hardt's Music Store
on howyv 3.S fl. S.I. QukK. ~ ArDennis Nyseth fired in seven No. 1 rye
Electric slove and refrigerator. Heat
1.16
lambs with No, 1 pelts 17.00; cull to choice
E. 4th St. Tel. 4007 for any quantity
Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC Wis.
neson, auctionucrv.
and hot water furnished .
ilaughler «w» 4.30-6.00,
119 E. 3rd
Winona
No. 1 rye
1.14
and free delivery,
points to lead Coca-Cola.
.. .
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Stock Market
Continue! Dip,
Trading Heavy
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'61 Cornet 6
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'61 Falcon 6
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BUZ SAWYER
Monday, January 8,J942
By Cheiter Gould

DICK TRACY

By John Prontie* and Fre<! Dickensor

RIP KIRBY

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FilNTSTONES

BEETLE BAILEY
.

. -BLONDlj E ' '- .

By Mort Walker
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STEVE CANYON
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By Mijton Canniff
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Plan now to make
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Of all of man's ,possessions the most important is his home. Here it is that
he leaves for work ,comes home from work ,enjoys his famil y and plans for
important events in his life. Of all the possessions a man 's home is his
office,home and planning center all in one.
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TO OFFER YOU SALES
HELP AND FAST
SERVICE ONCE MORE.
NEXT TIME YOU'RE
DOW NTOWN STOP IN
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- The cost is less than you think to add a room!
Gs
,1GW addition includes only minor changes
room
^ ^ e ^ 'gi1
°* ^ e

in the ori ginal house , construction is made more economical.
Adding
a
not onl y provides more space for living, but
greatl y increases the value of your home.

Consult the friendl y folks at the

Rollingstone Lumber Yard
FRITZ HOFFMAN, M(jr.
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2 for 6Gc
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RUBBER GLOVES
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Rollinnstono , Minn.
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By Chic Young
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New low price makes this 2-in<1 foodpeeper easy to own. Automatic defrost
refrigerator has 9.5 cu. ft, net capaciry~for all your fresh foods. Sepora»<»

I True-Zero freezer stores 105 lbs. pf
I food, boasts 3 CO. ft. net Capacity.
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